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INTRODUCTION

For the past few years the Supreme Court has been struggling with issues of government structure so fundamental that they might have been thought textbook simple, yet with results that seem to imperil the everyday exercise of law-administration. Under what circumstances can Congress assign the adjudication of contested issues in the first instance to tribunals that are not article III courts? The past century has witnessed the profuse growth of legislation assigning to special adjudicative tribunals—administrative agencies and other article I courts—the power to hold trial-type hearings that might otherwise have been placed in the article III courts. Yet in a case challenging such an assignment in the context of the bankruptcy laws, the Court could not summon a majority to agreement on an opinion. The plurality found the assignment unconstitutional employing reasoning that, despite its best efforts, appears to threaten much administrative adjudication and revive ghosts long thought quieted, while the dissent opined in the face of intellectual difficulties

with the governing language of the Constitution that it is "too late" to rely on the constitutional text.³

Can Congress empower bodies other than itself to adopt statute-like rules that acquire the force of law without either receiving bicameral passage in Congress itself or facing the possibility of presidential veto? Article II legislators—that is, executive rulemakers—have been acting at least since the turn of the century as if Congress could so empower them.⁴ Faced with challenges to congressional efforts to retain political controls over administrative rulemaking in the form of legislative veto provisions, the Court struck down the legislative veto in a formally reasoned opinion⁵ that struggled to avoid casting doubt on all rulemaking.⁶

What protection from litigious interference does the President have in his performance of office? The courts have recognized that congressmen, judges, and their aides require absolute privilege from civil liability for damage alleged to have resulted from their misperformance of office in order to protect their abilities to carry out central functions.⁷ Yet the Court was barely able to find a similar privilege in the President personally,⁸ and only one justice would have extended it to his closest personal aides.⁹ The resulting isolation of the Presidency may be understandable given the outrageous conduct apparently involved in those lawsuits—the firing by the President of a whistle-blower¹⁰—but exposes the Presidency to external controls and corresponding risks of internal hesitation the courts have seemed quick to oppose for the other branches.

At the root of these problems lies a difficulty in understanding the relationships between the agencies that actually do the work of law-administration, whose existence is barely hinted at in the Constitution, and the three constitutionally named repositories of all governmental power—Congress, President, and Supreme Court.¹¹ When, for example, a federal agency adopts

³. *Northern Pipeline*, 458 U.S. at 113 (White, J., dissenting).
⁶. See 103 S. Ct. at 2785 n.16.
¹¹. Note that this Article is concerned only with administrative as opposed to political action—that is, with settings productive of "agency action" in the Administrative Procedure Act sense, the end result of a body acting as an "authority of the Government of the United States" in some manner directly affecting members of the public. 5 U.S.C. § 551(1), (13) (1982); cf. *Soucie v. David*, 448 F.2d 1067 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (APA confers agency status only on administrative unit with substantial independent authority in the exercise of specific functions). We shall always be talking about governmental bodies in circumstances in which they are constrained to act under law enacted by Congress and subject to the possibility of judicial review. Government activities concerned with external relations and security are excluded from the inquiry.
a legislative "rule" following the procedures of the Administrative Procedure Act, how is this act to be understood constitutionally? In a colloquial sense, the agency is acting legislatively—that is, creating general statements of positive law whose application to an indefinite class awaits future acts and proceedings. Validly adopted legislative rules are identical to statutes in their impact on all relevant legal actors—those subject to their constraints, those responsible for their administration, and judges or others who may have occasion to consider them in the course of their activities. Does it follow that in the constitutional sense what the agency is doing should be regarded as an exercise of the "legislative Powers . . . granted" by article I, "all" of which are vested in Congress? Or, given statutory authorization, is it to be regarded as an exercise of the executive authority vested in the President by article II, the judicial power placed in the Supreme Court (and statutorily created inferior courts) by article III, or authority merely statutory in provenance? The

This exclusion undoubtedly marks the largest part of executive authority as it might have been imagined by the political theorists on whom the drafters of the Constitution drew. Montesquieu, for example, describes as the "three sorts of power: the legislative; the executive in respect to things dependent on the law of nations; and the executive in regard to matters that depend on the civil law." C. Montesquieu, The Spirit Of The Laws 151 (T. Nugent trans. 1949). The third, which he called "the judiciary power," id. para. 2, exists to punish criminals and determine individual disputes. It was best performed by courts and juries. That left public security and foreign affairs as the primary domain of the executive. A somewhat broader vision can be detected in the pages of the Federalist papers, see e.g., The Federalist Nos. 70-72 (A. Hamilton), but foreign and military affairs draw the bulk of attention.

This exclusion also sets off that aspect of governmental functioning that tends least to share the characteristics of legislative and judicial action, that tends least to be subjected to judicial (if not legislative) controls, and of which we are least likely to demand the characteristic and safeguarding attributes of those two forms of action, such as definitive, public statement of governing norms or reasoned, disinterested decision.

Thus, this Article addresses behavior that, in historical perspective, is not at the core of executive function. The distinction between political and administrative government had its counterpart in early writings about administrative procedure suggesting a distinction between "executive power" and "administrative power"—the first, concerned with those issues Chief Justice Marshall had identified in Marbury v. Madison as "questions . . . in their nature political," 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 170 (1803); the second, strictly statutory, and subject to presidential participation only to whatever extent might be provided by statute. See the elegant discussion of the writings of Freund, Wyman, Willoughby and Goodnow in Grundstein, Presidential Power, Administration and Administrative Law, 18 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 285 (1950). One need not accept the proposition about complete congressional control of "administrative power" to find force in the distinction. The administration of regulatory schemes has qualities different from the conduct of foreign relations, warranting provision for a different albeit palpable degree of presidential (and for that matter congressional and/or judicial) involvement. The central purpose of this essay is to examine the constraints that may exist on Congress's shaping of the administrative power.

13. Federal courts have long been authorized by statute to adopt rules for the governance of proceedings before them, rules which have the force of law on those subject to them and those administering them, and in this respect questions parallel to those discussed in the text respecting agencies necessarily arise. See Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) 1, 15-16 (1825).
Constitution names and ascribes functions only to the Congress, President and Supreme Court, sitting in uneasy relation at the apex of the governmental structure; it leaves undiscussed what might be the necessary and permissible relationships of each of these three constitutional bodies to the agency making the rule. Is it significant for any of these purposes whether the rulemaking authority has been assigned to a cabinet department or to an independent regulatory commission? Indeed, does it make sense to look to the Constitution, written so many years ago, for contemporary guidance or limits on the sorts of arrangements Congress can make? 14

Three differing approaches have been used in the effort to understand issues such as these. The first, "separation of powers," supposes that what government does can be characterized in terms of the kind of act performed—legislating, enforcing, and determining the particular application of law—and that for the safety of the citizenry from tyrannous government these three functions must be kept in distinct places. Congress legislates, and it only legislates; the President sees to the faithful execution of those laws and, in the domestic context at least, that is all he does; the courts decide specific cases of law-application, and that is their sole function. These three powers of government are kept radically separate, because if the same body exercised all three of them, or even two, it might no longer be possible to keep it within the constraints of law.

"Separation of functions" suggests a somewhat different idea, grounded more in considerations of individual fairness in particular proceedings than in the need for structural protection against tyrannical government generally. It admits that for agencies (as distinct from the constitutionally named heads of government) the same body often does exercise all three of the characteristic governmental powers, albeit in a web of other controls—judicial review and legislative and executive oversight. As these controls are thought to give reasonable assurance against systemic lawlessness, the separation-of-functions inquiry asks to what extent constitutional due process for the particular individual(s) who may be involved with an agency in a given proceeding

---

14. Cf. supra text accompanying note 3. The reader will probably divine without the help of this footnote with what suppositions I approach constitutional interpretation, yet it may be helpful to try to mark a spot for myself along the interpretivist–noninterpretivist continuum. My supposition is that the Constitution is law, binding judges (as it says it does) along with the rest of government. What was perhaps the framers' strongest proposition, that no part of government could be trusted free of the constraints of law, applies equally to the courts, even if they are the "least dangerous" among the branches. Danger may come, after all, not only from the harm one can accomplish directly, but from the disarray that can result from unsupported readings about the powers of others under a complex scheme that must be at once effective and safe.

That places me among the interpretivists, but within that field the reader will probably find me at least eclectic, if not undisciplined. I think it warranted to bring to the task of interpretation any information or skills a lawyer might properly use in understanding written text, and the idea of seeking contemporary rather than fixed meaning. The larger, underlying structural judgments of the document, see C. Black, Structure and Relationship in Constitutional Law (1969), have the greatest claim, in my view, to continuing adherence.
requires special measures to assure the objectivity or impartiality of that proceeding. The powers are not kept separate, at least in general, but certain procedural protections—for example, the requirement of an on-the-record hearing before an "impartial" trier—may be afforded.

"Checks and balances" is the third idea, one that to a degree bridges the gap between these two domains. Like separation of powers, it seeks to protect the citizens from the emergence of tyrannical government by establishing multiple heads of authority in government, which are then pitted one against another in a continuous struggle; the intent of that struggle is to deny to any one (or two) of them the capacity ever to consolidate all governmental authority in itself, while permitting the whole effectively to carry forward the work of government. Unlike separation of powers, however, the checks-and-balances idea does not suppose a radical division of government into three parts, with particular functions neatly parceled out among them. Rather, the focus is on relationships and interconnections, on maintaining the conditions in which the intended struggle at the apex may continue. From this perspective, as from the perspective of separation of functions, it is not important how powers below the apex are treated; the important question is whether the relationship of each of the three named actors of the Constitution to the exercise of those powers is such as to promise a continuation of their effective independence and interdependence.

In the pages following I argue that, for any consideration of the structure given law-administration below the very apex of the governmental structure, the rigid separation-of-powers compartmentalization of governmental functions should be abandoned in favor of analysis in terms of separation of functions and checks and balances. Almost fifty years of experience has accustomed lawyers and judges to accepting the independent regulatory commissions, in the metaphor, as a "headless 'fourth branch'" of government.15 Although the resulting theoretical confusion has certainly been noticed,16 we accept the idea of potent actors in government joining judicial, legislative and executive functions, yet falling outside the constitutionally described schemata of three named branches embracing among them the entire allocated authority.

15. The President's Comm. On Administrative Management, Administrative Management in the Government of the United States 30 (1937). They are, of course, not "headless"; all accounts of their functioning recognize that at least the courts and Congress remain superior—if not dominating—entities in their appropriate spheres.

16. See, e.g., Justice Jackson's dissenting statement in FTC v. Ruberoid Co., 343 U.S. 470, 487-88 (1952): [Administrative bodies such as the FTC] have become a veritable fourth branch of Government, which has deranged our three-branch legal theories . . . . Administrative agencies have been called quasi-legislative, quasi-executive or quasi-judicial, as the occasion required, in order to validate their functions within the separation-of-powers scheme of the Constitution. The mere retreat to the qualifying "quasi" is implicit with confession that all recognized classifications have broken down, and "quasi" is a smooth cover which we draw over our confusion as we might use a counterpane to cover a disordered bed.
of government. What would be the consequences of so viewing all government regulators? I believe such a shift in view would carry with it significant analytical advantages by directing our focus away from the truly insignificant structural and procedural differences between the “independent regulatory commissions” and other agencies to the relationships existing between each such agency and the three named branches. Each such agency is to some extent “independent” of each of the named branches and to some extent in relationship with each. The continued achievement of the intended balance and interaction among the three named actors at the top of government, with each continuing to have effective responsibility for its unique core function, depends on the existence of relationships between each of these actors and each agency within which that function can find voice. A shorthand way of putting the argument is that we should stop pretending that all our government (as distinct from its highest levels) can be allocated into three neat parts. The theory of separation-of-powers breaks down when attempting to locate administrative and regulatory agencies within one of the three branches; its vitality, rather, lies in the formulation and specification of the controls that Congress, the Supreme Court and the President may exercise over administration and regulation.

Bits and pieces of history contribute to our assumptions about the place of agencies in government—most notably, that there is a something called an “independent regulatory commission” that is somehow different in what it does from a cabinet department, and that need have no relation with the President though it is strongly associated with Congress and the courts. These bits and pieces have led us astray. The Department of Agriculture and the Securities and Exchange Commission both adopt rules, execute laws, and adjudicate cases, all pursuant to statutory authority. Why is that not the forbidden conjoining of powers? The question has been more obscured than answered, perhaps, by describing what the agencies do as “quasi-adjudication” or “quasi-legislation,” as if the operations performed were in fact not the same three characteristic operations of government our eighteenth-century political theorists insisted must be kept separate for public protection. If the constitutional scheme were to require locating these agencies in one or another part of government, as more formalistic separation-of-powers opinions have sometimes hinted,17 which part would they be in? And how could they then be authorized to perform the functions associated with another part?

From the perspective suggested here, the important fact is that an agency is neither Congress nor President nor Court, but an inferior part of government. Each agency is subject to control relationships with some or all of the three constitutionally named branches, and those relationships give an assurance—functionally similar to that provided by the separation-of-powers notion for the constitutionally named bodies—that they will not pass out of control.18 Powerful and potentially arbitrary as they may be, the Secretary of

17. See Id.
18. For example, one may understand the delegation doctrine in this functional way, rather than as an indication “where” in government rulemaking occurs. That doctrine requires both
Agriculture and the Chairman of the SEC for this reason do not present the threat that led the framers to insist on a splitting of the authority of government at its very top.\textsuperscript{10} What we have, then, are three named repositories of authorizing power and control, and an infinity of institutions to which parts of the authority of each may be lent. The three must share the reins of control; means must be found of assuring that no one of them becomes dominant. But it is not terribly important to number or allocate the horses that pull the carriage of government.

Accommodating theory to the accepted present is perhaps the most difficult aspect of the task, given the highly political and informal cast of important presidential and congressional relationships with the agencies. Thus, a basic difficulty in writing about the President's legal authority over the affairs of government lies precisely in the infrequency with which that authority is tested in a legal rather than a political arena. Judicial pronouncements on presidential authority vis-a-vis the agencies, and vis-a-vis Congress, are few. But presidential dealings with Congress are daily matters of great portent, and congressional expectations about the relative authority of the President, Congress and the independents are both many and firmly established, and likely to be sharply enforced in the daily political turmoil.

The driving forces behind this effort include my puzzlement at the Court's difficulties and a lawyer's premise that any acceptable outcome (that does not involve constitutional amendment) must respect the Constitution's text and, at least in broad outline, its history. I hope to address the significant intellectual difficulties created by the realization that the relationship between the fact of the federal government we have today and its essentially unrevised statutory authorization (a relationship with Congress) and a capacity on the part of the courts to assure legality (a relationship with the courts). The availability of at least limited judicial review, indeed, appears to be identified with increasing frequency as an essential element of the grant of rulemaking authority. See INS v. Chadha, 103 S. Ct. 2764, 2779-80 (1983); Northern Pipeline Constr. Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50, 78-81 (1982).

19. For an account of the work of Goodnow and Willeghby strongly suggesting this differentiation between agencies and the named actors, see Grundstein, supra note 11, at 300-02. One must add that this checks-and-balances perspective deals only with the problem of control, and omits accounting for a "fairness" element that might be identified as central to the rationale for separation of functions—the proposition, long reflected in English ideas of "natural justice," that one is not to be a judge in one's own cause. See generally G. Wills, Explaining America 149-50 (1981). Perhaps it is sufficient to say that that element has never been controlling at the agency level; the nemo judex idea is limited to financial and other sharply personal interests in English law, see H. Wade, Administrative Law 400 (4th ed. 1977), as well as our own, see Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35, 47 (1975). See Gibson v. Berryhill, 411 U.S. 564, 579 (1973), and Friedman v. Rogers, 440 U.S. 1, 18 (1979) for an indication that even disqualifying financial interests may be asserted only in the context of particular adjudicatory proceedings. See generally Strauss, Disqualifications of Decisional Officials in Rulemaking, 80 Colum. L. Rev. 990 (1980).

20. President Carter, like his predecessors, firmly denied the constitutional validity of the legislative veto, but in bargaining over continued authorization for the FTC he agreed to accept a form of legislative veto, 38 Cong. Q. 1148-49 (1980); 38 Cong. Q. 1407-09 (1980), and he kept that bargain, 38 Cong. Q. 1573 (1980). See also the comprehensive listing of presidential communications in Henry, Legislative Veto: In Search of Constitutional Limits, 16 Harv. J. on Legis. 735, 737 n.7 (1979).
eighteenth-century formal structure is uneasy at best; that it is difficult to accommodate both the fact of the changes and our continuing assertion that the Constitution is law.\textsuperscript{21}

To achieve this accommodation, Part I of this Article describes contemporary government, with the purpose of identifying those aspects of the political landscape that any theory of the place of agencies in government must acknowledge. Part II examines the constitutional constraints—of text, of context, and of judicial interpretation—on Congress's ability to structure the work of law-administration as it deems best, in light of the three approaches just sketched and with the results suggested. I suggest a reinterpretation of some cases now taken as the basis for our analyses of government structure, and some criticisms of cases decided in the two terms of the Court just concluded. Part III then uses considerations of checks and balances and separation of functions to analyze relationships between the President and the agencies viewed without necessary regard for their placement in the governmental structure. I suggest that as Congress structures the government, it must recognize certain constraints—the need for basic parity between it and the President in political oversight of the agencies; and the President's substantial independent authority to communicate with and give directions to those who administer the laws. There emerges a framework for understanding the scope of Congress's authority to structure American government that stresses the continuance of opposed, politically powerful actors at the apex of government by requiring that those who do the work of law-administration have significant relationships with each.

I. THE SHAPE OF CONTEMPORARY ADMINISTRATIVE GOVERNMENT

This Part of the Article seeks to describe the ways in which contemporary federal government is structured and performs its law-administration functions.\textsuperscript{22} The effort proceeds from the premise that any useful legal analysis of the limits on Congress's ability to structure administrative government must, at least in large measure, accept the reality of the existing government. To no one's surprise, the description reveals a profuse variety of formal structures and a striking dispersion of governmental authorities. Both the variety and the dispersion are inconsistent with any notion that the powers of government are or can be neatly parcelled out into three piles radically separated the one from the other and each under the domination of its particular "branch."\textsuperscript{23} Once one descends below the level of the branch heads named in the Constitution—Congress, President, and Supreme Court—separation of powers ceases to

\textsuperscript{21} See Karl, Executive Reorganization and Presidential Power, 1977 Sup. Ct. Rev. 1, which also in somewhat mystic phrases illustrates and seeks to reason from the clash between politics and administrative science in the relations between President, Congress, and the continuing body of civil servants.

\textsuperscript{22} See supra note 11.

\textsuperscript{23} See supra note 15.
have descriptive power. Because agencies nonetheless exist in varying relationships with each of these paramount actors, the notion of checks and balances retains descriptive power and, hence, possible utility within the constraint of accepting the reality of the existing government.

However one counts its branches, the size alone of contemporary American administrative government places strains on the eighteenth-century model. The minimalist federal government outlined in Philadelphia in 1787 envisioned a handful of cabinet departments to conduct the scanty business of government, each headed by a Secretary responsible to the President and thinly peopled with political employees. Significant regulatory responsibilities were not in view; administration even of the public lands was decades in the future. The eighteenth-century model relied heavily on the controls of politics over and among the branches of government to keep it within reach of the people, to subdue the risks of tyranny.

The simple model of cabinet departments has long since been supplanted by a rich variety of governmental forms. Today, President and Congress must each deal with a continuing government whose dimensions and power were unprovided for. The civil service, largely insulated from politics, may appropriately be regarded as the fourth effective branch of government wholly without regard to the arguably special position of the independent commissions. The character of bureaucratic decisionmaking has also changed. In the modern bureaucratic context, politics is paradoxically suspect. The notions of administrative science, for example, that governmental policy could be made by objective analysis performed outside the world of politics, may have found their first foothold with the independent commissions; yet today's technological rulemakings, occurring primarily within the executive branch, are strongly influenced by those notions.

---

24. [T]he conditions of national life at the beginning and through much of the nineteenth century simply did not raise the issues of management on the dynamic and shifting scale that followed the Civil War. The framers had no reason to envisage the management of an industrial nation as the essential function of the office . . . [or to] forecast the development of extensive managerial bureaucracies to tend to social policy and related problems.

Karl, supra note 21, at 11.

25. See infra text accompanying notes 102-18.


27. At the same time as the past behavior of agencies is criticized for its want of responsiveness and responsibility and for the failures of cocooned expertise, pressure for more rationalistic and "objective" modes of decision also mounts. Detailed cost, risk, and benefit analysis techniques are put forward as alternatives to "visceral estimates and political accommodations," L. Lave, The Strategy of Social Regulation 6 (1981), as the basis for policy decision. Interest-group representation in the courts, through expanded judicial review, is urged as a means of securing public accountability for agency action. Stewart & Sunstein, Public Programs and Private Rights, 95 Harv. L. Rev. 1195 (1982).
The following four propositions identify the significant features of modern administrative government that any structural account based on the Constitution must encompass:

1. The federal agencies are placed in the structure of federal government—as cabinet agencies, independent executive agencies, or independent regulatory commissions—without apparent regard for the functions they are to perform. Their internal and public procedures do not vary with their placement. The functions they perform belie simple classification as "legislative," "executive," or "judicial," but partake of all three characteristics.

2. All agencies, whether denominated executive or independent, have relationships with the President in which he is neither dominant nor powerless. They are all subject to presidential direction in significant aspects of their functioning, and able to resist presidential direction in others (generally concerning substantive decisions).

3. All agencies have oversight relationships with Congress and the federal judiciary, and these relationships generally do not vary with the type of agency used.

4. The characteristics of the oversight relations of President and Congress with "executive" and "independent" agencies owe as much (or more) to politics as to law.

The pages immediately following take up each proposition in turn, necessarily with a broad and merely evocative brush. Some readers may be satisfied with the propositions; they should turn at once to page 596. Yet one's impression is that many assume radical differences between executive agencies and independent regulatory commissions in functions, procedures, and relationships with the rest of government. Acknowledgement both of the variety of forms government regulators take and of the similarity of their actions and control relationships is important as a point of departure for the later discussion.

A. The Independence of Agency Function, Placement, and Structure

Congress has employed many different forms of governmental authority in allocating the day-to-day work of government. It has created cabinet departments, cabinet-level agencies headed by individual administrators responsible to the President, independent regulatory commissions, federal corporations, independent regulatory commissions within cabinet depart-

One may fairly wonder at the wisdom of the radical exclusion of politics some thus seek. Cost-benefit analysis can inform but not resolve human equations pitting the manifold interests of various groups against one another. Invoking the judgment of lifetime appointees is a curious means for introducing democratic controls over agency functioning. The failures of administrative science to produce effective public policy might also be traced to the faulty premise that one can somehow free government of politics without also freeing it of responsibility to the people and responsiveness to those they directly select to represent their interest. Refusal to recognize the possibility of political controls over the bureaucracy's decisions, whatever the advantages of that refusal, tends to place sole reliance on the judiciary for the bureaucracy's connection with constitutional governance.

ments,29 and more as means of carrying into execution the laws it enacts. And each of these bodies may itself be highly complex—an amalgam of agencies, administrations, offices, bureaus, and services, each headed by its own chief possessing statutory authority yet reporting to an assistant who reports to the agency head.

The allocation of law-administration among these forms does not follow simple functional lines. Although administrative law students and others sometimes talk uncritically as if the performance of regulation were a lode-stone—as if all regulatory agencies were "independent regulatory commissions"—regulatory and policymaking responsibilities are scattered among independent and executive-branch agencies in ways that belie explanation in terms of the work agencies do.30 Take, for example, workplace safety: the Mine Safety Act31 is wholly administered by an executive department, at first the Department of the Interior and more recently the Department of Labor; the Occupational Safety and Health Act is administered in part by an executive agency, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, and in part by an independent commission, the Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission, both placed in the Department of Labor;32 nuclear safety is in the charge of a fully independent agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.33 Similar dispersions could be noted respecting antitrust policy,34 economic policy,35 consumer protection from fraudulent advertising,36 and even rate regulation.37 The diversity is characteristic of our pragmatic ways with

30. That reality was well understood by the late Nathaniel Nathanson, whose essay Separation of Powers and Administrative Law: Delegation, the Legislative Veto, and the "Independent" Agencies, 75 Nw. L. Rev. 1064 (1981), looks in much the same direction as this one.
35. Council of Economic Advisors (White House), the Department of the Treasury, and the Federal Reserve Board.
government, reflecting the circumstances of the particular regulatory regime, the temper of presidential/congressional relations at the time, or the perceived success or failure of an existing agency performing like functions, more than any grand scheme of government.38

The diversity of form, however, ought not to conceal the substantial commonalities of internal structure, function, and procedure. Despite the attention often given asserted differences between single, politically responsible administrators and multimember independent commissions,39 these organizations are more similar than different below the highest levels. In its regulatory work each is subdivided in accordance with the same principles of bureaucratic organization, relies upon staff protected by the same civil service laws,40 performs the same functions, employs the same public procedures, and settles disputes using the same types of decisional personnel.

Imagine, for example, a single corporation operating a coal mine, a manufacturing plant, and a nuclear power station. The safety of its workplaces would be regulated by the three agencies noted above—the Department of Labor, OSHA/OSHRC (also within the Department), and the NRC. From its perspective, the placement of these regulatory agencies in the structure of government is essentially irrelevant. Each "legislates" in adopting the rules the corporation is compelled to obey; each engages in executive activity in conducting investigations, adopting policies within the "legislative" framework, or deciding to initiate formal proceedings; each "adjudicates" the ensuing complaints. The Administrative Procedure Act applies equally to all agency types. Case law involving agency procedure, judicial review, or presidential and congressional oversight gives no hint that an agency's "independence" vel non could be a significant factor in any decision about appropriate or fair procedures.41

38. R. Cushman, The Independent Regulatory Commissions (1941).
41. These generalizations, like almost all generalizations about administrative law, are overstated in some details; the relationship between OSHA and OSHRC, for example, has no counterpart in the NRC. Having a separate, "independent" appellate tribunal within an executive department, however, is neither the predominating pattern nor perceived as a requisite. Cf. R. Cass, Agency Rev. of Admin. Law Judges' Decisions: A Report to the Admin. Conference of U.S. 220 (1983) (independent review boards appropriate only for special class of decisions); Admin. Conference of U.S., Recommendations, 1 C.F.R. § 305–68.6 (1983) (delegation of final decisional authority subject to discretionary review by agency); Freedman, Review Boards in the Administrative Process, 117 U. Pa. L. Rev. 546, 572 (1969) ("legislation compelling all agencies to create Review Boards would be unwise"). The Recommendation of the Administrative Conference, Agency Structures for Review of Decisions of Presiding Officers Under the APA, 1 C.F.R. § 305.83-3 (1983), makes no mention of review board independence.
Beyond the identity of public procedures and the frequently mixed character of agency function lies the essential similarity of the human resources of all agencies. All are predominantly staffed by civil servants protected from political reprisal in the performance of their jobs. In consequence, even agency work outside the public procedures of the APA is substantially independent of political influence, whatever the apparent place of the agency in the governmental structure. As Presidents and political scientists are fond of remarking, the White House does not control policymaking in the executive departments. The President and a few hundred political appointees are at the apex of an enormous bureaucracy whose members enjoy tenure in their jobs, are subject to the constraints of statutes whose history and provisions they know in detail, and often have strong views of the public good in the field in which they work. The ability to contribute to what he regards as beneficial change is often what has motivated the bureaucrat to choose public employment. Presidents come and go while the governing statutes, the bureaucrat’s values, and the interactions he enjoys with fellow workers, remain more or less constant. To be sure, he can be influenced by outside pressures; obedience to authority, avoidance of the pain of antagonistic committee hearings or budget reductions, and a general desire for the good will of the political leadership are undoubted factors in his behavior. Winning budget support in Congress, or office space, or effective representation in judicial proceedings, are not trivial goods—even absent the political loyalties that may derive from appointment or the sharing of general aspirations about government policy. Nonetheless the bureaucracy constitutes an independent force—indeed, that fact is in some respects the dominating problem of the current administrative law literature—and its cooperation must be won to achieve any desired outcome.

42. President Truman is reported to have described his authority as the power “to bring people in and try to persuade them to do what they ought to do without persuasion. That’s what I spend most of my time doing. That’s what the powers of the President amount to.” C. Rossiter, The American Presidency 149 (2d rev. ed. 1960); see also E. Griffith, The American Presidency, The Dilemmas of Shared Power and Divided Government 43-51 (1976); H. Heclo, A Government of Strangers: Executive Politics In Washington (1977); D. James, The Contemporary Presidency 122-29 (1969); G. McConnell, The Modern Presidency 61-79 (1976); R. Neustadt, Presidential Power—The Politics of Leadership From FDR to Carter ch. 3 (1980).

43. For remarkable and sensitive accounts of the internal strengths and functioning of the American national bureaucracy, see the works of H. Kaufman, e.g., The Forest Ranger (1960) and The Administrative Behavior of Federal Bureau Chiefs (1981); see also H. Merry, supra note 26.


46. Experience under the present administration suggests this to be less clearly so when the issue is not which regulation shall be adopted, but whether regulation shall occur at all. Dismantling is perhaps one activity that—if generally tolerated—can be managed from the top.
B. Presidential Direction of Agencies

Viewed from any perspective other than independence in policy formation, the legal regime within which agencies function is highly unified under presidential direction. Many administrative functions are centrally performed, a product of congressional recognition that all agencies share many of the administrative needs of government, for which central management under presidential supervision is highly desirable. Thus, the property of independent as well as executive-branch agencies is managed by the General Services Administration, and their contracts are entered in accordance with its procurement regulations. The Department of Justice, to varying degrees, represents their interests in court; the Office of Personnel Management and the Merit Systems Protection Board regulate their employment practices, pay scales and allocation of super-grade management posts. The protection of national secrets, with one statutory exception, occurs under an executive order, which establishes both the regime for classification and the requirements for access; and the executive branch performs the investigations that qualify persons for clearance. Government contracts contain nondiscrimination clauses, and an enforcement regime housed in an executive department has been established, again on the basis of an executive order.

55. The examples in the text are far from exhaustive. Thus, the Federal Advisory Committee Act requires consultation with the OMB, following criteria intended to promote representativeness and reduce the numbers of advisory committees, before any advisory committee may be created. Pub. L. No. 92-463, 86 Stat. 770 (1972) (codified as amended at 5 U.S.C. app. § 1 (1982)). The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321, 4331-4335, 4341-4347 (1976), gives the Council on Environmental Quality a coordinative role in the review and appraisal of
Even in the arena of policy, one readily finds major respects in which agencies' work is centrally managed. The National Security Council coordinates interagency studies to develop national policy at the request of the President or a possibly affected agency, without necessary regard to the independence (or lack of it) of the agencies that may be affected. Similarly, the Office of Management and Budget coordinates agency comments on some proposed rules, promoting conferences and other collaborative efforts in order to produce a result maximally acceptable among all agencies concerned. OMB plays a coordinating role also when agencies find themselves in the jurisdictional disputes that are the inevitable consequence of the enormous number of regulatory measures Congress enacts and the many different agencies to which it assigns responsibility. Although litigation or the seeking of a formal legal opinion from the Attorney General would be possible, for example, in the face of uncertainty whether the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or the Environmental Protection Agency had primary regulatory responsibility for radioactive discharges from NRC regulated plants into EPA regulated waters, the more usual course is to put the matter before OMB, which will attempt more informally to bring the agencies to an understanding.

Other White House operations involve all agencies in the formulation or implementation of overarching national policy. Most prominent may be the OMB's annual creation of a national budget expressing the President's view of the relative priorities to be accorded the various efforts of national government. While Congress has occasionally limited the discipline of the budget process by requiring agencies simultaneously to provide the appropriate congressional committees their submissions to OMB, the President's coordinations...
tive, policy-setting function is recognized in these provisions also. Overall, presidential coordination is an activity of importance, one in which the agencies generally cooperate and from which they receive benefit as well as occasional constraint.61

The independent agencies are often free, at least in a formal sense, of other relationships with the White House that characterize the executive-branch agencies. The President's influence reaches somewhat more deeply into the top layers of bureaucracy at an executive agency than at an independent commission. Where subsidiary officers in the executive agencies may be subject to presidential appointment and certainly require White House clearance, in the independent agencies only commissioners are appointed with required executive participation; staff appointments, even at the highest level, are made by the commission. The requirement that commission membership be at least nominally bipartisan does not prevent the appointment of political friends but doubtless lowers the political temperature. Typically, the independents have more authority to conduct their own litigation than executive-branch agencies do, although not exclusive authority. Executive-branch agen-

oversight. See 31 U.S.C. § 1105 (1982), 7 U.S.C. § 4a(h) (1982), and 15 U.S.C. § 2076(k)(2) (1982) respectively. While current proposals of regulatory reform consider whether to exempt all independent regulatory commissions from OMB budgetary and legislative discipline, earlier congressional reaction to agency independence from budgetary discipline was quite the opposite. The Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, ch. 18, 42 Stat. 20 (reorganized by P.L. No. 97-258, § 1, 96 Stat. 877 (1982), codified as reorganized in scattered sections of 31 U.S.C.), which established a Bureau of the Budget within the Treasury Department, directed every department and establishment to furnish budget information to the Bureau, and that was taken to include the independents. Id. § 207, 42 Stat. 22. The only exceptions were for “the Legislative Branch of the government and the Supreme Court” which were to transmit their estimates to the President for inclusion in the budget without revision. Id. §§ 201(a), 213, 42 Stat. 20, 23. In 1939 the act was amended specifically to include “any independent regulatory commission or board” among the agencies subject to the budget act. Reorganization Act of 1939, ch. 36, 53 Stat. 561, 565 (codified at 31 U.S.C. §§ 701, 1101 (1982)). Representative Warren, a member of the Select Committee on Governmental Organization, explained this measure to the House in the following words: “With respect to title II of the bill, under the decision in the Humphrey case, we had something new to appear down here in respect of some of these agencies. They shrugged their shoulders and said ‘We are not under any budgetary control,’ quoting that case . . . . Now, all that title II does is to bring every single, solitary one of them under Budget control, and I believe everybody in this House favors that.” 84 Cong. Rec. 2315 (1939); see also 84 Cong. Rec. 2306 (1939) (statement of Rep. Cochran).

61. See, e.g., R. Katzman, supra note 57, at 140:

[Management specialists in the Commission regard the OMB as a useful ally in instituting organizational changes that are designed to centralize control and are opposed by the bureau heads. Commented one commission staff member who worked closely with the executive director: “We know the bureau heads do not like procedures which enable the chairman and the other commissioners to get a better idea about what the troops are doing. So, we tell them it’s just not a question of what the chairman and the other commissioners want. The Office of Management and Budget, which could make trouble for us, will react unsympathetically to requests for more attorneys if we don’t accommodate them by tightening up our management systems.”]
cies have an obligation to clear legislative matters—draft statutes, budget submission, even testimony—with the Office of Management and Budget, an obligation from which some of the independents are excused. One recent statute, the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, specifically empowers the independents to overrule by majority the Presidential directives respecting the collection of information to which executive branch agencies are bound. As a political matter, recent Presidents have not required the independent commissions to participate in the centralized oversight of rulemaking associated with presidentially required cost-benefit analyses of major proposals for rule-making.

Yet these differences are at best matters of degree, overstated if taken to imply rigorous control within the executive branch. Even in executive agencies, the layer over which the President enjoys direct control of personnel is very thin and political factors may make it difficult for him to exercise even those controls to the fullest. An administrator with a public constituency and mandate, such as William Ruckelshaus, cannot be discharged—and understands that he cannot be discharged—without substantial political cost. Also for political reasons, one may be certain that independent commission consultation with the White House about appointments often occurs, even if subdued—as in so many other matters—by the lack of obligation so to consult.

Presidential influence over the independent agencies is heightened by the special ties existing between the President and the chairmen of almost all of the independent regulatory commissions. Although all commissioners, including the chairmen, are appointed to fixed terms as commissioners, the chairman generally holds that special post at the President's pleasure. His posi-

---


64. 44 U.S.C. § 3507(c) (Supp. V 1981). By requiring initial clearance from OMB and a public, reasoned act to overrule its guidance, even that provision suggests congressional respect for the President's central, coordinative function.

65. Mr. Ruckelshaus first served as administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency during the Nixon and Ford Administrations and was called to serve again during the Reagan Administration. He acquired a strong reputation for energetic and independent administration during his first term. See J. Quarles, Cleaning Up America: An Insider's View of the Environmental Protection Agency (1976). This reputation underlay the choice of him to replace Anne Gorsuch Burford, President Reagan's first administrator for the agency, after her resignation in the midst of strong criticism of her stewardship. See infra note 351.

tion, moreover, gives him special influence over the agency's course, making it particularly likely that his views will find acceptance. Professor David Welborn's interesting and thorough study of regulatory commission chairmen reveals that they almost completely dominate the administrative side of commission business, selecting most staff, setting budgetary policy, and as a consequence commanding staff loyalties. These administrative responsibilities, corresponding to presidential responsibilities for the government as a whole, doubtless underlie Congress's general recognition of the President's special claim to have his own choice as chairman. Perhaps more surprisingly, the chairmen also dominate commission policymaking: commanding the staff, they are far less often in dissent from commission policy decisions than their colleagues. Here the White House connection is often less direct and generally more subtle, but consultation and coordination on general policy issues of national interest naturally occurs.

C. Agency Relations with Congress and the Courts

Within the domain of agencies we are discussing, the existence of statutory limits and the potential enforcement of those limits in the courts imply oversight relationships in addition to those that agencies may have with the White House or the Secretary. In any matter of importance, the public, the press, the intended subjects of the policy, the courts, and interested congressmen and their staffs also become involved. And one may search both the law and the literature on congressional-bureaucratic relationships or the operation of judicial review in vain for an indication that the relationships between these overseers and the agencies varies in any regular way in accordance with agency structure. The rules of judicial review distinguish between

Commission). The Federal Reserve Board, at least, operates in a setting in which public confidence has long been thought paramount, and Congress seeks no oversight of its own. See also Bruff, supra note 47, at 496, 499; Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 85.

67. See generally D. Welborn, supra note 66.

68. It is not surprising to find, then, that most major internal reorganizations of regulatory agencies, undertaken at the chairmen's initiative, have coincided with the election of a new President. The personal, political loyalty of the chairman assures the President a substantial impact on agency administration, and consequent influence on policy.

69. Occasional political firestorms—such as the reaction to President Reagan's reported conversations with the FCC chairman concerning formulation of FCC television syndication rules—serve as reminders of the values the public and Congress attach to independence in substantive agency decisionmaking. See N.Y. Times, Nov. 4, 1983, at C26, col. 1.


71. See supra note 11.


73. See, especially, R.S. Melnick, Regulation and the Courts (1983).
those proceedings held "on the record" and those that are not, but express no differences for such proceedings held in one type of agency or another. So also for congressional oversight relationships: budgetary controls, investigations, hearings, and all the general apparatus of congressional oversight are brought to bear across the board. As has often enough been noted, these relationships can be particularly important; congressmen and committee staffs tend to be longer-lived than Presidents and their appointees, and through hearings and budgetary actions can work much mischief.\textsuperscript{74}

There are, to be sure, differences of tone. The uncertainty about what "independence" means shapes the behavior of the Congress, the President and the agencies alike. Congressmen tend to talk about the independent commissions in a proprietary way—these are "our" agencies, not so much independent as independent-of-the-President. One result of this attitude—hard to measure but suggested by local belief—may be a greater intensity of congressional political oversight of the independents. Even if congressional oversight is not itself measurably more intense, it may be the more effective if not answered by counterpressures; as a former FTC Chairman recently remarked, the independent agencies "have no lifeline to the White House. [They] are naked before Congress, without protection there," because of the President's choice not to risk the political cost that assertion of his interest would entail.\textsuperscript{75} In any event, Congress's techniques do not vary; no particular form of dominion is asserted over "independent" agencies that is not practiced also on the agencies associated more directly with the White House. And, as already indicated, Congress generally provides for a large measure of presidential participation in the day-to-day administration, if not the policy formation, of those agencies.

D. The Character of Presidential and Congressional Oversight Relations with Agencies is Determined as Much by Politics as by Law

Perhaps the central fact of legislative-executive management of oversight relationships with the agencies is the extent to which behavior is determined by political factors rather than law. The White House's treatment of cost-benefit analysis by independent regulatory commissions in conjunction with major rulemakings is a notable example. Both President Carter and President Reagan were advised (correctly, in my view) that they had authority to include the independents in their executive orders promoting economic analysis of proposed rules as an element of regulatory reform.\textsuperscript{76} Neither did include those


\textsuperscript{75} Remarks of Calvin Collier, Assembly of the Administrative Conference of the United States, Washington D.C. (Dec. 15, 1983). Chairman Collier noted only three respects in which independent and executive agencies differ: the set term of office, the statutory efforts to attain bipartisan membership on the Commissions, and the practical difference noted in the text.

agencies, reasoning that the political costs of arousing congressional opposition, perhaps to the order as a whole, would be too great. In fact, the independents generally have complied with these executive orders: they have participated in the Regulatory Council, publish regular agendas of rulemaking, are attentive to White House inquiries about their progress, and otherwise behave as if they were in fact subject to the discipline from which they have been excused.

The reasons for this acceptance of presidential input are clear. The President's effective power over the independents would counsel against excluding his concerns even if political loyalties did not command attention. Advised by the Department of Justice on the power to bind the independent regulatory agencies to the requirements of Exec. Order No. 12,033, see 43 Fed. Reg. 12,670 (1978), and wrote to the heads of the independent regulatory agencies urging them to follow Exec. Order No. 12,044. A copy of the letter is at 14 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 563 (1978). See also Congressional Research Service, Presidential Control of Agency Rulemaking: An Analysis of Constitutional Issues That May Be Raised By Executive Order No. 12,291 (Comm. Print 1981); Hearings On S. 344 and S. 1080 Before the Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 319-440 (1981); U.S. Dept of Justice, Memorandum re Proposed Executive Order on Federal Regulation 7-13 (Feb. 12, 1981) (addressing the question of the legality of applying proposed Executive Order No. 12,291 to the independent regulatory agencies), reprinted in Role of The Office of Management and Budget in Regulation: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations of the House Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 158-64 (1981) [hereinafter cited as Hearings].

Most of the activities the executive orders sought to reach occurred within the executive branch; even though the rationale for the orders plainly reached the independents' activities, the White House could afford to give up on compliance at the fringes of its concerns in order to avoid a political ruckus—particularly if voluntary compliance could be expected. See remarks of C. Boyden Gray, Counsel to Vice President Bush and the Presidential Task Force on Regulatory Relief, quoted in Hearings, supra note 76, at 94 (reprinting a transcript of the Hall of Flags Regulatory Reform Briefing Before the United States Chamber of Commerce).

As reported in The First 100 Days of E. O. 12291, a report to the Presidential Task Force prepared by OMB, and released June 13, 1981, reproduced in Hearings, supra note 76, at 308-27: Independent Agency Actions: On March 25 Vice President Bush sent a letter to the "independent" regulatory agencies asking them to comply voluntarily with Sections 2 and 3 of the Executive Order and to comply with its overall spirit "to demonstrate to the American people the willingness of all components of the Federal Government to respond to their concerns about the unnecessary intrusion of government into their daily lives." Seven agencies have responded to the Vice President's request so far (Civil Aeronautics Board, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Federal Mine Safety and Health Review Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission, and the Securities and Exchange Commission). All of these agencies indicated their willingness to abide by the spirit and principles of the Executive Order.

A copy of Vice President Bush's letter to the independents and the agency responses is found in Hearings, supra note 76, at 177-94. See also Implementation of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Federal Expenditures, Research, and Rules of the Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 41-42 (1982) (list of agencies required by OMB to estimate number of hours required of public to comply with federal government requests for information).

A typical instance involved an appeal to Theodore Sorenson of the Kennedy administration to expedite consideration of the Federal Power Commission's budget. At the time the
the President's policies make good sense, or the importance or utility of coordination or a single policy is evident, the independents can be expected to comply. Its members are likely to understand that the view they bring to policy issues is intentionally specialized and shaped by the particular matters put into their charge, and that the President is in a position to learn and appreciate the views of other responsible agencies, and to supply a useful broader perspective.80

Another important consideration lies in the commissions' need for presidential good will. Congressional oversight can be just as political as presidential oversight and, with 535 members of Congress, much more complicated.81 It can be useful to be associated with national policy, to have a big and politically powerful "friend," when appearing before Congress. The commissions need goods the President can provide: budgetary and legislative support, assistance in dealing with other agencies, legal services, office space, and advice on national policy. They share a commitment to achieving the public interest, and are likely to respect the President's motives and appreciate his political responsibility and support. They are flattered when their own advice is sought, and respectful of office when they are advised. In the circumstances, it is not surprising that the independent commissions can be susceptible to substantial presidential oversight.

On the other hand, for the executive agencies as well as for the independent commissions, the extent of presidential authority to command particular outcomes is uncertain, and the political context constrains as well as empowers presidential intervention. Congressional relationships not only serve as a source of unwanted pressure, but also can be used fruitfully to resist presidential pressures to do what the bureaucrat regards as wrong. The press

Commission was engaged in a dispute with the Department of the Interior, the Commission's position being in opposition to the administration's. Sorenson made it known that his attention would return to the FPC's budget at about the time it resolved its dispute with the Interior Department.

80. See supra text accompanying notes 55–59. It is also the case that many general skills required by agencies are more efficiently exercised by a central authority. Consider, for example, the frequent provision for self-representation by the independent agencies on judicial review of their decisions. See, e.g., 12 U.S.C. § 1828(c)(7)(D) (1982) (comptroller of currency, Federal Reserve Board and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporations); 15 U.S.C. § 56(a)(2) (1982) (Federal Trade Commission); 28 U.S.C. § 2323 (1976) (Interstate Commerce Commission authorized to represent itself as a party); id. § 2348 (1976) (same authority granted to Federal Communications Commission, Federal Maritime Commission, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission). Such provisions are responsive to the concern that the President's Department of Justice might not be sufficiently understanding of their positions. Yet what self-representation in court gains for the agencies in ability to defend their particular policies, it loses in capacity to deal with the common issues that characterize much judicial review of agency action: compliance with general statutes, such as the Administrative Procedure Act or the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 (1982), standing, ripeness, and other like issues of reviewability, general standards of review, and, at an operational level, reputation and litigating competence in the judicial forum.

and others can also be brought into play. Finally, the governing statute, with the limited set of factors it may identify as relevant to any given policy decision and the assignment of primary decisional responsibility it makes, also serves to constrain the President’s influence.

The limited documentation of the process by which OMB and other executive offices participate in rulemaking accounts for the informal nature of the conclusions of this Part as well as public fears of improper pressure. Much takes place over the telephone or in informal meetings, from which documentation is unlikely. OMB naturally fears that exposure, particularly to Congress, is likely to diminish its influence. The production of written documents takes precious time and resources from other tasks. And, much as our society values openness, it remains true that candor and the flexibility necessary for collaboration or compromise are more likely to flourish in the shade. Yet one should not rush from acknowledging the paucity of information to the judgment that Congress’s assignments of responsibility have been undone, that the President enjoys an iron control over the work of law-administration. Both because statutes place decisional authority in the agencies, not the President, and because the White House often lacks the personnel and knowledge to make detailed judgments about policy content, actual as well as legal placement of final decisions generally remains with the agencies.

82. Consider the following exchange between Representative John D. Dingell (D-Mich.), Chairman of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce and of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, and James C. Miller III, Administrator for Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, and Executive Director, Presidential Task Force on Regulatory Relief, after Dingell requested copies of the fifty-five rules returned by OMB to an agency for review:

D: I will not ask for the originals. I will just ask for copies, and the Chair will advise I will be quite content to receive those...

M: We do not have an original.

D: Well, who has the original?

M: Sir, the flow of paper into our office is awesome. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act, the irony is that the paperflow in our office has increased from something like 3,000 transactions to 12,000 transactions, and so we do not even...

D: I am impressed but all I am asking for is copies of papers that are supposed to be in your files.

M: I do not know how you allege that, sir, not knowing what our filing system is. I have just said that we do not keep copies of the regulations.

Hearings, supra note 76, at 112.

83. The recent controversies between OSHA and OMB over alteration of that agency’s cotton dust and lead rules suggest the agency’s effective initiative and authority. See Lead Exposure Limits To Be Retained, Legal Times, May 30, 1983, at 1 col. 1. To the same effect, see the Environmental Protection Agency’s lead standards, 40 C.F.R. §§ 60.120–.123, 60.180–.186 (1983) (lead smelters); 40 C.F.R. § 50.12 (1983) (ambient air quality standards for lead). For accounts of presidential interventions at EPA in prior administrations, see B. Ackerman & W. Hassler, Clean Coal/Dirty Air 86–103 (1981); J. Quarles, supra note 65 at 117–42; Pedersen, Formal Records and Informal Rulemaking, 85 Yale L.J. 38, 51–59 (1975).
In sum, any assumption that executive agencies and independent regulatory commissions differ significantly or systematically in function, internal or external procedures, or relationships with the rest of government is misplaced. Our government is characterized by a profusion of forms, each related in significant ways to Congress, President and Court. The choice of form has little relation to the work they do or the manner in which they perform it.

II. THE LIMITED CONSTITUTIONAL INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT THE PLACE OF AGENCIES IN GOVERNMENT

Just as the realities of the administrative state constrain any effort to describe it in purely legal and theoretical terms, so for a lawyer do the existing bodies of textual and decisional prescription of the Constitution. Although the latter resources are open to reinterpretation and fresh understanding—in the very light, for example, of the contemporary facts of government—the flexibility to reshape language or find error in past conception is no license to disregard them. An overall sense of continuity, of being anchored in the text and its interpretations, is central to our sense of the Constitution's place. This Part of the essay examines those legal resources—constitutional text, context, and interpretation—to see what constraints they may impose on Congress's undoubtedly large authority to structure the inferior parts of the federal government.

From this examination will emerge three general propositions about the three theoretical approaches to understanding the place of agencies in government identified in the introduction. The first is that, as a textual and interpretational matter, the separation-of-powers model need and probably should be taken no further than its use for understanding the interrelationships of the three named actors (Congress, President, Court) at the very pinnacle of government. Subject to definitional issues, we accept (and the Constitution is reasonably explicit) that, as among them, only Congress may legislate, only the Supreme Court may adjudicate, and only the President may see to the faithful execution of the laws; and each is to have a significant function in these respects. In this way, "separation of powers" remains vital in suggesting the forms of control each of the three may exercise over the bulk of government. Yet in the agencies, as we have seen, powers are not in fact separated and the agencies are not responsible to only one of these actors. Although agencies certainly might be assigned to one or another of the executive, legislative, or judicial branches (but not more than one, if we are rigorously to pursue the separation idea), that signifies little for the functions they perform. No compelling textual or interpretive mandate requires such a formal placement to be effected.

A second proposition emerging from the cases is that considerations of individual fairness more closely associated with the idea of separation of

84. See supra text following note 14.
functions often underlie the cases in which the idea of separation of powers appears to have played a significant role. The impulses for both congressional and judicial action may arise from individuals' needs for protection from political intervention in particular cases more than any general theory about place in government; the former can be provided without necessary regard for the latter.

Finally and perhaps most importantly, the text and particularly the context suggest a series of postulates about necessary relationships between the President and administrative agencies—relationships readily understood in checks-and-balances terms. The important constraint on Congress's ability to structure the work of law-administration lies in the need to perpetuate the tensions and interactions among the three named heads of the Constitution. Whatever arrangements are made, one must remain able to characterize the President as the unitary, politically accountable head of all law-administration, sufficiently potent in his own relationships with those who actually perform it to serve as an effective counter to a feared Congress. The central inquiry is to identify those relationships that are necessary, either to conform with the constitutional text or to preserve the possibility of the President's continuing effectiveness. Since this inquiry remains entirely sensible in the face of the realities of contemporary government—and indeed the political counterweight idea has lost none of its compulsion for us—the checks-and-balances approach remains a useful tool for analyzing and suggesting possible limits on Congress's ability to structure the administrative process.

A. The Text and Context of the Constitution

The text and structure of the Constitution impose few limits on Congress's ability to structure administrative government. One scanning the Constitution for a sense of the overall structure of the federal government is immediately struck by its silences. Save for some aspects of the legislative process, it says little about how those it names as necessary elements of government—Congress, President, and Supreme Court—will perform their functions, and it says almost nothing at all about the unelected officials who, even in 1789, would necessarily perform the bulk of the government's work. Thus, article I describes in some detail the makeup of the House and Senate, the subjects on which they might act, and the manner in which they may effectively legislate; but even this relatively full description talks only to the authority and actions of elected officials. One finds no mention there of important aspects of Congress's work, or of most persons who now work on its behalf—committees and their staffs, the General Accounting Office, the Congressional Budget Office, the Library of Congress.85

85. To be sure, the committee system became particularly important with the emergence of the political party, and the explosive growth in staff has occurred in recent years. Nonetheless, it seems fair to describe article I as assuming much of what a legislature does, and providing only for what seemed likely to prove controversial or dangerous to citizens or the states.
For articles II and III, the limitations of description are even more striking. Article II speaks directly only about elected officials, chiefly the President and his powers; it describes those powers in the most summary of terms. He is vested generally with "the executive Power," but what that is in the domestic context does not readily appear. Putting aside foreign relations and military authority—a very large part of the Presidency, but not the focus of this essay—he has the following powers and/or responsibilities:

- to appoint those "Officers of the United States . . . which shall be established by Law," subject to the requirement of senatorial confirmation and to the possibility that Congress might effectively limit this power to appointing "the Heads of Departments";
- to "require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon any Subject relating to the Duties of their respective Offices";
- "from time to time give to the Congress Information of the State of the Union, and recommend to their Consideration" proposed legislation;
- to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed."

These provisions suggest a supervisory, perhaps even caretaker presidential role, in relationship to shadowy "executive departments" from which opinions might be sought. One is left to infer that there would be other officers possessing legal authority to act for the government, and one simply is not told whether the President or those officers are to act on those opinions.

Article III is more direct, denying any need for inferior federal courts unless and to the extent Congress chose to create them. Only the Supreme Court is a required element of the federal judiciary, and even for that institution central issues are left unspoken—its number, its term, its authority over the work of the other named actors. In almost all significant respects, then, the job of creating and altering the shape of the federal government was left to

---

86. The ordering reflects the anticipated ordering in importance of the powers thus separated and the bodies exercising them. See The Federalist No. 51 (J. Madison) (Congress inevitably the most powerful); The Federalist No. 78 (A. Hamilton) (judiciary as "least dangerous" branch); G. Wills, supra note 19, at 128-29.
87. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 1.
88. Both the legislative and the judicial powers are enumerated in the Constitution, the former by a reference to "Powers herein granted," U.S. Const. Art. I, § 1, the latter by a statement what it "shall extend to," U.S. Const. Art. III, § 2. "[W]hether intentional or not, [the absence of any similar language from the vesting clause of article I] admitted an interpretation of executive power which would give to the president a field of action much wider than that outlined by the enumerated powers." C. Thach, The Creation of the Presidency 1775-1789, at 138-39 (1923).
89. See supra note 11.
90. U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
92. U.S. Const. art. II, § 3.
93. Id.
the future—to the congressional processes suggested by Congress's authority to adopt any law "necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof."94

If one moves outward from the text to its structure, the context in which it was drafted, the records and debates of the constitutional convention, and its initial implementation by the first Congress, one can identify a number of fundamental underlying judgments.95 The text's omission to provide for the "Departments" it occasionally refers to96 reflects a parliamentary history in which quite detailed proposals for cabinet structure were put forward. Some decisions respecting the allocation and sharing of power within such a structure were clearly taken, but then a determination was made to eschew detailed prescription as a means of underscoring presidential responsibility and preserving congressional flexibility within the constraints of the judgments that had been made.

1. The President is to be a Unitary, Politically Accountable Head of Government. — Of the decisions clearly taken, perhaps none was as important as the judgment to vest the executive power in a single, elected official, the President. The question was early debated. Roger Sherman, for example, believed that the executive should be subsidiary to the legislature, whose members "[w]ere the best judges of the business which ought to be done by the Executive department, and consequently of the number necessary from time to time for doing it. . . . [T]he legislature should be at liberty to appoint one or more as experience might dictate."97 His views were defeated, however,98 as were the views of those who would have provided in the Constitution for the sharing of executive authority with a council of revision or a council of state.99 Even if monarchy was rejected for the new nation, that model of executive power was a familiar one. While it was understood that there would be departments responsible for daily administration, the Conven-

95. For a brief and well-regarded analysis of the development of article II, see C. Thach, supra note 88.
96. Departments are referred to in the necessary and proper clause of article I ("any department") and the opinion in writing ("executive Departments") and appointment ("Heads of Departments") clauses of article II.
98. Id.; C. Thach, supra note 88, at 89-90.
99. All of the proposals for a formal advisory body were defeated, despite the convention's concern that the President receive sound advice. 1 The Debates in the Several State Conventions on the Adoption of the Federal Constitution 159, 164, 214, 243, 257, 292 (J. Elliot ed. 1866 & Photo. reprint 1941) [hereinafter cited as Elliot's Debates]; 1 M. Farrand, supra note 97, at 93-102, 138-40; 2 id. at 73-80, 298, 367, 537-42. Thach ascribes the rejections to the experience in the states following the Revolution, in which governors encumbered by councils had proved weak and unable to provide either efficient administration or effective resistance to the power of state legislatures; New York, the one state whose governor was not so burdened, had seemed a model of efficient government. C. Thach, supra note 88, at 25-54.
tion clearly and consciously chose a single and independent executive over a collegial body subject to legislative direction. \(^{100}\) "The principle that executive efficiency and executive responsibility varied in inverse proportion to the size of the executive body had been so strongly inculcated and in so many different ways that it was strong enough to force the acceptance of a new principle of executive organization."\(^{101}\) That choice is one of central importance to the arguments of this essay; however the executive power is defined, it is argued, it must be in ways that respect this quite fundamental structural judgment.

If the Convention was clear in its choice of a single executive—and its associated beliefs that such a person might bear focused political accountability for the work of law-execution and serve as an effective political counterweight to Congress—it was ambivalent in its expectations about the President's relations with those who would actually do the work of law-administration and desirous of the advantages of congressional flexibility in defining the structure of government within the constraints of this choice. "The beginning of wisdom about the American Presidency is to see that it contains both principles [that is, administrative responsibility subordinate to the legislature and political equality with it] and to reflect on their complex and subtle relation."\(^{102}\) Thus, the shadowy references to executive departments and, in particular, the opinions in writing clause,\(^ {103}\) seem to be residues of propositions such as Gouvernour Morris's proposal in the final days of the Convention for a council of state composed of the Chief Justice and Secretaries of Domestic Affairs, State, Foreign Affairs, War, Marine, and Commerce and Finance.\(^ {104}\) The Morris proposal would have respected the central political structural judgments that had been made. Under it, each of the identified departments and their Secretaries were to have been granted specific duties—for example, the Secretary of Domestic Affairs was "to attend to matters of general policy, the state of agriculture and manufactures, the opening of roads and navigations, and the facilitating communications through the United States; and he shall, from time to time, recommend such measures and establishments as may tend to promote those objects."\(^ {105}\) Yet each Secretary was distinctly under Presidential control, holding office at the President's pleasure. As a body, they were to be available to the President for the discussion of any matter he might choose to submit, and he could require from them "written opinions." Although each was to be "responsible for his

\(^{100}\) The Federalist No. 70 (A. Hamilton), the first of the Federalist papers addressing the requisites of the presidency, is given over entirely to this choice, as the most important of the choices made, in its tendency to promote decisiveness and responsibility.

\(^{101}\) C. Thach, supra note 88, at 89.

\(^{102}\) Storing, Introduction to C. Thach, supra note 88, at vii.

\(^{103}\) U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1. See supra text accompanying note 91.

\(^{104}\) See C. Thach, supra note 88, at 119-24; see also id. at 100, 138-39 (Morris's strong influence on article II).

\(^{105}\) 1 Elliot's Debates, supra note 99, at 250.
opinion on the affairs relating to his particular department,” 106 the possibility of ultimate decision was placed elsewhere: the President “shall, in all cases, exercise his own judgment, and either conform to such opinions, or not, as he may think proper.” 107

Certainly one consideration underlying rejection of the Morris proposal was the wish to leave to successive Congresses, through the medium of the necessary and proper clause, the flexibility required for shaping the government to the demands of changing circumstances. Another consideration was to enhance the accountability—and thus the power—of the President by denying him the chance to hide behind a council’s approval of his acts. 108

Indeed, the immediate working out of the constitutional scheme by the first Congress largely paralleled the Morris proposal. Cabinet departments were promptly established, with day-to-day responsibilities for administration, but reporting to the President. 109 Following the Morris model, a practice of cabinet consultation on important issues, nonbinding but respected, quickly arose. 110 Presidential control over the cabinet was assured by the provision in this legislation—the decision of 1789, as it came to be regarded, 111—that the Secretaries were to serve at the President’s pleasure, not for a term of years, and thus could be removed by him without cause or senatorial assent. 112

106. 1 Id. at 250.
107. Id. at 251.
108. C. Thach, supra note 88, at 125. It is possible also to view the decision not to adopt the proposal as one largely of style. Note the curious wording of the necessary and proper clause, which speaks only of “powers vested by this Constitution . . . in any Department or Officer,” not of powers vested by the legislature. It seems that the draftsmen continued to regard the departments as having a constitutional shape and constitutionally vested powers, whether or not made explicit. This lapse may be no more than stylistic, attributable to the heat of the Philadelphia summer and of other, more important controversies among the draftsmen.
109. Act of July 27, 1789, ch. 4, 1 Stat. 28 (Department of Foreign Affairs); Act of August 7, 1789, ch. 7, 1 Stat. 49 (Department of War); Act of September 2, 1789, ch. 12, 1 Stat. 65 (Department of the Treasury); Act of September 22, 1789, ch. 16, 1 Stat. 70 (Postmaster General); Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, § 35, 1 Stat. 73 (Attorney General).
110. See A. McLaughlin, A Constitutional History Of The United States 238-47 (1935).
111. See Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 143 (1926).
112. Location of the appointment power in the President, with senatorial advice and consent, had not finally been decided upon for all officers of government until the closing days of the Constitutional Convention; see Hart & Wechsler, supra note 2, at 6; 2 M. Farrand, supra note 97, at 488-90, 538-40; and Hamilton had assumed in The Federalist No. 77 that “the consent of [the Senate] would be necessary to displace as well as to appoint.” Federalist No. 77, at 459 (C. Rossiter ed. 1961). The question of removal authority was not explicitly discussed at the convention and was treated as open in the legislative debates of 1789; the decision to leave it with the President—carried in the Senate, after secret debate, by the Vice President’s vote to break a tie—could well be regarded as one of political wisdom or respect for George Washington rather than a reflection of what the legislators experienced as constitutional compulsion. (The House debates are summarized in Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 111-39 (1926), and may be found in 1 T. Benton, Abridgement Of The Debates Of Congress, 85-90, 102-08 (New York 1857).) The failure of the convention to place the removal power explicitly in the President alone led to a constitutional crisis when President Andrew Johnson dismissed Secretary of War Stanton in apparent violation of the Tenure of Office Act, ch. 154, 14 Stat. 430 (1867), see A. McLaughlin, supra note 110, at 662-75, and the question of senatorial participation in removal that act raised was not
One ought not, however, mistake the drafters' possible ambivalence about presidential role and their willingness to trust the issue of governmental superstructure to future Congresses for a willingness to see the President assigned a role distinctly subordinate to Congress. In providing that Congress need not be convened until December of each year,\(^3\) the draftsmen plainly anticipated a substantial executive function. Congress's articulated functions lay in the passage of legislation to create the framework of government and then to set the standards and appropriate the funds by which the business of government would be carried on. Inevitably that legislation would be episodic—enacted without necessary care for its relationship to existing law and having to be applied to future events, not foreseen, in light of the then existing corpus of law and the exigencies of the moment. Executive authority had to provide correctives for these inherent difficulties, and it was important that the chief executive have a body of individuals, held in his confidence, with whom to consult. The responsibility of government was to be focally his; but day-to-day administration and decision, of necessity, was to be entrusted to the hands of others.

2. The Maintenance of Tension Among the Named Bodies. — A central, coordinating and overseeing role for the President in relation to all government "officers" is required, also, to permit that office to serve as an effective check on the otherwise to be feared authority of Congress. The framers sought both to create a more effective national government than they had previously experienced, and to make it resistant to domination by transitory majorities or those who for the moment might be the public's political representatives. To those ends, the governmental structure they created embodies both separated powers and interlocking responsibilities; the purpose was to prevent both majoritarian rashness and the governmental tyranny that could result from the conjoining of power in a single source. Maintaining conditions that would sustain the resulting tension between executive and legislature was to be the central constraint on any proposed structure for government.\(^4\)

settled until the decision in Myers, sixty years later. See infra text accompanying notes 145-47, 163–65.

113. U.S. Const. art. 1, § 4, cl. 2.

114. The success of these ambitions is to be measured by the richness and sweep of contemporary government's reach; by the specialization of function that has, overall, occurred; by the extent of political freedom we nonetheless enjoy; and by the continuing tensions among the three named branches over issues of political advantage.

In his recent Storrs Lectures at Yale Law School, my colleague Bruce Ackerman put the point in the following way:

"The separation of powers [is] a vast machine by which each constitutional official is encouraged to question the extent to which other constitutional officials are successfully representing the People's true political wishes. Thus, while each officeholder will predictably insist that he speaks with the authentic accents of the People themselves, rival representatives in other institutions will often find it in their interest to deny that the representative has indeed represented the people in a fully satisfactory way. . . . As it works itself out in practice, the system emphasizes that no legal form can enable any
The Constitutional Convention arose out of dissatisfaction with a government dominated by the legislature, a dissatisfaction on both practical and theoretical grounds. In practice, legislative government did not work; legislatures were fragmented and episodic in their attention to the affairs of state, diffusing and defeating responsibility. In theory, the joining of all government functions in one authority, unchecked by others, was an invitation to tyranny. Interpenetration of function and competition among the branches would protect liberty by preventing the irreversible accretion of ultimate power in any one. As Madison wrote in the Federalist papers, the essence lay in "giving to those who administer each department the necessary constitutional means and personal motives to resist encroachments of the others." Madison's strategy was given form in the veto power and in Congress's authority to create the infrastructure of executive government and to exercise plenary control over the President's expenditure of funds (and thus over the size and power of the executive establishment).

The imprecision inherent in the definition and separation of the three governmental powers contributes to the tensions among them and in that way serves the same beneficial and protective functions as were anticipated from the creation of checks and balances. In the long interludes between congression-
nal sessions, the President would have to make as well as execute national policy; execution cannot be separated from interpretation, nor interpretation from the exercise (within whatever bounds might be statutorily defined) of a policy function. How sharp the definition of bounds had to be (the delegation question as we now know it) or how far removed from the President the function of executing a given law could be placed were open questions. This imprecision invites the desired political rivalries that tend to keep the two more dangerous branches in check. At the same time it permits smoother functioning on issues of agreed importance than would a more rigid structure. With room left for interaction, change and growth over time, the relative strength of President and Congress could change with the political climate, without offending the constitutional structure.

The Framers expected the branches to battle each other to acquire and to defend power. To prevent the supremacy of one branch over any other in these battles, powers were mixed; each branch was granted important power over the same area of activity. The British and Confederation experience had led the Framers to avoid regarding controversy between the branches as a conflict between good and evil or right and wrong, requiring definitive, institutionally permanent resolution. Rather, they viewed such conflict as an expression of the aggressive and perverse part of human nature that demanded outlet but had to be kept from finding lasting resolution so that liberty could be preserved.119

Thus, while the actual text of the Constitution says little about the structure of the federal government beneath the apex, the structure and history of the Constitution make clear the framers' decisions concerning the interdependence of the three branches and the place of the agencies as subsidiary to all three. One may see the issue of balance of power among the three named branches of government as reflecting a process not an institution, with impermanence of resolution not only inevitable but desirable as an outcome. "The constitutional convention of 1787 is supposed to have created a government of 'separated powers.' It did nothing of the sort. Rather, it created a government of separated institutions sharing powers."120 Whether described as a "'permanent guerrilla warfare' between the executive and legislative branches," or as a "duty to act . . . coupled with a duty to act with care and comity and with a sense of the higher values we all cherish,"121 the checks and balances idea embodied in the Constitution creates and demands the continuance of a "tension among the branches, with each, at the margin, limiting the other,"122 so that, in Madison's terms, "'ambition [could] be made to counteract ambition.'"123

119. A. Sofaer, supra note 116, at 60.
120. R. Neustadt, supra note 42, at 26.
122. Id.
123. Id. at 378 (quoting The Federalist No. 51 (J. Madison)).
B. Interpretations of the Constitutional Constraints

In addition to constitutional text and context, the interpretations given the President’s place in government by courts and others during the past two hundred years influence contemporary understandings of his relationship to the agencies and Congress’s power to structure that relationship. Perhaps of particular importance here is the legal folklore about independent regulatory commissions, in some versions suggesting that parts of government responsible for the administration of important government programs can be put wholly beyond the President’s supervisory reach. That folkloric view should seem surprising in light of the foregoing, and indeed a close look at the cases will show that that suggestion is hardly a necessary reading; the Court never had to confront so dramatic an assertion, and our understanding of its opinions can be reconstructed without much difficulty to reflect awareness of the need to maintain a tension among the named heads of government, in which all participate.

Quite different from the folklore is the proposition that Congress is free to choose between placing ultimate responsibility for decision with the President and giving that responsibility to those to whom it has initially assigned the work of administration. Even within what is undoubtedly the sphere of executive influence—for example, the conduct of law enforcement—that proposition finds support in the Constitutional Convention’s failure to adopt measures such as the Morris plan. The proposition seems undeniable where Congress can find circumstances, such as a need for objective decision, that warrant placing administration beyond the sphere of its own as well as the President’s political influence. Yet note that neither choice effects or is a justification for presidential exclusion. However unserviceable rigid separation-of-powers arguments have become beneath the very top levels of government, the checks-and-balances idea retains force: congressional arrangements that threaten the viability of an independent, unitary executive capable of opposing the Congress’s own assertions of power are, for that reason, suspect.

1. The Early Interpretations. — The Constitution vests all executive power in the President and, while contemplating delegation, clearly intends focused, personal responsibility for its exercise. Yet Congress could and did create responsibilities in the departments to be exercised by departmental heads, not the President. Those regimes were creatures of law, law whose faithful execution the President had as much responsibility to assure as any other; what, then, was to be his role? Attorneys general vacillated whether an appeal lay to the President from particular decisions of the secretaries, but the practice was to leave decision where the Congress placed it.124 The difficulties were well stated in Professor Corwin’s classic study of the Presidency:

Suppose... that the law casts a duty upon a subordinate executive agency *eo nomine*, does the President thereupon become entitled, by virtue of his "executive power" or of his duty to "take care that the laws be faithfully executed," to substitute his own judgment for that of the agency regarding the discharge of such duty? An unqualified answer to this question would invite startling results. An affirmative answer would make all questions of law enforcement questions of discretion, the discretion moreover of an independent and legally uncontrollable branch of the government. By the same token, it would render it impossible for Congress, notwithstanding its broad powers under the "necessary and proper" clause, to leave anything to the specially trained judgment of a subordinate executive official with any assurance that his discretion would not be perverted to political ends for the advantage of the administration in power. At the same time, a flatly negative answer would hold out consequences equally unwelcome. It would, as Attorney General Cushing quaintly phrased it, leave it open to Congress so to divide and transfer "the executive power" by statute as to change the government "into a parliamentary despotism like that of Venezuela or Great Britain, with a *nominal* executive chief or president, who, however, would remain without a shred of actual power."125

The Supreme Court had indicated in *Marbury v. Madison*126 that a court could direct the performance of a nondiscretionary duty given to the executive.127 In 1837, in *Kendall v. United States*,128 it seemed to go further, giving the negative answer to Professor Corwin's question—that Congress could structure government so as to preclude the President from imposing his will on a cabinet officer.

*Kendall* was an action in mandamus, a direction to the Postmaster General to pay a specific sum of money which Congress by special statute had ordered paid but which the President wished withheld. At the time, as *Marbury* illustrates, a writ of mandamus was available only if it could be shown that its subject had been given no discretion in the performance of the function at issue. Finding the Postmaster under a legal obligation to pay, the Court directed that mandamus issue. It would be " alarming," said the Court, to assert that

---

125. E. Corwin, supra note 74, at 80-81. For contemporary efforts, see R. Neustadt, supra note 42; E. Hargrove, supra note 26; and Ledewitz, The Uncertain Power of the President to Execute the Laws, 46 Tenn. L. Rev. 757 (1979).

The first Congress's differential handling of the Departments of State and War, on the one hand, and Treasury, on the other was drawn on by Freund and others to suggest a basis for distinguishing between "executive power" and "administrative power." See generally supra note 11. Stated as a proposition about complete congressional control, the distinction seems one example of Corwin's "flatly negative," and therefore unacceptable, answer. As a marker of differential authority, it has much more persuasive force. See infra note 277.

126. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).


Congress cannot impose upon any executive officer any duty they may think proper, which is not repugnant to any rights secured and protected by the Constitution; and in such cases, the duty and responsibility grow out of and are subject to the control of the law, and not to the discretion of the President.\textsuperscript{129}

While this language might be understood as broadly confirming Congress's power to confer discretion on administrators beyond the President's control, the decision carefully avoided invitations to decide so large an issue.\textsuperscript{130} Because the "duty" actually involved in the case left no scope for judgment, there was no need to decide what voice the President might have where the law offers a choice of possible courses of action—that is, where it confers discretion on the responsible administrator. The opinion holds only that the President and other executive officials must act within the law.\textsuperscript{131}

Effective presidential power to control subordinates may be substantially a function of his ability to enforce his wishes, to remove persons in whom he lacks political confidence or, less broadly, who disobey his valid directives.\textsuperscript{132} In \textit{Marbury}, the Court had established that for some officers of government—in this case ones we have since come to call article I judges—Congress could constrain the President's removal authority over persons he appointed and who were not constitutionally entitled to tenure.\textsuperscript{133} This proposition was extended to employees in "the executive Departments" in \textit{United States v.}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{129} Id. at 610.
\item \textsuperscript{130} See the full discussion of the case, in the context of an effort to understand the President's relationship to administration, in Grundstein, supra note 11, at 309-19. See also Monaghan, supra note 127, at 14-16, 25.
\item \textsuperscript{131} See Decatur v. Palding, 39 U.S. (14 Pet.) 497 (1840). The restrictions on the effective use of mandamus are reflected in the rarity of its use during the nineteenth century as an instrument for judicial control of law-administration. See Monaghan, supra note 127, at 14-16; Hart & Wechsler, supra note 2, at 1381.
\item \textsuperscript{132} Presidential control has its roots in "the executive power" and the responsibility to "take care that the laws be faithfully executed," both express in the constitutional text, and not, as is often thought, in an arguable removal authority never better than implicit. While surely control is hard to effect without workable disciplinary tools in hand, the commonly accepted explanation that the presidential control over administration is an accidental result of the possession of the power of removal [is erroneous]. The exact reverse is the true explanation. The power of removal was rather derived from the general executive power of administrative control. The latter power has not been an extra-constitutional growth. It was the conscious creation of the men who made the Constitution.
\item \textsuperscript{133} 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803). The offices in question were for Justices of the Peace in the nation's capital, who had been given a fixed term of office. An Act Concerning the District of Columbia, ch. 15, § 11, 2 Stat. 103, 107 (1801). Like so much else in the opinion, the discussion of the validity of this restriction is dictum, which Chief Justice Taft sought valiantly to defeat in his opinion for the Court in Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 139-44 (1926). Nonetheless, he was careful to recognize the existence of special considerations supporting restrictions on the President's removal authority in such cases, id. at 135, 157-59. See the discussion in Bruff, supra note 47, at 476-78.
\end{itemize}
Perkins. That case involved a claim for pay allegedly owed to naval engineers who appeared to have been assured of office for a term by statute, but who had been honorably discharged by the Secretary of War when he found no position available for them. The engineers prevailed when the Court concluded that fixed tenure had been granted:

We have no doubt that when Congress, by law, vests the appointment of inferior officers in the heads of Departments it may limit and restrict the power of removal as it deems best for the public interest. . . . The head of a Department has no constitutional prerogative of appointment to offices independently of the legislation of Congress, and by such legislation he must be governed, not only in making appointments but in all that is incident thereto.

The constitutionality of the civil service was thus assured—and with it, recognition of a sharp limitation of the President’s power over the personnel of executive government.

Finally, the early Court established that neither the separateness of Congress, Court, and President nor the primary responsibilities assigned to each precluded Congress from authorizing the performance of other sorts of ancillary power. For example, while the Constitution placed the lawmaking function in Congress and the dispute-resolving function in the judiciary, the courts could be authorized to adopt rules of procedure to govern proceedings before them. Delegations to territorial and district governments were commonplace, objectionable only if they created a territorial government in which the three functions of government were indistinct; these delegations could include authority for persons who were not article III judges to exercise unmistakably judicial functions. And the President (or other executive officials) could validly be authorized to engage in rulemaking.

134. 116 U.S. 483 (1886).
135. Id. at 485.
136. Such power has been statutorily conferred since the beginning of the republic, Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, § 17(b), 1 Stat. 73, 83; see also 1 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise 158–59 (2d. ed 1978), and was early sustained in a noted opinion of Chief Justice Marshall, Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. (10 Wheat.) 1, 15–16 (1825).
138. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803); American Ins. Co. v. Canter, 26 U.S. (1 Pet.) 511, 546 (1828); Murray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land & Improvement Co., 59 U.S. (18 How.) 272 (1855). Whether the last two cases (and their successors, e.g. Palmore v. United States, 411 U.S. 389 (1973)) “support a general proposition [that federal judicial power must be exercised by article III judges] and three tidy exceptions . . . or whether instead they are but landmarks on a judicial ‘darkling plain’ where ignorant armies have clashed by night,” was the issue hotly debated by the plurality and dissenting opinions in Northern Pipeline Constr. Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50, 91 (Rehnquist, J., concurring), discussed infra notes 238–56 and accompanying text. What was not debated, however, was that Congress could to a substantial extent (and in cases particularly important from a separation-of-powers and policy perspective) place judging in the hands of federal officials outside the federal judiciary defined in article III.

Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22 (1932), sustained Congress’s power to assign to federal agencies initial decision of the great bulk of factual issues in what were essentially disputes
2. The President’s Removal Power and a Formal Approach to the Place of Administration. — The accelerating growth of national government following the Civil War brought with it the civil service laws, the first of the independent regulatory commissions, the heightened use of delegation and heightened concerns about it, and a general worrying about the relationship of the Presidency and administration. Perhaps disturbed by the consequences of delegating all this burgeoning authority to the President’s political domain, and consistent with growing faith in scientific administration, leading commentators argued that “executive” and “administrative” authority were distinct—the latter belonging to professional public administrators, who could properly be placed outside the President’s direction.

Understanding of the relation between the Presidency and administration was shaped by two cases of the 1920’s and 30’s, Myers v. United States and Humphrey’s Executor v. United States. Both tested the President’s claim of inherent executive authority to remove presidential appointees from office in the face of statutory limitations on removal; both appeared to use a strictly formal, separation-of-powers approach to the place of agencies in government. The seemingly opposite conclusions to which they came are usually understood in terms of that approach as denying the independent regulatory commissions any determinate place in the tripartate structure of government. Yet their conclusions can also be understood in light of the checks-and-balances approach, and so understood the opinions are both readily reconciled and consistent with the constitutional scheme.

Myers concerned a postmaster appointed to a four-year term under a statute which for fifty years had required senatorial assent to both appointment and removal of these officials. The President sought to remove him before the expiration of his term, without obtaining senatorial concurrence.

between private parties under a federal compensation scheme, subject only to review for factual sufficiency (not correctness) and legal accuracy. See, e.g., Hart, The Power of Congress to Limit the Jurisdiction of Federal Courts: An Exercise in Dialectic, 66 Harv.L.Rev. 1362 (1953), reprinted in Hart & Wechsler, supra note 2, at 338-60. The reservation for de novo judicial determination of “jurisdictional” and “constitutional” facts has proved troublesome, see infra text accompanying notes 238-56, but has not obscured the more general proposition permitting assignment of essentially judicial decision outside the article III judiciary.

139. The Brig Aurora, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 382 (1813); Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649 (1892).

140. The first independent regulatory commission, the Interstate Commerce Commission, was in fact not “independent” when first created, but an element of the Department of Interior. Like so much else in American government, its evolution was the product of efforts to improve its practical workability after the lessons of experience, not the result of a new theory about the proper ordering of executive (or administrative) government; that came later. See R. Cushman, The Independent Regulatory Commissions (1941); W. Nelson, The Roots of American Bureaucracy, 1830-1900 (1982).

141. See Grundstein, supra note 11.

142. 272 U.S. 52 (1926).

143. 295 U.S. 602 (1935).

144. See supra notes 15-16.
The resulting litigation was difficult and portentous; special counsel was appointed in the Supreme Court, and the cause had to be argued twice there before the Court could reach its conclusions—conclusions stated in opinions of unusual length and elaborateness. A divided Court found that reserving congressional participation in the removal of an executive officer unconstitutionally invaded the President’s executive function. The Court’s opinion, written by a former President, suggested that the President enjoyed an inherent authority to remove every officer of government he was empowered to appoint (other than a judge protected by article III). It appeared to eradicate the executive/administrative distinction by establishing the President’s disciplinary control as universally available. Congress acknowledged the apparent sweep of this decision by ceasing to provide removal protections in statutes creating new government agencies.

_Humphrey’s Executor_ resulted from President Roosevelt’s effort, on the authority of _Myers_, to remove a commissioner of the Federal Trade Commission before the expiration of his seven-year statutory term. Here, a statute enacted before _Myers_ required specification of cause for removal, but did not require senatorial concurrence. The President suggested no “cause” for Hum-

---

145. The view of Mr. Madison and his associates was that not only did the grant of executive power to the President . . . carry with it the power of removal, but the express recognition of the power of appointment . . . enforced this view on the well approved principle of constitutional and statutory construction that the power of removal of executive officers was incident to the power of appointment. It was agreed by the opponents of the bill [to establish a Department of Foreign Affairs], . . . that as a constitutional principle the power of appointment carried with it the power of removal. Roger Sherman, 1 Annals of Congress, 491. This principle as a rule of constitutional and statutory construction, then generally conceded, has been recognized ever since.

272 U.S. at 119 (citations omitted). Strikingly, Chief Justice Taft extended this view even to government officials performing as judicial substitutes.

146. The power of removal is incident to the power of appointment, not to the power of advising and consenting to appointment, and when the grant of the executive power is enforced by the express mandate to take care that the laws be faithfully executed, it emphasizes the necessity for including within the executive power as conferred the exclusive power of removal.

agney's removal beyond political incompatibility—a reason plainly insufficient under the statute. This challenge arose, however, at a time when presidential rather than congressional hegemony may have seemed the more palpable threat; it was decided on the same day that the Court invalidated the National Industrial Recovery Act, once the centerpiece of the New Deal, on the ground of excessive delegation to the President. Here, unlike Myers, decision appears to have been easy. Acting scant weeks after argument, the Court unanimously repudiated the Myers dicta and found that Congress could validly impose a "cause" requirement on the discharge of a Federal Trade Commissioner; given the circumstances, the Court did not have to say what cause could be.

Reading both opinions, one is struck by their emphasis on a radical separation of powers within government, with a concomitant need to place agencies in one or another branch, maximally free from intrusion by the others. For the Myers Court, "the reasonable construction of the Constitution must be that the branches should be kept separate in all cases in which they were not expressly blended, and the Constitution should be expounded to blend them no more than it affirmatively requires." From placement of the Post Office Department in the executive branch and the absence of any constitutional provision for congressional participation in removal, all else followed. For the Humphrey's Executor Court, "[t]he fundamental necessity of maintaining each of the three general departments of government entirely free from the control or coercive influence, direct or indirect, of either of the others, has often been stressed, and is hardly open to serious question." As the legislative history of the Federal Trade Commission Act established a purpose that "the commission was not to be 'subject to anybody in the government but ... only to the people of the United States;' ... 'separate and apart from any existing department of the government—not subject to the orders of the President;' the Court said the President could exercise no authority over its members beyond the constitutionally explicit one of appointment. Viewing both the unquestioned congressional purpose to remove the FTC from politics and the agency's particular functions, the Court described it as "an agency of the legislative or judicial department of the government," exercising in those contexts only an "executive function—as distinguished from executive power in the constitutional sense."

More than Myers, but perhaps in consequence of that decision, the reasoning of the Humphrey's Executor Court seems open to question. Remarkably, the Court did not pause to examine how a purpose to create a body

149. 272 U.S. at 116.
150. 295 U.S. at 629.
151. Id. at 625.
152. Id. at 628.
153. Id.
"subject only to the people of the United States"—that is, apparently, beyond control of the constitutionally defined branches of government—could itself be sustained under the Constitution.154 Later, the opinion tells us that the agency is in both the legislative and the judicial branches, because of the functions it performs, but not how an agency can at the same moment reside in both the legislative and the judicial branches, consistent with the "fundamental necessity of maintaining each of the three general departments of government entirely free from the control or coercive influence... of either of the others."155 Nor does the Court explain its distinction between "executive function" and "executive power." Of course the commission was carrying out laws Congress had enacted; in that sense its functions could hardly have been characterized as other than executive, whatever procedures it employed to accomplish its ends. And, of course, the public procedures it employed were no different than those used by any cabinet department for similar purposes.156

If the formal question where in government to place the agency is put aside, however, it is not hard to understand the Court's result. It described the FTC's functions as follows:

154. Cf. Ackerman, supra note 114. The Court's assurance about what seems a difficult question might be a product of the theoretical division between executive and administrative power (although it would be hard to locate such a division in the constitutional scheme). See Grundstein, supra note 11, at 287. Or perhaps it was the result of the times—not only of Schechter, but of growing executive totalitarianism in Europe—in which resistance to broad executive authority was only to be expected. Certainly it is noteworthy that the two (and only) successful invocations of the delegation doctrine, Schechter and Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935), each involved actions undertaken directly in the President's name under statutes that at a time of national economic emergency, may have appeared to have thrown control of the entire process of government into the President's hands. Congress appeared to have given that potent, apical actor free rein, setting no standards by which the courts could act as a brake on his decisions. (In Ryan one had the further, unedifying spectacle that the law the President created was private—hidden in an administrator's desk, where even the Congress might not readily know what it was.) See Jaffe, An Essay on Delegation of Legislative Power: 11, 47 Colum. L. Rev. 561, 571 (1947).

155. 295 U.S. at 629. Similarly formal approaches to agency placement might also be thought to underlie the troubling aspects of the Court's near-contemporaneous judgment in Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22 (1932), discussed supra note 138. While sustaining the assignment of many "adjudicatory" questions to administrative agencies subject to judicial review, the Court there insisted on de novo judicial determination of so-called jurisdictional facts on which the constitutionality of applying a statute might depend, as necessary to protect the article III function. Principles that would make that reservation workable did not readily appear but—at least until apparently revived by the plurality opinion in Northern Pipeline Constr. Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50 (1982), see infra text accompanying notes 253-56—that aspect of the decision slumbered in "deserved repose." Estep v. United States, 327 U.S. 114, 142 (Frankfurter, J., concurring); see also W. Gellhorn, C. Byse & P. Strauss, supra note 2, at 293-96.

156. While rulemaking is sometimes described as "quasi-legislative" and adjudication on the record as "quasi-judicial," see supra note 16, the possibility of such descriptions has not been thought to be a reason why these functions cannot constitutionally be performed in the executive. Rather, it has formed a basis for constraints on their performance: that rulemaking must be in accordance with a sufficiently defined delegation to canalize executive authority, Schechter
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(1) The FTC could direct cessation of unfair methods of competition in commerce, after full-dress adjudicatory hearings;
(2) It could conduct investigations culminating in a report to the Congress with recommendations for legislation;157 and
(3) It could act as a master in chancery in antitrust suits brought by the Attorney General and referred to it by a district court.158

Assurance of impartiality and the absence of political controls of any character are centrally important to two parts of the statutory scheme as thus described; providing information-gathering service to Congress (not the President) characterizes the remainder. So far as the Court was educated to the Commission's functions, the FTC did little as to which unified policy direction was even arguably relevant.159 Thus, the need to maintain tension between the named branches was not implicated. The Court was acutely conscious, however, of the extent to which the Commission acted in circumstances calling for judicial impartiality and the removal from politics that might tend to protect it.

The Solicitor General, at the bar, . . . with commendable candor, agreed that his view . . . necessitated a like view in respect of the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Court of Claims. We are thus confronted with the serious question whether . . . the judges of the legislative Court of Claims, exercising judicial power, continue in office only at the pleasure of the President.160

Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495, 551 (1935) (Cardozo, J., concurring); that adjudication must be in accordance with procedures meeting constitutional tests of fairness, Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970); and that both (apparently, but never definitively) must occur within the ambit of judicial review, id. at 278 (Black, J., dissenting). See also Northern Pipeline Constr. Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50, 86 n.39 (1982); INS v. Chadha, 103 S. Ct. 2764 (1983).

157. The brief which Humphrey's executor filed with the court indicated that 50% of the FTC's budget was spent for this function. Although the Court has accepted this as a "legislative" function, Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 13-14 (1976), see infra text accompanying notes 177-85, it is not inevitably so; the Constitution explicitly places the function of recommending to Congress "such Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient" in the President's hands. U.S. Const. art. II, § 3.


159. The Court noted that the President was also authorized to direct investigations, but passed over that inconvenient attachment to the executive branch as "so obviously collateral to the main design of the act as not to detract . . . ." Id. at 628 n.1.

160. Id. at 629 (citation omitted). Recall the ease with which Chief Justice Marshall had upheld a similar restriction on the President's removal power over judges of certain legislative courts in Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803). See supra note 133 and accompanying text. Contrast the rigid separations apparently enforced by the Humphrey's Executor opinion with the unconscious ease with which the Court speaks of judges of a "legislative" court "exercising the judicial power." That puzzle would return, and defeat efforts at intellectually satisfactory explanation in separation-of-power terms, in Glidden Co. v. Zdanok, 370 U.S. 530 (1962), sustaining the Court of Claims as an article III court.
Thus, the result can be fully explained by the apolitical character of the judgments to be reached, and the constitutional appropriateness, if not necessity, of assigning such judgments to an apolitical process.

Once fairness considerations are taken into account, these cases can be seen as explained by the difference between a limitation on independent and executive agencies, but between presidential power that implicates a struggle between the branches and one that does not. Myers can readily be limited to the issue presented by the provision for senatorial concurrence in removal, the Tenure of Office Act problem. Although the Myers Court talked at times as if it regarded the use of fixed terms of office and "for cause" requirements to restrict the President's removal authority as equally difficult, that equation is not convincing. Reservation of senatorial approval for removals suggests political power struggles between President and Senate that are not connoted by a judgment that fixed tenure in office, with limitations on discharge, will be useful for the ends of public policy. Indeed, the Court acknowledged that certain types of executive activity could properly be placed beyond the President's directory power for reasons of public policy; and that Congress could validly have given the Postmaster tenure protection by placing him in the civil service, rather than attempting to reserve a political authority over discharge. Only heads of departments must be presidential appointees, and even for them tenure protection need raise no question of imbalance between the executive and legislative branches, of aggrandizement of Congress's political power at the expense of the President's. The issue of aggrandizement seems inevitable, however, where Congress asserts the right itself to control the removal question. It has not only limited the President's ordinary political authority by imposing a "for cause" requirement, but also greatly expanded its own political authority by insisting on a voice in that determination. The latter measure defeats any claim that the measure has an apolitical end such as assuring objectivity.

Humphrey's Executor, in turn, could be understood as having turned on precisely this distinction between those limitations on removal where Congress


162. Wiener v. United States, 357 U.S. 349 (1958), involving the War Claims Commission, underscores the point. "[T]he nature of the function that Congress vested in the...Commission"—to adjudicate according to law—is "the most reliable factor for drawing an inference regarding the President's power of removal." Id. at 353; see also infra text accompanying notes 199-215; Bruff, supra note 47, at 499.

163. See C. Thach, supra note 88, at 66-67, for an account of an influential experience with this problem during the Revolutionary War.

164. The Court hinted this to be so for duties "peculiarly and specifically committed to the discretion of a particular officer...[or] duties of a quasi-judicial character," 272 U.S. at 135. However, the opinion goes on to assert that an unintelligent or unwise exercise of these duties could be the reason for an after-the-fact removal.

165. Id. at 161.
has retained some role and those in which it has not. Whether or not one
numbers the FTC among "the executive Departments," the purpose to make
it "free from 'political domination or control'"\textsuperscript{166} in exercising functions for
which that quality is evidently desirable establishes a justification for some
tenure protection. The FTC Act imposes no congressional intrusion analogous
to that presented to the Court in \textit{Myers}; on its facts, it does not even foreclose
some presidential involvement in FTC policy formation. The President had
given Commissioner Humphrey no particular directive; he had asked no
advice that Humphrey then refused to give; he did not, perceiving insubordi-
nation, direct him to leave. His request for Humphrey's resignation was
founded in failure of trust, not breach of discipline. Consequently, the Court
found only that Congress could legitimately insist that one holding the office
of Federal Trade Commissioner serve on terms other than those of a personal
adviser. It did not have to say whether the President could give the FTC
Commissioners binding directives, or if so of what sort, or what might be the
consequences of any failure of theirs to honor them.\textsuperscript{167}

So reading \textit{Humphrey's Executor} would underscore that presidential
claims to participate in the FTC's (and other independent agencies') policy-
making have not been excluded by that opinion's apparently broad statement
that "'[t]he authority of Congress, in creating quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial
agencies, to require them to act in discharge of their duties independently
of executive control cannot well be doubted . . . ."\textsuperscript{168} "Quasi-legislative," as
that Court used the phrase, referred not to policy formation but to the
exercise of investigatory authority in support of reports to the Congress.
Reports to the Congress, unlike rules, have no direct impact on the relation-
ship between citizens and their government; in them, the President's claim to
participate has a different character.\textsuperscript{169} The FTC of that era was not a rulema-
ker; it reached its policy conclusions through adjudications. The concern for
"quasi-judicial" agencies reflects the Court's focus on the legislative require-
ment of impartiality, of freedom from \textit{any} political direction to secure proce-
dural fairness. \textit{Humphrey's Executor} did not consider the question whether
Congress constitutionally could create an administrative body free from the
political direction of the President but subject to such direction from con-
gressmen and their committees, and empower that agency to make law.\textsuperscript{170}
Congress can be conceded the power to forbid unilateral presidential removal

\textsuperscript{166.} \textit{Humphrey's Executor}, 295 U.S. at 625.

\textsuperscript{167.} See E. Redford, The President and the Regulatory Commissions 20 (1960).

\textsuperscript{168.} 295 U.S. at 629.

\textsuperscript{169.} See U.S. Const. art. III, § 3. While the judgment to place "the executive Power" in the
President seems and was intended to exclude its unsupervised placement in others, one is hard put
to imagine a need for exclusivity in recommending legislation.

\textsuperscript{170.} At the time of \textit{Humphrey's Executor} political influence on rulemaking does not seem to
have been considered a problem. In part this was because the overwhelming majority of agency
business was handled through formal and informal adjudication. See Attorney General's Comm.
for "no reason at all" of an FTC Commissioner regarded as principally an
adjudicator, without implying that total removal of the FTC as a policymak-
ing organ of government from presidential oversight or control would be
within its power.

3. The Checks-and-Balances Approach to the Place of Administration:
Buckley v. Valeo and the Early Nixon Cases. — Decisions about government
structure stemming from the political turmoil of the Nixon Presidency sug-
gested that the Court might be ready to abandon the pigeonholing of agencies
as "executive," "legislative" or "judicial" in favor of considering the impact
of particular challenged provisions respecting them on the balance of author-
ity among the institutions defined in articles I, II and III. The view that there
exist "three airtight departments" was described as "archaic," and seemed
on its way to being replaced by a checks and balances approach that, like that
of the framers, gave central attention to "whether [an] Act disrupts the
proper balance between the coordinate branches." The Court thus seemed
ready to turn to the central but difficult work of assessing structural arrange-
ments in functional terms—in terms of their contribution to or detraction
from the maintenance of tensions among the named branches.

addition, much of such rulemaking as was done was apolitical in nature. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission, for example, had issued only 20 tariff circulars through 1939 dealing with rate
setting, and these concerned the form and style of the tariffs, not their content. S. Doc. No. 10,
supra, at 45 (1941) (pt. 11). In general, however, political influence was accepted as appropriate in
rulemaking procedures:

In an ordinary trial the question is whether the facts bring the case within a rule or
principle of law . . . . The issues are always of limited scope, relating to the particular
circumstances or transactions, and the evidence bearing upon them can be incorporated
into a record.

The situation is different in rule making or other discretionary determinations
which involve, in effect, the formulation of new policies . . . . Such choices must be
made in the light of facts; but the chief issues are not factual. They relate either to the
proper balancing of objectives . . . or to a choice of methods to achieve given objectives

It is true that the discretion thus exercised in administrative rule making operates
within statutory limits and is not unfettered. Nevertheless, within these limits the impor-
tant questions always are what is desirable or what is workable in order to carry out the
directives contained in the statute.

Attorney General's Comm. on Administrative Procedure, Final Report: Administrative Proce-

District Court for the District of Columbia, 408 F.Supp. 321, 342 (1976)). See also L. Jaffe, supra
note 2, at 28-30; W. Wilson, Constitutional Government in the United States (1908); Cox,
Executive Privilege, 122 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1383, 1387-91 (1974); Ratner, Executive Privilege, Self
Incrimination, and the Separation of Powers Illusion, 22 UCLA L. Rev. 92, at 92-93 (1974); Van
Alstyne, The Role of Congress in Determining Incidental Powers of the President and of the
Probs., Spring 1976, at 102.

172. Recall that for Madison the central issue was "giving to those who administer each
department the necessary constitutional means and personal motives to resist encroachments of
the other," supra text accompanying note 117.
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One example of this approach is United States v. Nixon, President Nixon’s failing effort to resist the subpoena that made inevitable his resignation. The opinion has language that invokes the rigid separation-of-powers analysis: addressing the lawfulness of its own claim to assess the President’s assertion of executive privilege in the case, the Court reasoned that “the ‘judicial Power of the United States’ vested in the federal courts by Art. III, § 1, of the Constitution can no more be shared with the Executive Branch than the Chief Executive, for example, can share with the Judiciary the veto power, or the Congress share with the Judiciary the power to override a Presidential veto.” Once the Court has asserted its entitlement to pass on the claim of privilege, however, its analysis turns on “checks and balances”; the test becomes one of balance among competing legitimate claims, of possibly threatened interference with core function:

[T]he Framers . . . sought to provide a comprehensive system, but the separate powers were not intended to operate with absolute independence. . . . To read the Art. II powers of the President as providing an absolute privilege as against a subpoena essential to enforcement of criminal statutes on no more than a generalized claim . . . would upset the constitutional balance of ‘a workable government’ and gravely impair the role of the courts under Art. III. . . . [I]t is necessary to resolve those competing interests in a manner that preserves the essential functions of each branch. . . . The President’s broad interest in confidentiality of communications [while constitutionally based,] will not be vitiated by disclosure of a limited number of conversations preliminarily shown to have some bearing on the pending criminal cases.

This checks-and-balances inquiry—a comparison of impacts on “essential functions”—is both diffuse and subject to conscious or unconscious manipulation; it is at the same time at the heart of the framers’ formula.

This more functional inquiry assumed particular importance in Buckley v. Valeo, a case concerning the necessary character of presidential and congressional relationships to an administrative agency. Buckley presented a series of challenges to the Federal Election Act and to the Federal Election Commission (the Commission) the Act created and empowered; significant for our purposes was a separation-of-powers challenge to a provision for direct legislative appointment of some members of the Commission. The Commission was authorized, inter alia, both to conduct investigations—the quasi-legislative activity considered in Humphrey’s Executor—and to engage in rulemaking, the quasi-legislative activity which had not been at issue in that case. Were the FEC only empowered to conduct investigations, the Court

175. Id. at 704. As a proposition that the three named actors of the Constitution must remain distinct the observation is unexceptionable; at that moment, however, the Court did not have to rationalize the phenomenon of article I courts. See infra text accompanying notes 238–56 (discussing Northern Pipeline).
reasoned, the appointment provisions would not have been objectionable; such powers are "in the same general category as . . . Congress might delegate to one of its own committees." But rulemaking "represents the performance of a significant governmental duty exercised pursuant to a public law," and is therefore to be exercised only by officers of the United States—by persons subject to appointment by the President (with or without senatorial assent) or by a head of one of "the executive Departments."

Buckley is not always clear how it is regarding the mass of government outside the legislative branch. At some points, the opinion speaks confidently of the "three essential branches of Government" among which all powers are distributed, and writes of functions in "the administration and enforcement of public law" as if it were describing activities of one—the executive—of those three branches. At other points it seems somewhat more hesitant about the independent regulatory commissions, as when it refers to "Heads of Departments . . . which are themselves in the Executive Branch or at least have some connection with that branch." All that was necessary, after all, was to decide that Congress could not vest in itself appointment power for the head of an agency that would be exercising a "significant governmental duty . . . pursuant to a public law." Just as the Court in Humphrey's Executor seems to have thought it enough for its purposes to show that the FTC's functions were not executive to place the FTC beyond the President's removal claim, the Buckley Court may have found it sufficient to characterize the FEC's functions as "not legislative" to remove it from Congress's appointments claim.

When one is playing a shell game, however, it is important to maintain the observer's confidence that one of the shells does contain the pea, even if it is not the shell currently under examination. By characterizing as a function having to be exercised outside the legislature just that quasi-legislative activity (rulemaking) that previously had been described with some uniformity as the result of a delegation of legislative power, the Court destroyed that illusion, breaking through any separation-of-powers notion that the powers of government generally could be neatly parcelled into three uniquely empowered entities. The Court insisted that the central issue was to be the character of the relationships between that agency and the named heads of government, and not the formal structure of the agency in question. Those conclusions could

178. Id. at 137.
179. Id. at 141.
180. Id. at 121.
181. Id. at 139.
182. Id. at 127; see also id. at 141 (functions "of kinds usually performed by independent regulatory agencies or by some department in the Executive Branch").
183. Id. at 124-43. The Court indicated that it was looking to the fundamental values of the Constitution in determining the effect of the appointments clause. It noted that the system of presidential nomination with senatorial confirmation was the final product of long deliberation on how to avoid granting any one branch excessive power over nominations. Id. at 127-31. It then found use of this system required whenever the test just quoted in the text was satisfied—as, of course, it was for the FEC. Id. at 131-43.
be reached without having to "put" the FEC anywhere; the claim to that power and relationship does not depend on where the agency "is," so much as the necessity of maintaining the desired sharing of authority among the named actors of the Constitution. In this way, the Buckley Court's reasoning stands the Humphrey's Executor distinction between executive function and executive powers on its head, repudiating the dicta about "independence."184 Precisely because they exercise a substantial function in "the administration and enforcement of public law, those agencies are to be numbered among the Departments" so fleetingly and inconclusively referred to in article II. Buckley thus seems to have eliminated any sense that the independent regulatory agencies were somehow to be regarded as having a place in the structure of government fundamentally different from that of executive agencies.185

These themes also appear in the next separation-of-powers case, Nixon v. Administrator of General Services,186 which involved challenges on separation-of-powers grounds to the responsibilities Congress had imposed on the General Services Administration for processing former President Nixon's papers. Again the Court appeared to rely to some extent on the placement of the GSA in the Executive Branch in assessing the challenged arrangements.187 Its central inquiry, however, seemed independent of location as such:

[I]n determining whether [an] Act disrupts the proper balance between the coordinate branches, the proper inquiry focuses on the extent to which it prevents the Executive Branch from accomplishing its constitutionally assigned functions . . . [and] whether that impact is justified by an overriding need to promote objectives within the constitutional authority of Congress.188

Vigorous dissents by the Chief Justice and Justice Rehnquist sought to distinguish between what Congress might provide respecting the papers of the President himself, and what it might require of a "legislatively created [Executive] department." Yet the majority's general analytic proposition necessarily rested—as Justice Powell made express in a concurrence189—on an assessment of the extent to which the President could claim, solely because the GSA was

184. Others have also suggested the problems with Humphrey's Executor. See, e.g., Bruff, supra note 47, at 478-83; Nathanson, supra note 30, at 1099-109; Verkuil, supra note 55, at 953-55.
185. This implication of the Buckley Court's reasoning, that "independent" agencies are within reach of the President's "executive power," was given warranted emphasis by the D.C. Circuit in its recent opinion disapproving Congress' legislative veto of a FERC rule. Consumer Energy Council of Am. v. Federal Energy Regulatory Comm'n, 673 F.2d 425, 472 (D.C. Cir. 1982), aff'd mem., 103 S. Ct. 3556 (1983).
187. Id. at 441.
188. Id. at 443.
189. 433 U.S. at 500, 503-04 (Powell, J., concurring).
an executive agency, power to control policy outcomes and represent his views in any particular dispute over privilege before the courts.

The checks-and-balances concerns with relationship and effective functioning thus suggested seem to be paralleled by analytic developments in other contexts in which the structural constraints of the Constitution are the central issue. Debate over the tenth amendment, for example, revived by *National League of Cities v. Usery*,\(^\text{190}\) resolved into near unanimity in formulating the relevant inquiry (if not its application): whether a challenged measure threatens the integrity of the states in the constitutional scheme.\(^\text{191}\) Allocation of authority between state and nation, like that between executive and legislature, can be understood as a means of protecting individuals from overwhelming governmental power; deciding what is required to preserve that protection for citizens has characterized the recent judicial debates more than a cataloguing of activities inherently for the states qua states. The same may also be suggested for the public debate—not yet captured in litigation—whether the Constitution constrains Congress’s authority to make exceptions to the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. What would “prevent the [Judicial] Branch from accomplishing its constitutionally assigned functions”\(^\text{192}\) is widely accepted as the appropriate inquiry to be made.\(^\text{193}\)

Inquiry along these lines has substantial advantages. It permits the judiciary to recognize the inescapable merger of some governmental functions, and permits it, as well, to tolerate periodic changes in relative political effectiveness as between President and Congress, Congress and Court, Nation and States. Our political history has been characterized by the emergence of first one and then the other as the more forceful national political presence; even if it were desirable, it seems unlikely that courts could sustain the constant intervention that would be required to maintain a fixed relationship.\(^\text{194}\) Rigid molds are more easily broken; permitting growth and change makes more likely the enduring of the essential form.

Indeed, the questions formulated on this approach make largely irrelevant to constitutional analysis where a given government function—or the

\[190\] 426 U.S. 833 (1976).


\[192\] See supra text accompanying note 187.


I see no basis for this view [prohibiting alteration of appellate jurisdiction motivated by hostility to decisions of the Court] and think it antithetical to the plan of the Constitution for the courts—which was quite simply that the Congress would decide from time to time how far the federal judicial institution should be used within the limits of the federal judicial power.

\[194\] This insight appears to underlie Professor Choper’s argument that the question of allocating authority between President and Congress should be left entirely to their political
bureaucracy as a whole—is placed on the governmental organizational chart. Whether "in" or "out" of the constitutional executive branch, a given agency will nonetheless have a relationship with that branch requiring the questions of "proper balance," disruption of executive branch function, and "overriding need" to be assessed. Whether or not the Securities and Exchange Commission is "in" the executive branch, it is within reach of the President's article II powers to execute the laws, insofar as it executes the laws; and it may also be within reach of his article I veto authority to the extent that it exercises a genuinely legislative function. This approach, it may be noted, fits the Department of Agriculture as easily as it does the SEC. Both are hybrids in the functions they perform, legislating and adjudicating as well as executing. Neither is within the ambit of any special executive role the President may enjoy in military and foreign affairs and both are charged by Congress with responsibility for discrete legislatively defined tasks, in which the President's right to participate is questionable and subject, at least, to some forms of legislative constraint.

processes, and regarded as nonjusticiable by the courts. See J. Choper, Judicial Review and the National Political Process: A Functional Reconsideration of the Role of the Supreme Court 260-379 (1980). Professor Choper believes that President and Congress each have sufficient controls over the other's actions, and as each is sufficiently under the control of the electorate, that judicial correction of "mistakes" is unnecessary; and, further, since any effort to contain the two branches by judicial pronouncement would expose the courts to retaliation by a far more powerful branch, such intervention is also unwise—a wasting of the Court's limited political capital. He points out that judicial resolution of questions such as delegation and removal authority have been at best highly limited successes that would not be missed.

Adoption of Professor Choper's proposal would require, at the least, a substantial departure from existing "political question" law, and a further dilution of the duty to decide which many regard as an essential element of judicial review. Choper's point does not appear to be (and hardly could be) that the Constitution embodies a commitment of any questions respecting the distribution of authority between President and Congress to those two branches; that would permit, at least in theory, complete obliteration of the distinction between the two. Doubtless it is true, as he suggests, that electoral forces would inhibit sudden, massive changes, although in times of emergency even that may not be true. More significant may be the accretion of authority or practice in one or the other branch, to the point where intended capacity to function, independently and as a check on the other branch, is substantially impaired. Put in that perspective, which seems to be the perspective of the recent cases, it seems possible to preserve both substantial room for political byplay as between President and Congress, and a decisional role for the courts. See also Monaghan, Book Review, 94 Harv. L. Rev. 296 (1980).

195. "[T]he Constitution requires that executive functions be performed under direction of the President. . . . Any other rule permits the crippling of the President's executive power and loads the quasi-judicial independent bodies with constitutional contraband." R. Cushman, supra note 140, at 459.

196. See generally supra text accompanying notes 47-64.

197. See supra note 11.

198. President Nixon's attempt to direct tax investigations for political ends was regarded as grounds for impeachment, H.R. Rep. No. 1305, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 141-45 (1974); his interference with antitrust actions against ITT was also open to question. Both the Treasury and the Department of Justice are cabinet departments, and the President's instructions concerned investigation and prosecution, quintessential executive responsibilities.
C. Separation of Functions and Considerations of Individual Fairness

Much of the force apparently attached to the issue of "place" in the cases separating the President from the agencies has its source in considerations of fairness—notions more readily ascribed to the idea of separation of functions than separation of powers. Separation of powers, as a theoretical concern, has to do with the general tendency of certain governmental structures to result in (or prevent) tyrannical government—that is, a government no longer under the control of the people. Separation of functions suggests a much more atomistic inquiry, asking what combinations of functions or impacts of external influence will interfere with fair resolution of a particular proceeding. Recall the horror expressed by the Humphrey's Executor Court at the idea that a judge of the "legislative" Court of Claims might be subject to presidential discipline in "exercising judicial power." That the Court accepted her sitting on a legislative court suggests that the issue for the Court was not (or not only) one of place but one of function. Wherever she is located in government, a judge ought not to be connected with the controversy or the parties, ought not to be interested in the outcome, must learn from the parties only what they convey in the presence of each other, and—above all—ought not to be called upon to explain her decision in the political forum. Externally or political intervention in on-the-record decisionmaking would be regarded as inappropriate, whether done by the President or any other political figure (e.g., a legislator), whether in an independent regulatory commission or in a traditional executive department. These are judgments we reach wholly without regard to the balance of advantage between Congress and the White House in overseeing the day-to-day functioning of political government. Within agencies themselves, executive and independent, these judgments are reflected in the creation of officials (administrative law judges, appeal bodies, judicial officers) remarkably free of organizational responsibilities or political supervision, who perform on-the-record judging functions.

This separation-of-functions rationale provides, in effect, a politically neutral basis for supporting congressional judgments about governmental structure that might otherwise appear to threaten presidential function.

199. See supra notes 145-48 and accompanying text.
201. See W. Gellhorn, C. Byse & P. Strauss, supra note 2, at 752-59.
202. Other neutral bases could be imagined. For example, it has long been argued that the conduct of monetary policy, although not carried out using formal procedures, must be free of the suspicion of political influence. See, e.g., the arguments of Alexander Hamilton for a national bank in his Report to the House on a National Bank of December 13, 1790, recounted in G. Gunther, Constitutional Law—Cases And Materials 105 (10th ed. 1980). While bankers are not by reputation evenly distributed between the two major parties or free of political interests, that judgment is nonetheless one which if congressionally made may be entitled to respect. Similarly, a few rulemakings are required to be conducted following trial-type procedures, and others are thought to be special because although in form rulemakings they produce trial-like results—allocating valuable rights among a limited number of specially interested participants. Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 829 (1977).
Legislative judgments that certain types of decision are preferably made in the absence of any political intervention tend to defeat arguments that statutory provisions for agency independence reflect the outcome of competition between Congress and President for political dominance. Acquiescing in such judgments has no strong implications for the allocation of authority between the political branches, and raises few threats to the scheme of checks and balances. The very judgment made requires that the relationship between Congress and the agency be affected equally with that between the President and the agency; where these considerations come into play, it would be inappropriate for either to intervene unless as a party.\textsuperscript{203} The President has no regular apparatus for coordination or control over adjudication corresponding to the OMB's role in rulemaking; congressional representatives generally do not employ their oversight techniques in efforts to influence agency adjudication. Statutes sharply restrain permitted contacts in on-the-record proceedings, within and without the agency,\textsuperscript{204} and the courts appear sensitive to the possibility that the detachment and objectivity requisite to on-the-record decision—separation of functions as distinct from separation of powers—may have been compromised when such contacts occur.\textsuperscript{205} No distinction is made, either in law or in practice, between independent and executive agencies in this respect.\textsuperscript{206}

By contrast, other agency functions are regarded as appropriate for less formal decision and for political oversight—again, whether performed in executive or independent agencies. Processes of policy formation undertaken within an existing legislative framework, in general, and informal rulemaking, in particular, are examples. These proceedings are not subject to statutory constraints on outside contacts or record formation and are not expected to occur with the antiseptic impartiality of on-the-record trials.\textsuperscript{207} Save for a few

\textsuperscript{203} Note that the argument here is premised on a congressional judgment having been reached about what fairness to participants may require. Although regularly enforcing on-the-record constraints, the courts have not required that agency adjudicators be placed beyond the possibility of political supervision. See, e.g., Marcello v. Bonds, 349 U.S. 302, 311 (1955); Kalaris v. Donovan, 697 F.2d 376 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 103 S. Ct. 3088 (1983).

\textsuperscript{204} 5 U.S.C. §§ 554(d), 556(b), (d), 557(d)(1) (1982).


\textsuperscript{206} See 5 U.S.C. § 551(1) (1982); cases cited supra note 205.

\textsuperscript{207} See, e.g., Sierra Club v. Costle, 657 F.2d 298, 400–01 (D.C. Cir. 1981). Nathanson noted that

\begin{quote}
In the ordinary rulemaking proceedings the parties are not identified in advance. Neither are conflicting interests established in advance among those subject to the proposed regulation . . . . In such a situation the very concept of ex parte communications is strikingly out of place; there are no parties to begin with, and it is not known what parties will develop and what their conflicting interests will be.
\end{quote}

exceptional cases, agency rules are made following highly informal procedures not required to be on the record, and are characterized by frequent consultation within and without the acting agency.²⁰⁸ Few statutes to date, and no constitutional norm, inhibit agency officials from discussing their rulemaking decisions with staff, or even having staff participate in development and presentation of rulemaking proposals; few require such discussions to be noted or recorded.²⁰⁹ Similarly, the procedures for testing decisionmaker objectivity in adjudicatory settings are generally inapplicable in rulemaking; the rulemaker may be strongly driven by a political agenda, and reviewing courts ask only whether his mind was "unalterably closed" to persuasion on factual issues.²¹⁰ Legislators and executive officials who would not bring judges before them to explain past decisions or to be pressured respecting future ones feel and are free to engage in contemporaneous questioning of agency policymaking and to attempt to influence it.²¹¹ Perhaps the outcomes would be affected by demonstrations of political coercion, the use of legally irrelevant factors, or the use of interagency consultation to provide a conduit for the submission of private material out of public view.²¹² In general, however, the courts, like the legislature, have thus far accepted the more informal and political character of rulemaking as appropriate.²¹³

This is not to say that the issue of political participation in informal rulemaking is uncontroversial from a procedural perspective. The tempo of public debate over these issues has notably increased in recent years. Legisla-

²⁰⁸. Varying degrees of formality have been introduced for particular agencies in recent years through the legislative development of hybrid rulemaking procedures, more elaborate than the norm in informal rulemaking though not as formal as on-the-record rulemaking would be. See generally W. Gellhorn, C. Byse & P. Strauss, supra note 2, at 191-210.


If there is any difference to be observed in this respect as between independent and executive branch policymakers it is that congressmen, feeling perhaps more proprietary towards the independents, feel freer to intervene in their affairs. See supra text accompanying note 75. Thus, powerful committees may insist on early notice of proposed rulemaking, or ask that an agency await congressional consideration of an issue before precipitously making rules. See Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 52 n.112 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

If there is a difference between congressmen and the President, it is that no constitutional authority directly supports the congressman's claim to suggest to the agency or department how it should interpret or apply existing law. See the discussion of Sierra Club v. Costle, infra text accompanying notes 360-70.


tive changes in the direction of greater formality in the decision process have repeatedly been proposed and received broad support. More elaborate exposure of the basis on which decision is reached, and explanation of the agency's reasoning process, are common ground in otherwise controversial statutory proposals for reform of rulemaking procedures. But these proposals are made, as they should be, without significant regard for the character of the agency involved as independent or not. It is, in other words, important what questions are asked. "To what branch does rulemaking belong from a structural perspective?" suggests one sort of answer; and that seems often to have been the way questions have been put. "What claims do the constitutionally designated institutions have to participate?" and "What arrangements best protect the appropriate procedural claims of individual participants in agency proceedings?" suggest different sets of issues, ones that seem better matched to the procedures of government as it now functions and to the considerations that govern Congress's decisions about its shape.

D. Conflict Between the Models or a Return to Formalism? The Work of the Past Two Terms

The preceding pages should suggest that of the three approaches commonly used to describe our government's structure, the checks-and-balances model, understood in light of the fairness aspirations of the separation-of-functions principle, best describes the complexity of contemporary government in terms that permit adherence, as well, to the framers' vision. The seeming bright-line simplicity of separation of powers, never in fact fully embraced by those who wrote the Constitution, is neither necessary as a matter of text, context or past interpretation for those parts of government not named in the Constitution itself, nor possibly successful in describing that bulk of government as it is. Courts have been able to reconcile the reality of modern administrative government and the strict separation-of-powers model, as in Humphrey's Executor, only by blind feats of definition—internally inconsistent while at the same time effectively negating the ability of a unitary, competent President to serve as an essential check against legislative hegemony.

Yet an analysis framed in terms of interference with the capacity to maintain one's core function is more effective as a means of organizing debate than as a rule for deciding cases. It leaves more room for judicial fact-

215. Id.
216. See supra text following note 14.
217. See supra notes 114-23 and accompanying text.
finding and the operation of judicial discretion than "bright-line" formulae such as those employed in Humphrey's Executor appear to. To one who takes from constitutional history, above all, a sense that the framers both intended effective government and placed our protection from overwhelming government in continuing struggle among its parts rather than rigid demarcation of function, that is not troublesome. However, the bright line has its allure for justices faced with the responsibility to decide particular cases in ways that will guide the future conduct of others, future justices included. The most recent outcropping of separation-of-powers cases to reach the Court suggest the justices may be responding, once again, to certainty's siren call. Three decisions of the Supreme Court's past two Terms, each the product of a sharply divided Court, suggest both the difficulties a court may encounter with a strict separation-of-powers analysis and the advantages of the checks-and-balances analysis that turns on the interrelationships of government.

I. Nixon v. Fitzgerald and Harlow v. Fitzgerald.—Nixon v. Fitzgerald is another heritage of the Nixon years, the outgrowth in this instance of the strongly vindictive treatment alleged to have been accorded a civil servant who had "blown the whistle" on a major defense contractor. Fitzgerald sued the former President, his personal staff aides, and departmental officials for damages; the defendants asserted that their acts had been privileged. For all but the President, eight justices held in a companion case (conformably with existing precedent) that the defendants—including cabinet members and presidential aides at the highest level—enjoyed only a qualified privilege. As for the President, however, five justices concluded that, at least absent a contrary statute, he enjoys an absolute immunity from civil liability for acts performed in office, by virtue of office. Four dissenters would have found the outcome no different for the President than for any other officer of government.

The cases have two implications for this essay. First, they indicate an awareness by the Court of the centrality of personal immunity to the President's ability to perform his functions without the fear—a fear from which Congress and the courts are also protected—that the parties hurt by his policy decisions can recover damages from him. Second, the willingness of four justices to limit personal immunity for the President in a way they would not have in other cases suggests that the Court may be responding, once again, to certainty's siren call.


consider for the Congress or themselves, reflects an apparent failure of the functional analysis undertaken in Buckley—a failure underscored by the Court’s refusal in the companion Harlow case to accord similar protection to the President’s personal aides.

Although constitutional considerations plainly guided the Court’s policy choice, its decision was not in a strict sense one of constitutional law. It is hard to discern to what extent the constitutional prerogatives of the Presidency join with what the majority regarded as the functional requirements of being the sole chief executive to support the conclusion that absolute immunity is appropriate. As in previous cases in which the Court had considered the immunities of prosecutors and judges, the privilege question was presented in a common law setting—that is, as a matter requiring judicial resolution in the absence of a dispositive statute—and the Court professed openness to the possibility that different factual judgments might be reached by legislators. The majority relied heavily on its reading of constitutional history for the proposition that the President’s “unique position in the constitutional scheme” warrants a judicial determination of freedom from liability for damages. The opinion describes the immunity it finds as “a functionally mandated incident” of that position, “rooted in the the separation of powers under the Constitution,” and supported its finding by judicial reasoning of a familiar sort demonstrating all the destructive implications of the President’s being subject even to the possibility of civil suit.

The majority’s guesses about the impact of possible civil liability on the President’s ability to function are merely that; the four dissenters strongly disagree about that impact as well as the reading of constitutional history.  

224. 457 U.S. at 749–54. The Chief Justice, concurring, sought to “underscore that the Presidential immunity derives from and is mandated by the constitutional doctrine of separation of powers,” id. at 758, but his disagreement with his colleagues in Harlow, see infra text accompanying notes 232–35, strongly suggests that that was a personal view.


226. Nixon v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. at 748 n.27.

227. Id. at 749.

228. Id. Both the majority and dissent use “functional” in two senses, without noting the difference. The first use, as here, refers to a mode of analysis like that suggested in this Article: absolute immunity derives from the need to maintain the President’s function as an effective unitary executive able to balance the power of Congress. The second use refers to immunity conditioned on the type of work an official is performing: prosecutorial functions require absolute immunity, and other executive functions do not. See, e.g., id. at 755–57, 785. The latter, function-by-function approach is not strongly related to the structural concerns of the analysis undertaken here.

229. Id. at 753 (quoting United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683, 708 (1974)).

230. From the constitutional perspective it is hard to give more than rhetorical credence to Justice White’s assertion in dissent that the majority had placed the President above the law. 457 U.S. at 780. The Court has done the same for itself in its interpretation of judicial privilege, and the speech and debate clause accomplishes much the same for elected congressional officials; it would be remarkable if equivalent protection was not available for the other named principal of the Constitution. One lower court has noted this difference in treatment of the President and of legislators and judges. See Senate Select Comm. on Presidential Campaign Activities v. Nixon,
The differences do not appear to have been methodological; all the justices appear to have agreed that any immunity must be justified on functional grounds and that the appropriate criterion is the prospect of significant interference with official function. The disagreement, instead, turned on the impact of this potential liability. The very fact of this disagreement over an issue of social fact, one well suited to legislative judgment, may well explain the majority's reservation of the case in which Congress has passed a statute explicitly creating the possibility of civil liability. Whatever the resolution of the issue, the focus by all the justices on the impact of immunity on the ability of the President to carry out his job as unitary executive and counterweight to Congress was correct. At the same time, the sharp division on the impact question illustrates the difficulty of reaching judgments premised on considerations of constitutional structure and an assessment of impact on function.

To the extent that constitutional reasoning figures in the *Nixon v. Fitzgerald* result, it is reasoning that sharply distinguishes the President from the entire remainder of executive government. The companion case, *Harlow v. Fitzgerald*, held that senior presidential aides, White House officials who are the President's most intimate and responsible associates in performing the functions of his office, cannot make the same claims to quasi-constitutional protection as may the President. Like cabinet officials, they are entitled only to a qualified privilege that could be overcome by showing that they knew or should have known that the action would be tortious.

The undifferentiated extension of absolute "derivative" immunity to the President's aides therefore could not be reconciled with the

498 F.2d 725, 729–30 (D.C. Cir. 1974). Defeat at the polls, impeachment, and the liability of subordinates who inevitably will have to do the dirty work remain available remedies. To be sure, the Court has asserted that it is "not because of their particular location within the Government but because of the special nature of their responsibilities" that judicial and prosecutorial officials enjoy absolute immunity. *Butz v. Economou*, 438 U.S. 478, 511 (1978). For this reason, the Court extended the immunity to judges in administrative agencies as well as to article III courts, to prosecutors in the independent SEC as well as to those in the Department of Justice. Nonetheless, no article III judge (or his state equivalent) lacks the privilege even for conduct only arguably judicial, see *Stump v. Sparkman*, 435 U.S. 349 (1978), and in this sense absolute privilege is at least hinted to be part of the constitutional structure.

231. See 457 U.S. at 755–57 (majority); id. at 785 (dissent).

232. Another possible reason for leaving open the question of statutory reconsideration may lie in judicial recognition that the like assessment of immunity for judges and prosecutors could be taken as an indication of its vulnerability to self-interest. Whether persons acting as judges or prosecutors enjoy an absolute privilege had been decided on the basis of the justices' necessarily intuitive (and self-interested) judgments about the special nature of judicial and prosecutorial responsibilities, together with the opportunities for correction of error that exist in the litigation context. See *Butz v. Economou*, 438 U.S. 478, 508–14 (1978); *Stump v. Sparkman*, 435 U.S. 349 (1978).


"functional" approach that has characterized the immunity decisions of this Court. . . . Our decision today in *Nixon v. Fitzgerald* . . . in no way abrogates this general rule. As we explained in that opinion, the recognition of absolute immunity for all of a President's acts in office derives in principal part from factors unique to his constitutional responsibilities and station. Suits against other officials—including Presidential aides—generally do not invoke separation-of-powers considerations to the same extent as suits against the President himself.235

The Chief Justice, dissenting, would have extended the President's privilege to his personal aides, who like the legislative aides in *Gravel v. United States*236 (or law clerks whose immunity is yet untested), are but "alter egos" to their bosses.237 For the other justices, however, separation of powers as a constitutional matter concerns the President, not the presidential office or agencies performing the daily work of government. Their reasoning can be criticized for its failure to accept for the President, as they had for Congress and themselves, a realistic need for trusted personal aides to carry out his job as a unifying force and a counterweight to Congress. Yet the result also underscores the Constitution's silence about the structure of the agencies, and the possibility of treating them as lying outside its explicit structures although subject to the control of all three named bodies.

2. Northern Pipeline Construction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co. — *Northern Pipeline Construction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co.*238 demonstrates the difficulty of applying a strict separation-of-powers analysis to governmental bodies other than the three named actors of the Constitution, and suggests the greater utility of the checks-and-balances model. The case arose out of a provision in the amended bankruptcy act creating bankruptcy judges outside of article III (although subject to review by article III courts). These judges were given a range of powers closely resembling those of article III judges and authorized to decide all matters in the bankruptcy proceedings—including issues in litigation between private parties that would ordinarily be resolved in state courts (for example, the existence of a contractual obligation), but that might be swept into the bankruptcy proceedings. Their

235. Id. at 811 & n.17.
236. 408 U.S. 606 (1972).
237. The Chief Justice argued that the lack of absolute immunity for cabinet officials need not imply the same lack for personal aides:

[The dissent in *Nixon v. Fitzgerald*] suggests that a President and his cabinet officers, who serve only "during the pleasure of the President," are on the same plane constitutionally. It wholly fails to distinguish the role of a President or his "elbow aides" from the role of Cabinet officers, who are department heads rather than "alter egos." It would be in no sense inconsistent to hold that a President's personal aides have greater immunity than cabinet officers.

457 U.S. at 828 (Burger, C.J., dissenting); see also Senate Select Comm. v. Nixon, 498 F.2d 725, 729 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
judgments would become final if unchallenged, but were subject to review, ultimately by article III courts. One question for the Court was whether the Constitution requires bankruptcy issues to be decided by article III judges, or whether it suffices for Congress to place initial decision in other hands, subject to the possibility of judicial control—whether, for purposes of the Bankruptcy Act, judges must be "in" the judiciary or merely controlled by the judiciary. If article III judges must decide, a second and related issue arose—whether the bankruptcy judges could be regarded as "adjuncts" to the courts, acting within article III although not article III judges, like United States magistrates. No majority of the Court could agree on a structural resolution, although six justices agreed that article I bankruptcy judges could not properly decide private disputes arising under state law that would ordinarily be decided by state courts.

The Court's resolution of the first issue—what adjudicatory business must necessarily be submitted to article III judges—is the matter of chief interest here. Justice Brennan's plurality opinion appeared to seek a bright-line definition of what types of action were inherently judicial and thus had to be performed within the judicial branch, rather than being overseen by it. On the basis of an inquiry into constitutional text, history, and the Court's cases, the opinion identified three classes of cases, apparently judicial in character, that need not be tried in article III courts: cases heard before territorial courts or the courts of the District of Columbia (for which Congress enjoys plenary legislative authority), cases properly assigned to courts-martial, and decisions respecting claims against government that Congress would be free to commit entirely to executive discretion. All other federal adjudicating must be done by article III judges.

The dissenters examined the same materials as the plurality but came to a sharply differing conclusion: the Court's cases permitting the assignment of judicial functions to other than article III judges cannot be reconciled with any theory of the article that requires all stages of certain types of decisions or

239. The second argument, that bankruptcy judges might be regarded as adjuncts to article III courts, drew principally on the decisions in Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22 (1932), and United States v. Raddatz, 447 U.S. 667 (1980). The plurality's negative conclusion was grounded chiefly in the extensive powers granted bankruptcy judges over the matters before them, which it characterized as including "all 'essential attributes' of the judicial power." 458 U.S. at 84-85. As a feature distinguishing the Bankruptcy Act provisions from those that had been upheld respecting workmen's compensation commissioners (Crowell) or United States magistrates (Raddatz), this characterization of the scope of authority is persuasive. See Kalaris v. Donovan, 697 F.2d 376, 388 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 103 S. Ct. 3088 (1983). Yet the more striking characteristic of this argument is its assumption that one must place the agency-adjunct within the judicial branch. If judicial and other powers must be rigidly separated, this argument saves the "judicial" function only at the cost of abandoning rulemaking and executive functions. Thus, this argument, too, ultimately demonstrates the frustrations of applying a strict separation-of-powers approach below the three named heads of government.

240. Written for himself and Justices Blackmun, Marshall and Stevens.

241. 458 U.S. at 64-70.

functions to be conducted in article III courts. Modeling their analysis on Buckley's inquiry into impact on function, the dissenters would have disapproved the creation of legislative courts on constitutional grounds only if they concluded that such tribunals threatened to emasculate the courts, aggrandizing the authority of the political branches at their expense and depriving citizens of the protection that can be supposed to come from an independent judiciary's authority finally to resolve issues of law—that is, if the use of legislative courts threatened to disrupt the scheme of checks and balances. The legislative courts created by the Bankruptcy Act pose no such threat because they are specialized, deal "with issues likely to be of little interest to the political branches," and are subject to review by article III courts on terms that protect the core judicial functions of determining the meaning and application of law, and of exercising some control over determination of the relevant facts. Evidently, however, the dissenters' judgment that no such threat was present—like judgments about the impact of tort liability on the performance of official function—is highly subjective and open to debate.

In many respects, the opinions are astonishing. No majority of justices could agree on proper methodology for analysis of primary issues of constitutional structure. Nor could a majority agree on identifying what central functions of the judicial branch Congress could not place elsewhere, or on which materials to rely in answering that question, or even on whether a coherent body of decision (using whatever referents) must ultimately emerge from a course of decisions. Three members of the Court went so far as to suggest that the justices could abandon the effort to give meaning to the Constitution's words—that the development of precedent and practice had made it "too late" to rely on the "simplicity of the principle pronounced in Art. III."

Although the plurality opinion did not deny that Congress's authority to create administrative bodies is extensive, the Court's disagreement whether (or when) the judicial function can be satisfied by judicial oversight nonetheless raised fresh questions about the viability of statutory arrangements for administrative adjudications long accepted as proper in the presence of adequate provisions for judicial review. As the plurality itself recognized, only the last of the three categories it identified—the "public rights" doctrine of Murray's

---

243. Id. at 105-13 (White, J., dissenting). Justices Rehnquist and O'Connor, concurring, limited themselves to the proposition that removal of a case that would otherwise be decided by state common law courts to federal bankruptcy jurisdiction required that the federal court of destination be an article III court. Id. at 91.

244. Id. at 115 (White, J., dissenting). At the opposite end of the spectrum are criminal defendants and the objects of intended speech regulation, whose cases often hold deep political interest.

245. Not the least surprising aspect of the decision was the Court's assertion that it could continue in effect for an interim period an allocation of judicial authority that it had found Congress could not constitutionally enact. Id. at 88; 103 S. Ct. 199 (extension of stay of mandate); 103 S. Ct. 662 (refusal to grant second extension).

246. 458 U.S. at 113 (White, J., dissenting).
Lessee v. Hoboken Land & Improvement Co.—might permit avoiding the shadow thus cast on adjudications performed within "the executive Departments" or, at least, outside the article III judiciary. Under that doctrine, if "Congress would be free to commit such matters completely to nonjudicial executive determination . . . there can be no constitutional objection to Congress's employing the less drastic expedient of committing their determination to a legislative court or an administrative agency." But to make administrative adjudication turn on whether Congress could commit the matters completely to nonjudicial executive determination is both insufficient and unhelpful.

The Court's analysis is insufficient because it leaves in shadow a great deal of administrative adjudication. As the plurality seemed to recognize but not confront, the whole point of the "public rights" analysis was that no judicial involvement at all was required—executive determination alone would suffice. If the availability of judicial review is a due process requisite of some administrative adjudications—and the cases seem to be telling us that it is—the "public rights" analysis does not support the initial administrative determination in those cases.

The plurality's analysis is unhelpful because it avoids the central question in the case: if article III control by judicial review is constitutionally satisfactory for resolution of disputes concerning public rights that could not be made subject to wholly executive disposition—a point thought to have been passed long ago—why is it not equally satisfactory for the resolution of disputes concerning the bankruptcy laws? The difficulty is heightened by the apparent agreement by plurality and dissent that in congressionally created programs Congress can assign adjudication to agencies, not article III courts, when the dispute is between the government and private citizens.

This is not the place to work out a theory of judicial task under article III that distinguishes fully among those settings in which article III courts must perform their functions de novo, those in which article III courts must be involved at least to the extent of supervision of other tribunals' results, and those in which article III courts need not be involved at any stage. What

---

247. 59 U.S. (18 How.) 272 (1885).
248. 458 U.S. at 68 (citation omitted).
249. The plurality hinted at the necessity of judicial review to support some types of administrative adjudication, id. at 69 n.23, but failed to see how that cut against reliance on the "public rights" doctrine.
250. Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970), repudiated the corresponding proposition—that since government didn't have to create welfare programs it was free to adopt whatever procedures it might wish for denying welfare claims—while broadly indicating the constitutional necessity that judicial review be available. See also, e.g., Atlas Roofing Co. v. Occupational Safety & Health Review Comm'n, 430 U.S. 442 (1977) (administrative assessment of civil penalty).
251. Nor can the agency-as-adjunct argument be made without embracing an equally large contradiction. See supra note 239.
252. 458 U.S. at 80 (plurality); id. at 94 (White, J., dissenting). One would think, however, that judicial impartiality is even more important when one party is the government than when not.
253. See Monaghan, supra note 127, at 18-20 (discussing Crowell and Northern Pipeline).
must be evident, however, is that the second of these sets can no longer be treated as empty, whatever may once have been the case. If it is not empty, the "public rights" doctrine cannot provide valid responses to separation-of-powers questions involving the judiciary. The central test to determine the appropriateness of an administrative structure must be the effectiveness of a relationship with article III courts to achieve the ends sought by article III, rather than the placement of a function in article III. This will be so whether one analyzes that relationship with a political impact test of the sort offered by Justice White, an historical analysis seeking out those questions most closely associated with jury and/or judicial decision, a comparison of regulatory regimes with the judicially administered remedies they replace, or some other alternative. While it seems entirely possible to defend the result in *Northern Pipeline* on some such terms, the plurality approach reopens doors long thought nailed shut. We have in fact agreed that the review relationship is adequate to assure article III protections in all but the most extraordinary of situations, including many in which that relationship could not constitutionally be dispensed with. Seen in this light, the plurality's assurances that administrative adjudications were not put in doubt by its approach to *Northern Pipeline* ring hollow; that a separation-of-powers argument could not be employed without casting so much doubt on central arrangements of government long thought secure suggests the difficulty of that approach.

3. INS v. Chadha. — Equally large questions were raised about settled arrangements of government and the viability of "separation of powers"—in this case, respecting the activities of article II legislators, rather than article I judges—by the decision last Term in *INS v. Chadha*, the legislative veto case. It is some indication of the disarray in the Court respecting separation-of-powers issues that the three opinions reaching the constitutional issues in *Chadha*, deeply differing with one another on both approach and outcome, were written by the three justices who had joined the previous term's dissent in *Northern Pipeline*. I have written at some length elsewhere about the diff-

254. That is, for some of the cases we have been sweeping in under the "public rights" label, due process considerations would prevent Congress from leaving non-article III actors free of the control of judicial review.

255. Thus justices Rehnquist and O'Connor suggested that the displacement of common law cases from state courts of ordinary jurisdiction to a federal bankruptcy tribunal requires the use of article III tribunals in light both of the character of the cases and the special considerations that come into play when state authority is displaced. 458 U.S. at 90–91.

256. One need consider only the disappearance of the "constitutional fact" question from contemporary teaching and thinking about administrative law, once the Court's decision in St. Joseph Stock Yards Co. v. United States, 298 U.S. 38 (1936), and widespread use of administrative law judges had settled issues about the possible objectivity of administrative fact-finding. See also Monaghan, supra note 127, at 18–20.

257. 103 S. Ct. 2764 (1983).

258. Strauss, supra note 5.
culties of the several opinions in that case. There, I sought to show the importance of a distinction no justice had observed, between use of the veto in matters affecting direct, continuing, political, presidential-congressional relations and use of the veto in a regulatory context. I argued that the Court had to reach only the latter situation and that only that situation presents the constitutional difficulties that troubled the Court. Here, my purpose is to focus on the implication of the Court’s failure to make that distinction for the choice between the separation-of-powers and checks-and-balances models in assessing congressional arrangements for governmental structure. The Chadha majority’s invocation of the compartmentalization inherent in “separation of powers” cast doubts that it struggled to dispel on the continued viability of agency rulemaking; attention to checks-and-balances issues could have resolved the case without imposing that doubt—or, for that matter, undercutting the utility of the legislative veto in the political context.

Jagdish Chadha was a deportable alien found by an immigration judge of the Department of Justice’s Immigration and Naturalization Service (the Department) to have established a claim to a compassionate suspension of deportation under section 244 of the Immigration and Nationality Act. Under that statute, refusals so to find are subject to judicial review while favorable findings are to be transmitted to Congress, to take effect only if neither the Senate nor the House of Representatives repudiates them by resolution during the two sessions following. In Mr. Chadha’s case, the House adopted such a resolution at the last possible moment, without printed text, debate, or significant explanation. The issue before the Court was the validity of that resolution—that is, of what might be described as the condition Congress attached in conferring on immigration judges the authority to suspend deportations. This problem had two aspects: the first, unimportant here, was whether the “legislative veto” regime must meet the formal constitutional requisites for legislation, bicameral consideration and presentment to the President for possible veto; the second was whether the regime violated

259. The Chief Justice, writing for himself and five others, found the legislative veto unconstitutional in an opinion broadly indicting all such provisions; Justice Powell, writing for himself, would have decided the case on grounds applicable principally to this statute; Justice White dissented in an opinion that seemed unqualifiedly supportive of the legislative veto. Justice Rehnquist also dissented, but on the nonconstitutional ground that (in his view) the suspension and legislative veto provisions of the statute were not severable, so that effective relief could not be given to Chadha.


261. This mechanism—the occasion for 111 out of 230 legislative vetoes ever exercised by Congress under any statute through the summer of 1982—had been adopted to substitute for a prior practice of granting all such relief through private bills passed by the Congress, while maintaining congressional control. See Smith & Struve, Aftershocks of the Fall of the Legislative Veto, 69 A.B.A. J. 1258 (1983).

262. A number of procedural hurdles not relevant here had to be passed before the Court could reach the merits.

263. The majority’s reasoning on that point was conclusory. Of course the formal requirements must be met before Congress can adopt some new statement of affirmative principle as law
the separation of powers by granting to Congress functions reserved to the President or the courts.

In finding such a violation, the majority opinion strikingly returns to the formalities of *Humphrey's Executor* at the same time as it repudiates the particular use to which they were put in that case. Although denying any purpose to suggest that the three branches of government are "hermetically sealed," the opinion makes its dominant metaphor an expression of fear lest the "hydraulic pressures" of power-seeking burst the boundaries of each branch's appropriate function—a palpable evocation of the "air-tightness" of the *Myers-Humphrey's Executor* approach. Where the *Humphrey's Executor* Court accomplished its ends by placing "quasi-adjudication" and "quasi-legislation" outside the executive branch, however, the *Chadha* majority identifies both as executive branch activities—a characterization consistent with *Buckley v. Valeo*—and thus finds a significant question whether Congress has usurped the President's power.

Note that the decision here subjected to congressional review cannot easily be characterized as the President's: it was made in the first instance by a civil servant strongly protected against political interference in his judgment and required by statute to decide the case before him "on the record." The difference between decisions that are explicitly presidential and those that are not is that the compartmentalization inherent in the separation-of-powers idea is an essential element of the framer's plan only for the former. Special questions are raised when the acting body is one of the named actors of the Constitution—Congress, President, and Supreme Court—who occupy the apex of power and whose excesses are for that reason the most greatly to be binding upon the citizenry or the government. The problem for the case was to determine whether they properly apply to a standardless, contentless expression of disapproval of an immigration judge's decision, with no possibility of expressing more than a simple negative as to the (proposed) suspension of a particular deportation order whose validity had been made conditional on the failure of either house to express such a negative. The Chief Justice's majority opinion solves the problem by treating the immigration law judge's action and the House resolution as distinct legal acts—as if the suspension were a final act, then reversed by the resolution. He is thus enabled to characterize what the House did in Chadha's case as "altering . . . legal rights," 103 S. Ct. at 2784, and hence (in his view) within the requirements of bicameralism and presentment. Yet, under the statutory scheme as Congress enacted it, Chadha's technical right to remain in the country could not be conferred by the INS alone; it is conferred if the INS acts and then neither house of Congress does. To say that he has acquired a right that the House is now purporting to take away is to assert the desired conclusion, not to reason to it. See generally Strauss, supra note 5.

264. 103 S. Ct. at 2784; see supra text accompanying notes 149-50.
265. 103 S. Ct. at 2785 n.16.
266. See supra text accompanying notes 177-85.
feared. It is the potential powerfulness of those heads of government that gives special meaning to the formalities of the document. For the inferior parts of government, subject to law and the webs of control woven by all three of the named heads, the same risks do not arise; agency actions are of lesser concern than the President’s for just this reason. Presidential actions are more threatening to the stability and balance of government, to the containment of power at its apex, than any authority given an agency under partial control of all three named heads of government is likely to be. For the agencies, the questions of relationship suggested by Buckley and Nixon v. Administrator of General Services have greater constitutional significance.

The problem with using a compartmentalization approach below the very apex of government is illustrated by the trouble the majority encountered in rationalizing agency rulemaking. Reconciling the proposition that an action that alters legal rights is “legislative in purpose and effect” with its characterization of rulemaking as an executive function posed the same difficulties for the Court as it had had to face, in the context of agency adjudication, in Northern Pipeline. “To be sure,” the Court acknowledged, “rule making . . . may resemble ‘lawmaking,'” indeed, from the familiar perspectives of administrative law, the end product of rulemaking resembles lawmaking far more than did the House Resolution in Chadha. But, asserts the Court, since the President is doing it, it is not “lawmaking”: “‘[T]he President’s power to see that the laws are faithfully executed refutes the idea that he is to be a lawmaker,’” quoting Justice Black’s troubling majority opinion in Youngstown Sheet & Tube. Both halves of this proposition—that the President himself is acting when an agency adopts a rule, and that the activity is not “lawmaking”—are seriously problematic.

The very purpose of delegation is to permit the delegate to create legally binding prescriptions—that is, to act as if it were a legislature, albeit within legislatively created substantive and procedural constraints. Of course the agencies are lawmakers, in any conventional sense of the term, when they engage in rulemaking pursuant to statutory authorization. If the President

268. For the immigration judge, one such control might be judicially enforced apoliticality. For example, many would think Chadha would have had a cogent complaint had the President called the Attorney General on the telephone and instructed him to tell the sitting immigration law judge that Chadha’s deportation order was not to be suspended, because the President had concluded that the statutory criteria were not met; it would be asserted that Congress had validly delegated the function of on-the-record decision to the immigration law judge, irrespective of “where” in government he might be placed. See supra text accompanying notes 199-206.

269. See supra note 154.

270. Chadha, 103 S. Ct. at 2784, 2785 n.16.

271. Id. at 2785 n.16.

272. Id. (quoting Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 587 (1952)). As Professor Bruff has pointed out, the opinion must be understood as the product of a context in which no issue of delegation was involved. “Justice Black’s separation of powers analysis was sufficient to dispose of the case at hand, but it was unduly simplistic. His broad dictum . . . is refuted by the reality of executive power under most legislation.” Bruff, supra note 47, at 472.

273. Indeed, in recent contexts the Court has stressed this point by insisting on explicit statutory authorization for any agency seeking to adopt “legislative”—that is, legally binding—rules. See, e.g., Chrysler Corp. v. Brown, 441 U.S. 281, 302 (1979).
is himself engaging in rulemaking under delegation, then the argument that "lawmaking" is restricted to the legislative branch is in serious difficulty.\textsuperscript{274} The Court seems to make the \textit{Youngstown} passage mean: "The President does not act legislatively because he is the chief executive; the House does, because it is part of Congress. What the President does is \textit{ipso facto} executive; what the Congress does, legislative."\textsuperscript{275} The Court identifies agency rulemaking with presidential rulemaking; it then asserts that, because the President can only act executively, rulemaking is safe from any claim that requirements of presentment or bicameralism apply—however like lawmaking it is.

Freeing ourselves of the equation of presidential with agency action would make it possible both to acknowledge the lawmaking character of rulemaking and to place it in the constitutional structure in ways that promise continued adherence to the basic values of the constitutional scheme. Congressional delegations of regulatory authority are most often made not to the President, but to some executive branch or independent agency. It is, to say the least, not at all clear that the President is entitled to participate in the proceedings of these bodies to the extent suggested by calling him the delegate.\textsuperscript{276} Since rulemaking may seem especially problematic when it is in fact performed by the President, one ought not rush to identify an agency with him when its functions remain generally in the control of all three branches of government. Treating an agency as if it were inevitably "here" or "there" tends to create the logical puzzles we have seen the Court working so hard to avoid.\textsuperscript{277}

Suppose the Court had been willing to dissociate the agency from the President and had focused primarily on the question of the relationships between the agency and the three named heads of constitutional authority. From that perspective the legislative veto issue might have looked rather different. The question would then be what impact the legislative veto could

\textsuperscript{274} Reconsider, in this light, the Court's negative reaction to the delegation in the National Industrial Recovery Act, see supra text accompanying note 148, and its emphatic statement in \textit{Humphrey's Executor}, on the same day it took that action, that precisely because the agency was acting quasi-judicially and quasi-legislatively, it was "in" the legislative and judicial branches, and "no part" of the executive branch. See supra notes 148-53 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{275} Another suggestion that the Court intends this approach is found in a repeated "presumption" that a governmental body is acting within its delegated sphere. See \textit{Chadha}, 103 S. Ct. at 2784.


\textsuperscript{277} The \textit{Chadha} Court came close to realizing the problems of a formal separation-of-powers analysis when it distinguished the Department of Justice's action from the House of Representatives' by invoking the functional consideration that the Department's actions had been authorized, and consequently limited, by a statute. 103 S. Ct. at 2785 n.16. That fact, with the attendant processes of review, made the bicameral process unnecessary as a check. Understood as a proposition that the actions of the Department of Justice were not a matter of concern precisely because they were \textit{not} the President's but the actions of a subordinate part of government, this distinction may be helpful.
be expected to have on the President's own relationship with the agency and, in particular, on his claim to function as the sole head of government. A veto mechanism need not defeat such a claim; indeed, the more it seemed that the action being taken was fairly to be characterized as the President's own, the less objectionable the veto might be. From a checks-and-balances perspective, the need for cross-checking institutions of control is the more urgent where authority is to be exercised by one of the named heads of government. For example, in the reorganization context it might readily be argued that Congress could afford to confer the authority to initiate restructuring of government on the President only if it reserved the counterbalancing possibility of "legislative veto" disapproval. The President, gaining the initiative through the authorizing legislation, would hardly lose in the exchange.278

Where the action clearly is not the President's, on the other hand, the legislative veto begins to appear, not as a device for sharing enlarged responsibility within government, but as a means for enhancing congressional political controls at the expense of presidential ones. At least within a certain range, we have seen that Congress readily can exclude the President from political control of regulatory outcomes.279 Yet the rationale for these measures, and for the apparent offense they give to the President's claim to serve as the unitary head of executive government, equally requires that Congress exclude itself from such controls. A measure that enhances Congress's political controls while isolating the President would threaten both his position as unitary head of government, and his continuing capacity to function as a political counterweight to Congress. Thus, in Chadha, Congress's reserved power to disapprove a proposed suspension is made even more problematic by the "on-

Taken as an assertion of the difference between the necessary controls over the actions of the President and those over the actions of the Congress, however, the Court's argument proves too much. The House's action, no less than the Department's, was authorized and limited by a statute, and could occur only within its terms—subject, no doubt, to judicial correction if they were exceeded.

If, for example, the House had sought to act after the statutory time had expired, or to attach a condition to Chadha's remaining, it seems clear that habeas corpus would have relieved him of any deportation order and established his right to permanent residence. That the House's judgment *within those bounds* did not have to be explained and was not open to review suggests other bases upon which the statutory mechanism could be questioned. See Strauss, supra note 5, at 799. However, it is hard to understand how these difficulties turn the House's exercise of its very limited options into a "legislative" act. The judgment suspending Mr. Chadha's deportation order was equally free of the possibility of review (unless in the Congress, pursuant to the act), even if entered in an entirely unauthorized manner—for example, in response to a bribe, or, less dramatically, without considering one of the required factors or in consideration of an irrelevant one. The *Chadha* Court did not find in this a reason to regard the Department's action to be legislative; indeed, it seemed to take reassurance from the fact that the most lawless of acts by the INS suspending an otherwise valid deportation order would not be subject to correction in any forum. 103 S. Ct. at 2787 n.21.


279. See supra text accompanying notes 199-206.
the-record" regime within the Department that impairs direct presidential control. If the President is excluded from directing that a given rule be adopted, amended, or rejected while Congress is able to assert that authority, one has lost the intended focus of responsibility and balance. Viewed in another light, such a use of the legislative veto is an end run around the President's claim to participate in legislative action through his own veto; if Congress could by a single legislative act establish a body subject to its political domination and free of presidential control for the adoption of positive law, then the engine for veto avoidance would have been defined. The difference between this view and what the Court appeared to be doing in Chadha lies precisely in the amount of attention given the actual role of the President in the action made the subject of a possible legislative veto. Under this view, it is not the veto alone, but the veto in conjunction with the congressional delegation of power away from the President—the assertion of differential claims to political control favoring the Congress and tending to create a multiheaded executive—that is the objectionable measure. Note that it is not necessary in this analysis to know where in government the agency is located, or how to characterize the function it is performing.

* * *

The preceding review of the existing institutions of American government and of the body of textual, contextual and interpretational constraints bearing upon them should cast doubt on the idea that our Constitution requires that the organs of government be apportioned among one or another of three neat "branches," giving each a home in one and merely the possibility of relations with the others. President, Congress and Supreme Court are undoubtedly to be distinct in form and in function; below that level the text does not speak, sharp distinctions are frequently hard to find in fact, and the Court's occasional efforts to find them in theory have repeatedly led to embarrassments. Thus to recognize that most of administrative government lies outside the constitutionally defined structure would not defeat the purposes either of separation of powers or of the system of checks and balances. The notions of checks and balances and (as an identifier of strong claims to attenuate political controls across the board) separation of functions are more vital in understanding the place of agencies in government. So long as separation of powers is maintained at the very apex of government, a checks-and-balances inquiry into the relationship of the three named bodies to the agencies and each other seems capable in itself both of explaining fully the results of past inquiries into the permissible structures of government below its apex, and of preserving the framers' vision of a government powerful enough to be efficient, yet sufficiently distracted by internal competition to avoid the threat of tyranny. This approach reflects common political science and presidential perceptions of the way government actually works without the evident conceptual embarrassments of "the qualifying 'quasi.'"281

280. See supra note 11.
281. See supra note 16.
A focus on checks and balances could tend to emphasize struggles among the three branches for positions of control, and to ratify the bureaucrat's sense that he constitutes a legitimate fourth force in government, making control that much harder. Such a focus would be consistent with article II's references to the President, rather than an executive branch, a limitation which seems to have figured so prominently in the result in *Nixon v. Fitzgerald*. This approach might also provide the means that many have sought to understand the administrative functions of government without requiring either radical dissociation of agencies from the controlling institutions outlined in the constitutional text or total abnegation of judicial control over congressional choices respecting governmental structure. Emphasizing the preservation of unresolved tension among the named branches also aids in understanding the allocation of control authority and control mechanisms as between the President and Congress. If the question is how much control the President must be permitted to exercise, this model underscores the absence of any significant distinctions between the independent commission and most if not all executive departments. There remains a single President as the politically responsible head of law-administration.

III. "CHECKS AND BALANCES" AS A LIMIT ON CONGRESS'S AUTHORITY TO CREATE THE STRUCTURE OF GOVERNMENT

This Part of the essay supposes that government agencies charged with administering public law are not to be regarded as having been placed in one or another branch but rather exist as subordinate bodies subject to the controls of all three. Having thus put the agencies, in some sense, "out" of the executive branch, perhaps the most pressing question that remains is what if any relationship between an agency and the President might Congress (and the courts) still be required to honor. The issue what constraints exist on Congress in giving structure to government is thus to be assessed under the somewhat elusive checks-and-balances approach partially adopted in *Buckley* and *Nixon v. Administrator of General Services*.

From the text, three principal constraints emerge: that the President must appoint at least the head of any agency doing the work of government; that the agency in doing that work must have a relationship with the President consonant with his obligation to see to the faithful execution of all laws; and that, in particular, the President must have the authority to demand

---

282. See, e.g., Grundstein, supra note 11.
284. See supra text accompanying notes 171–98.
285. One need not force a choice between the active and caretaker views of the Presidency, E. Corwin, supra text accompanying note 125, to observe that both imply some relationship with the chief executive consistent with his position as chief executive. However much the authority to decide might be put in the agency itself, a capacity to place it there does not imply the further step—deeply destructive of the constitutional scheme—of placing it there subject to the political supervision of others than the President.
written reports of the agency prior to its action on matters within its competence, with the strong implication that consultation if not obedience will ensue. Central to the overall judgments of the Constitution, and reflected in these textual passages, is the elementary judgment that we were to have a unitary, politically responsible head of government, possessed of sufficient independent authority to serve as an enduring counterweight to the political muscle of Congress. Arrangements destructive of such a role—whether creating a "multiple executive," defeating the possibility of presidential political responsibility for the work of government, or threatening the President's continuing capacity to resist the Congress—are for this reason suspect.

This Part argues that these constraints at a minimum require that Congress observe a principle of parity in its treatment of the possibility of political control of agency action by itself and by the President. Fairness and separation-of-functions considerations may often support exclusion of an agency or at least certain types of agency action from the domain of politics generally. However, Congress cannot expect to reserve political oversight for itself without recognizing corresponding oversight responsibilities in the President. Yet parity is a minimum; the President by virtue of his office as chief executive may be able to claim relationships beyond the constraints of parity. Recognition by the courts of a constitutionally based claim of executive privilege—that is, of private communication with agencies directly responsible for law-administration—is the most obvious example of such a claim. A more controversial claim would be for a requirement that Congress recognize presidential authority to resolve or mediate at least some types of internal policy disputes—for example, those placing separate agencies in direct confrontation with each other—or requiring judgments beyond a particular agency's ordinary responsibility and expertise.

The extent to which the President must have ultimate decisional control over all executive actions is also a function of the constitutional history. The rejection of the Sherman position, envisioning a multi-headed executive dominated by Congress,286 provides a reference point at one end of the spectrum. Its rejection underscores the decision to make the President an effective, unitary executive. Within the range of permissible structures, the proper degree of presidential involvement was left undetermined. Nonetheless, his powers vis-a-vis government in general and Congress in particular were to be sufficient to give some assurance of maintaining a continuing tension over ultimate political authority between himself and Congress—no one branch was to become dominant. Rather than choose between the competing views of President as executor and President as overseer of execution, I want to argue that even the lesser of these views, when understood in a way that supports these structural imperatives, would imply the need for a substantial presidential relationship with any agency performing a significant governmental duty exercised pursuant to public law.

286. See supra notes 97-112 and accompanying text.
Thus, Congress's authority to create the government's structure must be constrained in a manner that will preserve essential conditions of the President's intended political responsibility for the day-to-day, law-implementing activities of government. Even the most modest notion of what constitutes executive power suggests that the President must retain substantial lines of communication and guidance. To deny the President that authority would be to deprive him and the public of that responsibility, and effectively to permit the Congress, again, to establish multiple centers of law administration primarily under its control. Similarly, the execution of not a single law but many inevitably raises questions of priority, conflict, and coordination that rarely are addressed in any of the acts concerned; particular departments, with their narrow responsibilities, may be incapable of appreciating the interplay. Attending to these conflicts seems an inevitable aspect of a chief executive's function. That a legislature creates a statute and makes its application mandatory, or perhaps dependent upon stated circumstances, does not mean that the legislature will bestow the resources necessary to achieve that end, that it ever "intended" full enforcement, or that it has carefully thought through the relationship of the new mandate to those that have preceded it and those that will follow. In addition to resolving these conflicts and setting priorities among statutes, is the practical requirement of coordinating law-administration with political program and molding both to changing circumstances. The day-to-day course of national affairs generates new issues to which a coherent response must be made and for the resolution of which the public will hold the President politically responsible.

As we saw in the preceding Part, the Court has found that the inquiries suggested by the checks-and-balances notion often lead to imprecise results. Yet the difficulties at the margin of saying whether given arrangements threaten "core functions" that are themselves imprecise—whether one is speaking of the President's functions, the Court's, or the states—are not sufficient justification for refusing the inquiry. Although the stakes may be higher, the task thus facing a court does not differ in principle from the paradigmatic judicial task in reviewing acts of administrative discretion of determining whether that discretion has been abused. The very existence of discretion marks a zone within which the court is not permitted to substitute judgment, but must respect the higher authority of the agency acting to

288. Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 70–72. One need not work for long in a prosecutor's office, a quintessentially "executive" place, to appreciate how legislators, reacting episodically to public demands for protective law, people the landscape with laws in far greater number than can reasonably be enforced, with laws that conflict with each other or encroach upon one another, and with laws that, although stated in mandatory form, clearly require priority ordering and reconciliation.
289. See supra text accompanying notes 171–98, 238–56.
290. In administrative law terms, the review function is to be thought of in terms of § 706(2)(A) review for abuse of discretion rather than § 701(a)(2) exclusion of review of action "committed to agency discretion by law." 5 U.S.C. §§ 701(a)(2), 706(2)(A) (1982).
determine the matter before it. Yet maintaining that discretion within a framework of law also implies that the court will on occasion be able to determine that the agency’s discretion has been abused. The court can make that determination easily where straightforward violations of governing law can be identified, and with more difficulty when it can only point to a diffuse combination of factors operating in a particular context as the basis for its judgment.\textsuperscript{291} Undoubtedly Congress has been given enormous discretion in shaping the instruments of government within the constitutional scheme; yet maintaining the Constitution as an instrument of law does not permit us to characterize this discretion as being without ascertainable constraint. Professor Choper asserts that courts should treat all these structural questions as “political,” and hence decline review.\textsuperscript{292} “Political question” may in fact be an appropriate sobriquet for that range of discretion Congress undoubtedly has, the area within which it is free to express its judgment.\textsuperscript{293} To deny judicial function in assessing the limits of that discretion, however, would connote not merely judicial modesty but also a denial of the role of law and, ultimately, a denial of the vision of law as perpetuating the constitutional order.\textsuperscript{294}

A. Constraints Arising Out of the Constitution

Whether or not an agency is to be equated with the President in some constitutional sense, the constitutional text directly requires three forms of relationship between the President and the head of that agency: the President is to appoint the agency head with the advice and consent of the Senate;\textsuperscript{295} the President may require the agency head to give an opinion, in writing, “upon any Subject relating to the Duties of [the]... Office”\textsuperscript{296}; and, most diffusely, the relationship must otherwise be such as to permit the President effectively to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed.”\textsuperscript{297} Examination of these required relationships shows their link to the preserving of tension among the named branches; the link to that necessary condition, in turn, permits a more confident analysis of these requirements.

1. The Appointments Power. — Buckley\textsuperscript{298} reflects the first of these relationships, which appears to be well understood and—as that case reflects—readily susceptible of enforcement. Congress has not entirely given up the effort to create institutions over which it or its delegates, rather than the

\textsuperscript{292} See supra note 194.
\textsuperscript{293} See Henkin, Is There a “Political Question” Doctrine?, 85 Yale L.J. 597 (1976).
\textsuperscript{294} See Monaghan, supra note 194, at 302–06.
\textsuperscript{295} U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl.2. The “Advice and Consent of the Senate” is waivable by Congress if one understands the agency heads as “Inferior Officers” whose appointment “Congress may by Law vest in the President alone.”
\textsuperscript{296} U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl.1.
\textsuperscript{297} U.S. Const. art. II, § 3. See generally supra text accompanying notes 85–93, 97–112.
President, enjoys or shares appointment authority. In its most recent effort, the creation in late 1983 of a new form for the United States Civil Rights Commission (the Commission), Congress sought to use the possibility left open by Buckley of congressional appointments to agencies not performing "a significant governmental duty." Until 1983, the Commission had been composed of six members appointed by the President with senatorial confirmation to terms of indefinite length, under requirements of bipartisan affiliation such as have generally characterized "independent regulatory commissions." When President Reagan proved unable to persuade the Senate to confirm nominations he had made to replace some of its sitting members, he purported to remove those members from office without replacing them (and also without asserting cause). The ensuing controversy was terminated by compromise legislation reconstituting the Commission as a body of eight members serving six-year terms—four appointed by the President without requirement of confirmation but subject to bipartisanship requirements, and two appointed by each of the chief officers of the houses of Congress, on recommendation of the party leadership in each house. Potential Buckley problems were recognized but answered, it was thought, by denying the

299. Id. at 141. Another recent example involving congressional appointments, the Cost Accounting Standards Board, is discussed briefly below. See infra text accompanying notes 341-44.

300. That is, no more than half the members of the Commission could belong to any one political party. Civil Rights Act of 1957, 42 U.S.C. § 1975(b) (1976) (amended 1983).

301. Two of the three commissioners ostensibly removed in this way brought suit, based on Humphrey's Executor, to enjoin interference with their continued performance of duty. Berry v. Reagan, 32 Empl. Prac. Dec. (CCH) ¶ 33,898 (D.D.C. Nov. 14, 1983), dismissed as moot, 32 Empl. Prac. Dec. (CCH) ¶ 33,925 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 30, 1983). The district court judge granted a preliminary injunction on finding in the legislative history sufficient indications that the Commission had been intended to be independent and its commissioners, therefore, removable only for cause. The court regarded the problem of the commissioners' apparently indefinite terms as answered by the temporary character of the commission; as the commission was itself authorized for only a few years at a time, requiring periodic reauthorization, the terms of the commissioners could be regarded as fixed by the term of the Commission. Cf. Wiener v. United States, 357 U.S. 349 (1958) (similar reasoning with respect to independent War Claims Commission). The preliminary injunction was continued in effect during an appeal, and the district court opinion was then vacated as moot when the authority of the existing Commission expired and the substitute arrangements discussed in the text were enacted. Berry v. Reagan, No. 83-2184 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

Compare Kalaris v. Donovan, 697 F.2d 376 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 103 S. Ct. 3088 (1983), in which members of the Department of Labor's Benefits Review Board (the Review Board) were found not to have such "for cause" terms and thus could be removed by the Secretary of Labor without cause having to be stated. The members were departmental, not presidential, appointees, and the Review Board's permanency precluded arguments that its duration marked the effective fixed term. Id. at 395-96. The court did not have to consider whether the unexplained removals of the Review Board members resulted from efforts to influence particular on-the-record proceedings before them, and acknowledged that such efforts could raise due process claims for particular litigants. Id. at 399 n.91.


303. Id. § 2(b).
Commission any law-administering function. Its only authorities were to conduct investigations and to make reports—activities as much within the authority of Congress as the President, and thus not presenting the issues that had driven the Buckley result.

Putting aside any questions whether in fact the Buckley dicta support this arrangement, the first appointments to the Civil Rights Commission under the new design highlight the weaknesses of a system that substitutes divided, unchecked powers for the checks-and-balances approach. Part of the asserted political compromise that led to the new arrangements was an understanding that the President and relevant congressional officials were going to use their appointment authority to install particular nominees, including two of those the President had purported to fire. Other appointments were made, however, and it immediately became evident that the unchecked authority to appoint conferred by the new scheme offered far less opportunity for political struggle than had the prior arrangements.

The prior arrangements, one might have thought, set terms fixed by the possibility that the President might nominate and the Senate confirm replacements; in effect, that is the termination point for the commissioners of many current independent regulatory commissions, who may serve past the end of their designated terms if a successor has not yet been confirmed. The President's effort under the previous statute to obtain confirmation of the replacements—appointments the new arrangement permits to be made unchecked—had failed precisely because of the requirement that he propose publicly the action he meant to take and because of the ability of opponents then to bring effective countervailing pressure to bear in another political forum. That the President and Congress may now each select half the membership of the Commission free of any need to secure the approval of the other, in other words, has produced a significantly diminished check on the outcome as a whole. And that the President and Senate may not now together effect a change in the membership of the Commission without "cause" gives those unchecked political appointments, once made, extraordin-

304. Id. § 5.
305. See supra text accompanying notes 177–82. While investigation and reporting are distinctly auxiliary functions that might be performed by any of the three branches in pursuit of its own functions, the Civil Rights Commission was to perform them as ends in themselves, carrying out statutory delegations. Inevitably the simple fact of such activities and their results can affect the lives of private citizens in important ways. Cf. Hannah v. Larche, 363 U.S. 420 (1960). One might on this basis construct an argument that presidential appointment of the heads of this agency is required, but that argument need not be pursued here.
307. Id.
308. While a person holding such an office may appear subject to greater personal pressure than one holding office for a fixed term of years, the tenure enjoyed is still more definite than that associated with service at the President's pleasure.
309. Compare supra note 183.
nary staying power. In this way, the apparent purposes of the appointments clause have been undercut.

2. Opinions in Writing. — In contrast to the appointments power, often enough the occasion for important constitutional litigation, the opinions in writing clause may seem one of the Constitution’s more trivial pronouncements. The Supreme Court seems never to have had to decide a question of its application. Given, however, Buckley’s perception that all persons heading agencies charged with law-administration are “Officers of the United States” within reach of the appointments power, it would seem to follow that all are the “Heads of Departments,” and consequently subject to the requirement that they respond to presidential requests for opinions in writing. Certainly both presidents and independent agencies seem so to have understood the relationship, although the President has not always insisted upon it. Thus, at least two presidents have been publicly advised by the Department of Justice that they would be entitled, as a legal matter, to insist that independent regulatory commissions as well as cabinet departments supply them with analyses of the probable economic impact of proposed rules. Presidents who regarded the United States Civil Rights Commission as independent, in the sense that they could not obstruct its actions or dictate its reports, acted as if they were entitled to a preview of those reports and an opportunity to discuss them; and the Commission, like its more directly regulatory counterparts, willingly responded.

310. Although the question of Congress’s authority to limit presidential removal of government officials, not addressed in the text of the Constitution, has long been associated with the express power of appointment, see supra notes 145–47 and accompanying text, the question seems part of the larger issue of presidential discipline over the agencies’ performance—an aspect of his constitutional duty to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed” and of his unshared political responsibility if they are not. See supra note 132.

311. Justice Jackson characterized the clause as “trifling” in his concurrence in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 641 & n.9 (1952)—an authority so self-evident that the drafters’ decision to express it cast doubt on broad constructions of executive authority. Its only recent application, State v. Carter, 462 F. Supp. 1155 (D. Alaska 1978), produced a holding that the President’s constitutional authority to seek the advice of the Secretary of the Interior could not be burdened by the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act. See also Proto, The Opinion Clause and Presidential Decision-Making, 44 Mo. L. Rev. 185 (1979).

312. Although the text of the opinions in writing clause speaks of “the executive Departments” and the appointments clause merely of “Officers” and “Heads of Departments,” it would be capacious to regard the clauses as differing in their referents. Resolution of the issues respecting executive power did not occur until the final days of the Convention, under pressures that produced understandably imperfect drafting. See, e.g., supra note 108. See generally supra text accompanying notes 97–113. No indication appears of any thought that different referents were intended. Although the framers appear to have expected that law-administering authority would be delegated to others than the President, the fact remains that no other part of the Constitution speaks directly to the character of their relationship with him.

313. See supra notes 76–78 and accompanying text.

314. See W. Cary, supra note 66, at 18–19, 23–24.

Regarding the opinions in writing clause as expressive of the President’s necessary relationship with those parts of government responsible for administering its laws would have sharp implications for congressional controls. No agency could be made so independent of presidential oversight as to deny that relationship. There could be no obligation of reporting to the Congress only, and thus any congressional notion that “the independent agencies are ours” must fail. Beyond that simple negative, the strong implication of having such a clause—confirmed by what is known of the discussions that preceded its adoption316—is that the communication the President may demand would be one made to him in private and made in time for relevant action or response on his part (that is, prior to the agency’s own final decision). These requirements would obtain whether the President were entitled to direct the outcome, only to speak to it, or merely to be informed what is likely to occur. Conversely, public, after-the-fact notification would deny any effective President-agency relationship and would inhibit the President’s capacity to mobilize the remainder of government to respond to the measure being taken. These impacts would be heightened were Congress to assert that it or its agents should be given private advice on some issue within the agency’s responsibility or be informed in advance of the public announcement of some agency decision.317

Suppose, however, that Congress itself abjures any such claim, and that the decision to be taken is one readily understood as requiring action outside any suspicion of political determination—for example, decision in an on-the-record adjudicatory setting. Has the President nonetheless an opinion-in-writing claim to be privately informed on the matter in issue, before public announcement of decision, in spite of the appearance of possible political influence? It is difficult to fashion a structural argument that would protect a decisionmaker other than an article III judge from such a claim, for any such argument would deny the presidential role.318 Yet the appearance that the President was claiming a prerogative to subvert on-the-record adjudication was the very difficulty that seemed to contribute so strongly to the Court’s

316. See supra text accompanying notes 97-112.
denial of the executive function in *Humphrey's Executor*.

Some basis upon which to support a congressional judgment defeating such a claim seems essential for judicial acceptance of the resulting adjudications.

An argument to this end might be constructed along other than structural lines, relying on the claims for fairness inherent in the separation-of-functions model. The assertion would be that Congress could determine that one constitutional claim (the President's power to require an opinion in writing) had been trumped by another, the litigant's claim to a decisional process freed from the suspicion of improper influence. The argument would be tenable, however, only if Congress had made clear that its objective was to create an apolitical process. And the argument would be no different if made respecting the judicial officer of the Department of Agriculture than if made about the Securities and Exchange Commission. In either case, Congress would have to pay a considerable price, its own abstention from efforts at political direction or else raise significant problems from a checks-and-balances perspective.

This approach allows us to avoid the necessity of having to say that an agency exempt from the opinion in writing mandate is "in" the article III judiciary, and permits Congress to give voice to its judgments about fairness without threatening to unbalance the intended tensions among the government's political branches.

3. "Take Care that the Laws Be Faithfully Executed". — As Professor Corwin and others have noted, the Delphic responsibility of the President to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed" does not tell us whether the President has authority to direct the affairs of government beyond that which statutes confer. What is important to note, however, is that the uncertainty is not unlimited. Whether this phrase implies that the President is to be a decider or a mere overseer, or something between, it requires that he have significant, ongoing relationships with all agencies responsible for law-administration. The unitary responsibility thus expressed, and sharply intended, does not admit relationships in which the President is permitted so little capacity to engage in oversight that the public could no longer rationally

319. See supra text accompanying notes 150-53.
321. See infra text accompanying notes 333-46.
322. As we know, *Crowell, Humphrey's Executor and Northern Pipeline* notwithstanding, it is not.
323. See supra text accompanying note 125.
324. The argument that the President himself may exercise the discretion statutorily delegated to others, see *Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer*, 343 U.S. 579, 635-37 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring), seems to render much of the remaining text of article II superfluous, and the President's personal authority unworkably large. See also *Ledewitz*, supra note 125, at 763-70, 788-93.
325. U.S. Const. art. II, § 3.
326. See supra text accompanying notes 97-101.
believe in that responsibility. The charge to "take care" implies that congressional structuring must in some sense admit of his doing so. An effort, then, to establish an agency over which the President's control went no further than the power to appoint its heads should be found deficient.

The proposition that Congress must allow some scope for presidential oversight of any law-administrator does not preclude its choosing by statute to place the responsibility for decision in a department rather than the President. Thus, primary responsibility, as well as the capacity, for detailed decision-making properly lie in the agencies to which rulemaking is assigned. Both agency decisionmaking and presidential oversight of an agency's performance may take into account only those factors that the statutes establishing them permit as relevant. Since the Constitution does not itself resolve the tension between President as administrator and President as political counterweight to Congress, a court would be hard pressed to deny Congress the choice in a particular setting of treating him as administrator. That assignment is itself a part of the law to the faithful execution of which the President must see. If, for example, EPA or OSHA is statutorily forbidden to consider economic cost as an element in a safety decision, that statutory preclusion is part of the law to be executed and consequently a constraint on its execution—for the President, as well as for the responsible agency. Presidential participation, like agency decision, seems possible only within the area of discretion that a particular law establishes. In any event, the President has only those resources Congress chooses to appropriate to him, and these are insufficient for him to make the detailed substantive decisions required by the statutes.

However, the presidential oversight function must in some sense be recognized; even an administrator has power and is not merely a clerk. Significant possibilities for legitimate presidential involvement can be identified and in fact appear to make up the bulk of presidential intervention efforts: seeking and providing information to promote coordination and awareness of national policy issues affecting law execution, requiring analysis or responses on matters suggested by national policy concerns relevant to the agency's charge, or directing that given perspectives be further considered within the framework of relevance established by the agency's organic statutes. All these

328. See supra text accompanying notes 102–13, 125.
329. Perhaps a different question would be raised by congressional measures so thoroughgoing that they seemed to fix the President's character as administrator across the board—thus resolving an intended tension.
331. See supra note 118.
actions are consistent with the statutory assignment of decisional responsibility to the agencies, the President’s resources and vantage point, and his obligation to “take care” that all laws are faithfully executed. None need compromise the ultimate decisional authority of the responsible agency or disregard the factors that Congress may have identified as relevant to its decision by implying a substitution of presidential for agency judgment.\(^3\)

B. The Requirement that Congress Observe Parity in Political Oversight

The Constitution and the structural judgments it embodies require, at a minimum, that Congress observe a rule of parity in providing for political oversight of any government agency it creates. Congress cannot favor itself in providing for political oversight of an agency that administers, as well as assists in the formulation of, its laws. A rule that presidents may not, but members of Congress may, seek to bring political influence to bear on the policymaking of any agency directly affronts the framers’ purposes\(^3\) and serves no apparent function beyond aggrandizement of congressional power at the expense of the President’s. Members of Congress are as capable as presidents of making excessive telephone calls or passing on private views under the guise of policy guidance, and often have done so; congressional hearings, for example, are used at sensitive stages of policymaking as instruments of coercion as well as of inquiry.\(^3\)\(^4\) Yet Congress’s constitutional raison d’etre is not to oversee the execution of laws; it is to enact new laws as required. Political pressure from the Congress or its members, is, if anything, more objectionable than similar pressure coming from the White House.\(^3\)\(^5\) At the least, the judgment that policymaking should not be subject to political direction must apply for congressional as well as presidential pressures. To conclude otherwise is to reverse the Convention’s central decision about the Presidency.\(^3\)\(^0\)

---

332. The distinction between supervision and substitution is one reasonably well understood, if not invariably practiced, by courts as well. In Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971), the Court piously states that it is supervising only: “Although this inquiry into the facts is to be searching and careful, the ultimate standard of review is a narrow one. The court is not empowered to substitute its judgment for that of the agency.”

333. The willingness of the drafters to see Congress begin its annual session as late as the first Monday in December, U.S. Const. art. I, § 4, cl. 2, is itself evidence that an active presidency was expected.


335. The President, unlike Congress, has independent authority deriving from the constitutional text and his position as chief executive to bring his (political) viewpoint to agency decision-making. See supra text accompanying notes 295–332.

336. See supra text accompanying notes 97–101. Support for the general idea that Congress and the Executive have a mutual duty to acknowledge and reconcile each other’s important constitutional obligations can be found in United States v. American Tel. & Tel. Co., 567 F.2d 121, 127–31 (D.C. Cir. 1977); see also United States v. House of Representatives, 556 F. Supp. 150, 152–53 (D.D.C. 1983).
Consider in this light an aspect of the pre-Chadha debate over the legislative veto that put the prevailing myths about independent and executive agencies in sharp relief. The White House at one time suggested that the legislative veto was objectionable only if rulemaking authority had been placed "in" the executive branch, and had thus unilaterally invaded the President's article II authority to execute the laws. Under this argument, the legislative veto would not be objectionable if Congress could have kept the delegated rulemaking authority entirely away from the executive branch, say, by placing it in an independent agency. Because rulemaking had thus been made a "legislative act," the argument went, a legislative veto respecting FTC rules was said to be less open to objection than one applying, say, to rules adopted by the Department of Education.

The argument seems precisely backwards, because it fails the parity test. The strongest argument made in support of the legislative veto—the one I have argued ought still to prevail in the context of direct presidential action in the arena of political action—arises in those cases in which the initiative subject to the possibility of veto is actually the President's. The President's involvement assures parity, and thus makes it possible to say that "the possibility of undue legislative encroachment—the focus of the Framers' stress on the veto power—is minimal." If the President cannot himself control the promulgation of the rule because, for example, it is the product of an "independent regulatory commission," then law has been changed through a process redolent of congressional political control and requiring congressional approval, without presidential participation; an engine for avoidance of the veto in the formulation of statutory policy has been created.

The need for parity can be further illustrated by referring to an obscure and lapsed authority of government, the Cost Accounting Standards Board (the Board). This body was established to devise a standard body of accounting principles for use in all negotiated defense contracts. Such contracts constitute over ninety percent of the total number of government contracts, and standard principles were thought likely to result in substantial cost reductions. Because executive branch officials were regarded as subject to political

337. The current Administration offered a compromise to congressional committees considering a general legislative veto statute: the President would not object to a statute that reached only rules of independent regulatory commissions. See Hearings, supra note 76, at 7.
338. See Strauss, supra note 5, at 806.
339. That is, in this setting the legislative veto scheme most closely approaches practical equivalency to ordinary legislation; unless Congress (by failing to veto) and the President (by permitting a proposal) agree that a new rule is to take effect, the law remains as it was before; the concurrence of all three is required to effect a change. In the regulatory setting, however, other problems remain. See Strauss, supra note 5, at 808-09.
and contractor pressures, and had not in fact succeeded in developing a body of agreed accounting principles, Congress established a five-member board under the chairmanship of a congressional official, the Comptroller of the United States, to develop rules to take effect unless disapproved within a stated brief time by Congress.\textsuperscript{342} Once promulgated the rules were administered by the Defense Department. Departure from Board standards resulted in the imposition of a penalty on the contractor, a result indistinguishable from what would have occurred if Congress had adopted the standards by statute. The standards were adopted following procedures resembling ordinary informal rulemaking under the Administrative Procedure Act, but the Board's work was excluded from all provisions for judicial review; once adopted, the standards lay before the Congress for sixty legislative days and took effect unless disapproved by concurrent resolutions.

One might think that these arrangements would fall under the weight of Buckley's reasoning respecting the appointments power, although the Court has left in place a contrary judgment of the Court of Claims.\textsuperscript{343} But even if one assumes the appointments provisions might be sustained,\textsuperscript{344} serious questions about the manner in which the agency was to conduct its rulemakings remain. The agency is completely severed from presidential control, but remains under close political control by Congress; it enacts rules that govern governmental contractors and the Department of Defense alike, and even the possibility of judicial review of the resulting standards appears to have been excluded. Such a mechanism, if permitted here, would quickly teach Congress how to avoid presidential controls, and would sacrifice the unitary character of the Presidency. In asserting for itself political connections denied the

\textsuperscript{342} 50 U.S.C. app. § 2168 (1976). The Comptroller originally opposed placement of this "executive branch function" in his agency, the General Accounting Office, but later expressed satisfaction that the Board had been able to remain free of political pressures that would have distorted an executive order. Hearings to Consider the Status of the Cost Accounting Standards Board and a Proposal to Transfer Its Authority to the General Accounting Office: Hearings Before the House Comm. on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 63-64 (1979).

\textsuperscript{343} Boeing Co. v. United States, 680 F.2d 132 (Ct. Cl. 1982), cert. denied, 51 U.S.L.W. 3756 (U.S. Apr. 12, 1983). Under the Cost Accounting Standards Act, 50 U.S.C. app. § 2168 (1976), the CASB's standards "shall be used by all relevant Federal agencies and by defense contractors and subcontractors." 50 U.S.C. app. § 2168(g) (1976). The Court of Claims held that regardless of either the constitutionality of the act, or the Defense Department's mistaken assumption that the law compelled it to adopt the standards, the adoption of the standard by the department was valid, whatever the departmental motivation for doing so. Boeing Co. v United States, 680 F.2d at 141.

\textsuperscript{344} It might be argued that by placing appointive authority in the hands of the Comptroller General, Congress sought to use its article II authority to "vest the Appointment of such inferior Officers, as they think proper, ... in the Heads of Departments." U.S. Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 3. The Comptroller General, although an official of Congress, is appointed by the President with senatorial consent for a term of years made unusually long in an effort to assure independence. The argument that he could be regarded as the "head" of the Cost Accounting Standards Board, a separate statutory agency, is placed in some doubt by the circumstance that his authority on the CASB concerning its one substantive responsibility (the generation of standards) was identical to
Presidency over an organization charged with law-administration, the Congress signalled the gravest of insults to the constitutional scheme.

This proposition about parity is not an especially strong one. In particular, so long as Congress does not treat itself more favorably than it does the President, the parity notion does not preclude a congressional judgment that some agency policymaking should not be subject to political direction by the President. From this perspective, the "independent agency" may simply reflect an ordering of governmental function that Congress would be free to extend to most if not all government.\textsuperscript{345} Government officials who are not heads of departments may be placed in the Civil Service, remote from presidential discipline, even though Congress could not insist on having an opportunity to approve their removal. Nonetheless, the acceptance of a requirement of parity in political oversight would establish an outer limit susceptible of both understanding by the Congress and application against it. That congressional understanding, in itself, might be thought likely to influence congressional judgments about the extent to which political controls would be warranted in a given situation.\textsuperscript{346} In creating "independent" agencies, Congress would have to give up the notion that "they are ours." Acceptance of this reasoning, by requiring acts of self-denial, should constrain the frequency with which the judgment to create agency independence is in fact made. If one can imagine circumstances in which freeing a governmental body from some or all political controls would be inappropriate, one can equally imagine substantial political hurdles to any such outcome.

C. The President's Claim to Effective Communication

One of the requisites of even a minimal oversight relationship, confirmed as we have seen in the opinion in writing clause, is a channel of communication with the agency being overseen, communication which—at least absent special justification—may be conducted in private and maintained as confidential. Absent the capacity to talk effectively, the oversight relationship and the intended political responsibility that attends it could hardly be said to exist. This is not the place for a general essay on executive privilege, but some

345. As already noted, supra note 11, defense and foreign affairs functions are special; the measure of congressional control over domestic law-execution is far larger. Its breadth is illustrated by the plurality reservation in Nixon v. Fitzgerald, 457 U.S. 731 (1982), discussed supra text accompanying notes 221-32, of the question of an express congressional provision for presidential tort liability.

346. To Mark Rotenberg I owe the observation that the characteristic differences in these political controls will render complex any assessment of the balance between them. Congressional oversight and appropriations hearings have an institutional character associated with legislation, as presidential controls are an outgrowth of executive discretion. The differences ought not to be surprising and reflect the vitality "separation of powers" does have as applied to the named actors of the Constitution. That apples and oranges are not strictly commensurable, however, does not negate a proposition that if one is on the plate in abundance, so must be the other.
broad features should be noted in preparation for a limited discussion of congressional prerogatives of control.

1. Executive Privilege as a Claim Applicable to All Law-Administrators. — The claim to executive privilege, often enough disputed in particular applications, is nonetheless generally recognized. United States v. Nixon acknowledged its constitutional dimension, even while holding that in specific instances it might be overcome. A similar proposition underlies long-standing judicial assertions—again, susceptible of being overcome—that the decision processes of law-administrators are not to be inquired into on judicial review, and that the fifth exemption to the Freedom of Information Act, which in effect embodies the more general notions of executive privilege, should be read as accepting that privilege. "Human experience teaches that those who expect public dissemination of their remarks may well temper candor with a concern for appearances . . . to the detriment of the decision-making process." Congress's enactment of that exemption—as its general acknowledgment of a presidential claim to privacy of communication with officers of government that may be overcome only on its demonstration of a specific need for legislative purposes—signals its own acceptance of the general principle.

Perhaps it will be thought that the more general form of executive privilege—that which protects the decisionmaking process as distinct from national secrets of defense or foreign relations—is limited in its provenance.
to the body actually deciding. That is, an agency to which Congress has delegated a decisional function might be entitled to protection of its own decisionmaking processes, but communications from the outside—specifically from the President—would be within the ambit of a proper claim of privilege only if the President were himself entitled to decide the matter and hence internal to the decision process. The basis on which a functional argument of that sort could be made for decisions of protected objectivity has already been indicated;\(^{353}\) as a general matter, however, the argument encounters the difficulty that the constitutional basis for the claim of executive privilege inheres in the Presidency itself—indeed, a requirement that the President himself authorize any claim of executive privilege formally made to Congress or the courts is generally accepted.\(^{354}\)

As with the legislative veto and the independent regulatory commissions, a curious position taken by the White House (in this case during the Carter Administration) may serve to illustrate the problem of limiting privilege only to “executive” personnel.\(^{355}\) Congress was considering legislation to regularize the procedures for asserting executive privilege and, as it usually does, the Office of Management and Budget sought comments from all agencies, including the independents, on the proposal. The bill in question required a presidential assertion of privilege, and made no provision for claims by or on behalf of the independents. The NRC’s responsibilities for nuclear materials safeguards and export licensing had resulted in its having possession of a substantial body of sensitive foreign relations and intelligence information, information subject to the stronger form of executive privilege claim, and it seemed appropriate that it be brought within the umbrella of the procedures being established. A comment recommending such an amendment was proposed. The view from the Department of Justice, however, was that because the NRC was independent it could not hope to have the privilege available to it, and therefore the comment should not be made.

Viewed as a political judgment about what positions the administration could afford to take with the Congress, this advice is no different than the decision not to impose the cost-benefit analysis regimes of Executive Orders 12,044 and 12,291 upon the independent commissions.\(^{356}\) As a legal analysis, however, it is extraordinary. The information in question was no less sensitive...
nationally in the NRC's hands than it had been in the hands of the Department of State; it concerned issues of high controversy, respecting which congressional demands were readily anticipable. To deny the possibility of a claim of executive privilege seems also to deny any obligation to the President on the agency's part to hold the matter in confidence. The implication, again, is that Congress has succeeded in fractionating government, producing law-administrators not related to the President in a way that permits recognizing in him the (politically enforceable) obligation of taking care that the laws be faithfully executed, and creating oversight relationships for itself with law-administrators in which the political resistance expected and generally forthcoming from the Presidency would be missing. If executive privilege is the President's, and it is in the Presidency that it has its constitutional source, then privilege is a relationship that must extend throughout all law-administration.

2. Congressional Regulation of Executive Privilege. — As United States v. Nixon underlines, the fact of executive privilege does not in itself establish the President's right to hold communications to him (or within the executive branch) confidential. Claims to acquire the information subject to the privilege or to deny confidentiality to consultations may equally be based on the Constitution, and in particular cases may be stronger than the privilege claim. The Nixon Court indicated that balancing judgments were required, finding there that a special need urged on behalf of criminal defendants overcame what was presented as a blanket, generalized claim of privilege made on the President's behalf. It was argued above, along similar lines, that a presidential claim of constitutional prerogative to communicate in private with a decisionmaker could be overcome by a congressional judgment that a given decision must be made "on the record" to assure its objectivity.

Congress might have other reasons, apart from motives of power aggrandizement, to limit presidential communications to the agencies to which it had delegated decisional responsibilities, or to require any communications to be made publicly. While ostensibly the purpose is to communicate presidential views, such communications might be a means for injecting the views of politically influential private parties (the conduit problem). Communications are more often made in the name of the President than by the President himself, and Congress might believe that having staff persons making them presented unacceptable political risks or diffusion of authority (the staff abuse problem). Even outside the context of on-the-record proceedings, these risks, on the whole, could be thought to outweigh the gains to be had from informal and confidential lines of communication within the administration. This problem arises most acutely in the context of informal rulemaking, where it has already had a fair amount of focused attention. Those analyses suggest both that wide scope exists for congressional judgment on the problem and—

357. See supra text accompanying notes 174–76.
358. See supra text accompanying notes 316–22.
359. See, e.g., Bruff, supra note 47; Nathanson, supra note 207; Verkuil, supra note 55.
what might be regarded as the parity-driven consequences of a judgment favoring controls—that it would be difficult to adopt more formal standards without making rulemaking far more cumbersome. Are there limits on Congress’s authority to make and enforce such judgments?

a. The Conduit Problem. — The allegation that private presidential (and congressional) communication had permitted back door influence by special interest groups was a principal objection of the parties in *Sierra Club v. Costle,* a well-regarded D.C. Circuit decision reviewing the highly significant EPA rulemaking on sulfur emissions by coal-fired electric utilities. Environmental groups feared that politically more powerful coal interests were having their views passed directly along, in private, as if they were the views of the President, or at least with the command that they receive respectful attention. National coordination can be understood as a rationale for presidential participation; serving as a conduit for the views of special interest groups in particular cases presents greater difficulties. In *Sierra Club,* the court was able to rely on advice the Attorney General had given White House officials that their ability to consult with agency officials on rulemakings might depend on their undertaking not to serve a pass-along function, and that they should keep and make public records of materials they received from private sources to show their adherence to that undertaking. Because that advice appeared to have been followed, the court found the consultations not legally objectionable.

While it recognized the constitutional stature of the claim of both "the President and his White House staff to monitor the consistency of executive agency regulations with Administration policy," the D.C. Circuit in *Sierra Club* also appeared to recognize the scope for judicial and legislative regulation of that power. It hinted that courts might inquire, using the discovery weapon, whether "conduit communications" had occurred. In the context of the Attorney General’s advice and its apparent acceptance, however, it declined to authorize that step "simply on the unsubstantiated hypothesis that some such communications may be unearthed thereby." A presumption of

---

361. That rulemaking was also the subject of an extraordinary case study demonstrating (and decrying) the penetration of politics into the outcome. B. Ackerman & W. Hassler, Clean Coal/Dirty Air (1981).
362. See also, e.g., In re Permanent Surface Mining Regulation Litigation, 617 F.2d 807, 809 (D.C. Cir. 1980) (per curiam) (appeal from denial of preliminary injunction); Bruff, supra note 47, at 466 (National Highway Safety Administration).
363. 657 F.2d at 405 n.520.
365. 657 F.2d at 405.
366. Id. at 405 n.520. It might be noted that the Reagan Administration has taken a less formal view, only advising officials to make sure persons who make contact with them have placed in agency files any factual data they mean to present, and making no effort to preserve a paper trail. See, e.g., Hearings, supra note 76, at 47 (Testimony of James Miller, then Director of the President’s regulatory reform effort and now Chairman of the FTC):
regularity would first have to be overcome, in light both of general hesitation to put agency motivation on trial\textsuperscript{367} and of the "extraordinary caution" courts should employ when article II considerations are present.\textsuperscript{368} And while the court seemed to indicate that a statutory requirement of disclosure would be enforced,\textsuperscript{369} it also anticipated that such a statute would have to respect the need for parity. Congress could "convert informal rulemaking into a rarified technocratic process, unaffected by political considerations,"\textsuperscript{370} but at the cost of confining congressional as well as presidential power.

Thus, Congress's broad authority to adopt legislation to structure the behavior of the President and agencies cannot be considered independently of the same constitutional concerns as motivated the \textit{Sierra Club} court to decline to intervene. The argument for controlling intra-executive contacts depends on viewing rulemaking as an apolitical process, like a trial, in which decision turns on the outcome of a public contest over facts, rather than on intuition and judgment based on experience in the community. That vision is tenable, but has several shortcomings. First, it represents a sharp departure from current understanding, and implies an equal constraint for Congress. Second, it may not reach past the conduit issue, or is at least far weaker respecting expressions of official views. Third, and most important, significant difficulties would arise if Congress sought to go beyond requiring contacts to be made public, to a prohibition of presidential contacts. A requirement of openness would satisfy procedural if not structural concerns: it would supply a full record for judicial review, and full appreciation in the community of the data on which the agency has relied; it would also provide a means for checking

As you can see, the basic principle is that any factual information given to OMB and the task force should also be transferred to the agencies to be included in their rulemaking files. Furthermore, any time we procure facts or perform analyses based on such facts which impact on our consultations with agencies, we also transmit such information for inclusion in the record.

See also id. at 102 (OMB has no intention of maintaining a log of contacts); General Accounting Office, Report to the Chairman, Senate Comm. on Governmental Affairs, Improved Quality, Adequate Resources, and Consistent Oversight Needed if Regulatory Analysis is to Help Control Cost of Regulations iv, 52-54 (Nov. 2, 1982) (criticizing OMB's ex parte contacts and lack of written comments); M. Eads, The Crusade that Backfired ch. 6 (forthcoming); Hearings, supra note 76, at 17 (June 11, 1981 memorandum from David Stockman entitled "Certain Communications Pursuant to E.O. 12291, Federal Regulation").


368. \textit{Sierra Club v. Costle}, 657 F.2d at 407. That is, recognizing the President's proper constitutional role, the court also recognized that permitting easy litigative intrusion would necessarily impair his exercise of that role.

369. See, e.g., 657 F.2d at 405-07:

We assume, therefore, that unless expressly forbidden by Congress, such intra-executive contacts may take place . . . . But in the absence of any further Congressional requirements, we hold that it was not unlawful in this case for EPA not to docket a face-to-face policy session involving the President and EPA officials during the post-comment period . . . .

370. Id. at 408.
that the pass-along function was not being served while substantially respecting the President's claim to consultation under the "opinions in writing" clause. It would be hard to reconcile a prohibition of presidential contact either with that provision, or with the general purpose to make of the President a unitary chief executive.

Might not the President insist that policy advice at least, as distinct from factual assertions, remain confidential? Both written and oral opinions from the agencies, and any responses the President may make, have the character of communications about which executive privilege claims could be made, even though the claims would not invariably be respected. Even apart from the risk of purposeful Congressional disruption of the balance of powers within government, any disclosure requirement must balance gains for judicial review or public acceptance against possible losses in the candor and flexibility of the government's decisional processes. Without attempting to resolve here the United States v. Nixon balance, I would note that a sweeping and general congressional judgment about the benefits of openness for public acceptance of administrative acts does not present as precise a claim as a prosecutor's need in connection with a particular criminal proceeding. It neither embodies explicit constitutional values corresponding to the criminal defendants' assertions in that case nor reflects a particularized need to override the executive's claim to privilege. On the President's side, arguments of varying strength can be imagined: the argument against a requirement that outside contacts be disclosed—the conduit function—is evidently weaker than that against disclosing all contacts, even those from within; required exposure of factual submissions, less objectionable than required publicity for advice. On the congressional side of the ledger, one notes that statutory requirements of publicity have a greater tendency to defeat the intended tensions among the branches by greatly reducing presidential power across a broad spectrum of activity than does an issue-specific judicial determination that a presumptive privilege has been defeated. Certainly, given the President's constitutionally based claim for confidential consultation with law-administrators, Congress could not expect to require openness for presidential communication only. If it required all presidential communications to be open without equally requiring that of congressional communications, the suspicion would be inescapable that an assault on the Presidency, rather than an assurance of fair or acceptable procedure, was at the root of the measure; and accordingly, it ought not survive.

371. See Bruff, supra note 47, at 505; Verkuil, supra note 55, at 958–59.
373. A similar issue, respecting which even stronger doubts might be raised, is suggested by a proposal discussed in connection with recent regulatory reform legislation to prohibit any officer of the United States from requiring independent commissions to submit legislative proposals (or testimony or comments) for executive branch coordination prior to their submission to Congress. The President may not only require opinions in writing on any subject; he is also to recommend the legislation he judges necessary and expedient. The proposed constraint significantly hampers
Could Congress require the President to participate only in the ordinary course, requiring that any comments or advice be filed not only openly but also within the time frame allotted for public participation? Again the values beyond interbranch warfare to be served by such a requirement, such as the facilitation of judicial review, require at least that the same constraints be placed on congressional interventions. The President’s responsibility to coordinate the activities of all government, however, sets him apart from private and congressional actors. The responsibility cannot be well exercised unless he, as well as the responsible agency, is in a position to assess the various responses made in the rulemaking and even the agency’s preliminary reaction to those responses. Congressional imposition of strict time requirements, then, could require a burden of justification beyond that to be faced in supporting a requirement of openness.

b. The Staff Abuse Problem. — In addition to the conduit problem are the difficulties introduced by the fact that not all views attributed to the President, even views emanating from the White House, are in fact his. Junior staff members may be anxious to satisfy imagined desires of the President, knowing that he does not have the time to be consulted on all issues. Less creditably, they may be eager to demonstrate their power to the outside world. Of course the officials at the other end of the telephone line know that “the President wants” is not always meant literally; yet the cost of testing the waters can be high. Aware of these potentials for misunderstanding, if not abuse, might Congress provide that presidential prerogatives of participation must be exercised personally?

We saw earlier that one result of *Nixon v. Fitzgerald* was a sharp distinction at the level of quasi-constitutional prerogative between the President and even close “elbow-aides.” If a similar distinction were employed in this context, it would permit the restriction suggested—in the process, effectively denying the President the capacity to perform his functions by precluding him from doing so by effectively depriving him of the possibilities of consultation and coordination. A requirement that agency proposals be revealed with the President’s package, like the equivalent requirements now common respecting budget requests, would not raise these issues; nor would a provision requiring the agency to wait only a reasonable time before making its submission. Either of these measures would also restrict the President’s political authority with the agencies concerned; the difference lies in their preservation of his leadership and initiative.

374. Dean Verkuil discusses this issue, Verkuil, supra note 55, at 985, and recommends: There should be no requirement that these written contracts be submitted in accordance with the timeframe established for public comment, but they should be placed in the record before the rule is finally promulgated. Limiting contacts to the public comment period would reduce the value of public comments to the agency and to the executive branch. Post-comment contacts are important precisely because they are informed by the comment period itself.

Id. at 987–88 (footnoted omitted).

375. Acceptance of that proposition could well make use of this option more sparing—limited, for example, to rulemaking conducted on the record, where the judgment that apolitical approaches are required is strong.

376. See supra text accompanying notes 221–36.
from delegation. This result is troubling. Even the most sensitive issues of national security must be brought to the point of presidential decision by staff, who assemble data and views, and then winnow and shape them for the President, often after energetic and even oppressive consultation with the responsible agencies and departments. Presidential interventions in agency proceedings will almost always be performed by someone other than the President, acting in his name. The Constitution embraced the President's political accountability as an officer whose performance might be measured by the electorate—a concept consistent with delegation, so long as he may fairly be held to account for the delegates' performance. Indeed, anticipated delegation is the point of the cryptic references to "Departments." And the near-impeachment of Richard Nixon dramatically confirmed the reality of that responsibility.  

Such a constraint on presidential action would not meet the test of parity unless congressmen equally constrained their own staffs. The political cost to Congress of taking such a step, given the apparent importance of "casework" and oversight for legislators' priorities, would almost certainly preclude it if the parity notion applied. Yet the Court's reasoning in the Fitzgerald cases suggests it does not. The presidential aides in Harlow had relied for their claim of absolute privilege on Gravel v. United States, a case involving assertions by a Senator and his aides of privilege under the speech-or-debate clause of the Constitution. The Gravel Court had said in dictum that the clause "applies not only to a Member but also to his aides insofar as the conduct of the latter would be a protected legislative act if performed by the Member himself." In the Fitzgerald cases, only the Chief Justice accepted the evident parallel to Gravel, and he noted it in terms too sharp to pretend his eight colleagues had not rejected it. One may say the Court erred, or that its judgment was affected by the particular executive conduct alleged in the Fitzgerald cases, or that the difference between qualified and absolute privilege is not so substantial as to impair the President's capacities to maintain his office and to remain an effective political competitor to Congress. Yet if Congress can legislate that it may, but the President may not, employ staff to

377. Dean Verkuil suggests a hierarchical approach, distinguishing interventions by the President himself from interventions by senior White House officials, and the latter, from interventions by staff aides. Verkuil, supra note 55, at 987-88; see also Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 155-57 (dissenting remarks of former Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman, Jr.). The distinction is an attractive one but its effect, again, is essentially to deny the possibility of delegation.


379. See supra text accompanying notes 221-37.


382. It found the clause not properly invoked in the circumstances of the case. 408 U.S. at 622.

383. Id. at 618.
carry out oversight roles, the President's capacities both as chief executive and as political rival would be significantly undercut.

D. The President's Constitutional Claim to Direct Agency Judgment

The discussion to this point has largely assumed the proposition sometimes thought to have been settled by *Kendall v. United States* that Congress can if it wishes place administrative duties wholly in law-administrators, not subject to direction by the President. But *Kendall* resolves that issue only for settings in which administrators have no discretion. Granted that the agencies and the President are each bounded by law in their exercise of discretion, what directory authority does the President have *within* these boundaries? As in the inquiry into executive privilege, it may be useful to consider the issue in two aspects: first, whether in the face of congressional silence, presidential authority to direct or at least shape the exercise of law-administering discretion may be inferred; second, if so, whether any limits on congressional ability to override that direction by statute may be found. As in the case of executive privilege, it is not possible to be more than suggestive about a subject on which many have written.

1. Presidential Direction of the Exercise of Administrative Discretion as a Claim Applicable to All Law-Administrators. — Issues attendant to the President's claim to direct the exercise of administrative discretion are well posed by the increasing level of White House involvement in major agency rulemaking through the imposition of requirements to engage in economic analysis of the likely impact of proposed rulemaking, subject to possible White House review. President Carter's Executive Order No. 12,044, an initiative broadly supported by the legal community, first imposed this requirement in detail. The order created presidential review mechanisms essentially procedural in character; while further analysis or reports could be requested and the White House might call forceful attention to deficiencies thought to exist in agency drafts, the Order suggested no effort to direct how the rulemaking agency must exercise its judgment as to outcome, once a satisfactory analysis was in hand. President Reagan's Executive Order No. 12,291, issued soon after he took office, took the further step of imposing a

---

385. Id. at 609–14.
387. See supra notes 76–78 and accompanying text.
388. See, e.g., Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 79–88 (recommendations for increased presidential participation in rulemaking).
389. It is of course difficult—and was understood to be difficult—to enact a conclusion shown to be excessive, inefficient, or ineffective by an analysis that will be part of a rulemaking record; nonetheless, there was no mistaking whose judgment was to be exercised in that regard.
standard of judgment to be exercised on the basis of these analyses, "to the extent permitted by law": agencies were to adopt rules only if they were both cost-beneficial and benefit-maximizing. Although not formally applicable to the independent regulatory commissions, both executive orders were widely followed by them; both Presidents made clear that they had excepted the independents to avoid stirring up a political fuss, not because either believed he lacked authority to apply the order to the independents.

The stated rationale for these orders was not that the President might wish to substitute his judgment for the agency's on particular issues delegated to it, but that they would permit him to bring to bear balancing and coordination perspectives inseparable from the notion of a single chief executive. Acting on their own, agencies are most unlikely to achieve effective balance. Although the EPA, for example, could "take account of" the concerns of the NRC in adopting rules respecting radioactive wastes and the NRC, in turn, could consider the perspectives of the EPA, each would act from its own perspective. Uniformity of outcome would be unlikely even though both agencies would assert that they were taking account of the other's need and would be making genuine efforts to do so. Nor would either have authority to enforce its conclusion in the other agency. Such problems arise daily and may involve a significant number of agencies, each with its own perspective on a given regulatory issue or national problem. Interagency study groups proliferate, and each must have a chair. Memoranda of understanding are entered, and each agency must have an impetus to accommodate and some reason to expect enforcement of the result. Only the President can supply these services. Even where the courts might be called on to assist in resolution, their processes could take years that simply are not available to those responsible for implementing statutes today.

The power to balance competing goals—and the concomitant power to influence at least to some degree the agencies' exercise of discretion—can only be the President's; leaving the balancing functions in the agencies would create multiheaded government, government with neither the capacity to come to a definitive resolution nor the ability to see that any resolution is honored in all agencies to which it may apply. This outcome does not vary with whether or not the agencies are denominated independent. Once one has acknowledged that any discretion conferred must be exercised within the legal bounds set for it, failure to recognize the President's claim to shape its exercise would deny central premises of constitutional structure as sharply as would a denial of Congress's claim to set the legal bounds.

There are other practical reasons for granting the President the power to shape administrative discretion. Individual agencies almost necessarily lack the political accountability and the intellectual and fiscal resources necessary to achieve such balancing and coordination. Relying on them to do so would

391. See supra notes 76-78 and accompanying text.
produce more costly and less responsible government, in which interagency disputes would be more likely to arise and less amenable to abiding resolution. For example, the NRC, in order to carry out its responsibilities in the licensing of nuclear exports, could simply accept the State Department's advice on the diplomatic aspects of proposed exports and the intelligence agencies' advice on the possible consequences of exportation for the proliferation of nuclear weapons. By statute, however, the NRC is required to reach independent judgments, and that has required it to develop its own miniature Department of State and intelligence-evaluation apparatus. Whether these offices are more expert than the agencies whose judgments they review is surely open to doubt; to say that the judgment of the officials in their charge is less likely to be influenced by extraneous factors may be another way of saying that they will not see or be responsible for all the implications of the judgments they are to make. What is certain is that these officials add to the bulk of government, to the time required to make decisions, and add to the volume of disputes government must resolve in order to act, as well as serving to diffuse governmental responsibility. In order to carry out the responsibilities placed upon them, they must seek additional information, question the judgments of those who supply that information, and in some instances disagree with these judgments. The result may, on balance, be improved decision; Congress, in establishing this mechanism, obviously thought the existing decisionmakers were too complaisant. The point here is to call attention to the costs of time, manpower, and added disputatiousness that must be paid to achieve those "improvements."

One response to arguments such as these is often couched in terms of the high political content of White House direction. Thus, urges former Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman, Jr.,

I believe this analysis [in support of adopting formal procedures for presidential override of agency judgment] ... overestimates the objectivity of the President's staff .... Many members of the White House staff also undertake single-mission objectives or bring with them, or learn on the job, program biases .... Even staff generalists often adopt specific issue orientations and are willing to sacrifice .... conflicting .... objectives in pursuit of whatever presidential priority has been assigned to them. Even more "ominous" is the so-called White House political advisor, whose role is never clearly defined in public but whose bias may be simply the position that will most ensure reelection of the President .... Such an advisor—immune from public scrutiny and congressional accountability

392. Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978, 42 U.S.C. § 2155 (Supp. V 1981). From 1975 until 1978 this authority was final, free of presidential direction; the law was changed in 1978 to permit the President to override the Commission's failure to issue the proposed license on a timely basis if he "determines that withholding the proposed export would be seriously prejudicial to the achievement of United States non-proliferation objectives, or would otherwise jeopardize the common defense and security," 42 U.S.C. § 2155(b)(2) (Supp. V 1981). The President's judgment, in turn, might be overridden by congressional action of a sort undermined by the decision in Chadha. Id.; see W. Gellhorn, C. Byse & P. Strauss, supra note 2, at 142 n.4, 642 n.1.

AGENCIES' PLACE IN GOVERNMENT

... and removed from the advice of experts in the bureaucracy—is not in a position to make a meaningful balancing choice among competing national goals.394

A second response is that the White House lacks the resources to make the detailed judgments inherent in administration. For example, in technologically complex rulemakings, like those at the EPA, many of the most important decisions are incorporated into the assumptions of the technological model used. The White House does not have the expertise necessary to comment on those rules and "[w]ithout highly capable technical assistance to both resurface and reanalyze those assumptions, the review that is conducted . . . may end up being inconsequential and superficial but will have imposed a blizzard of additional paperwork by all concerned."395

While justified, these concerns underestimate the need for coordination and review and the inability of any body but the President to fulfill that need. "Each agency has a natural devotion to its primary purpose . . . no matter how many statutes . . . say that it shall 'consider' other interests as well. Someone in Government, and in the short run that someone can only be the President, must have power to make the agencies work together . . . ."396

These claims made for presidential direction do not necessitate complete displacement of agency judgments or an assertion of White House expertise. Coordination and substantive suggestions—albeit backed up with the influence of the Presidency—are not incompatible with the agency remaining ultimately responsible for the decision. The OMB supervision of the impact-analysis process under Executive Order No. 12,291, for example, recognizes (as it must) that the authority to issue the rules subject to the impact analysis process remained in the agency head,397 subject to whatever political discipline

394. Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 155, 157 (separate statement of William T. Coleman, Jr., dissenting in part from the commission's recommendations) (footnote omitted).
396. Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 163 (separate statement of Judge Henry J. Friendly, concurring in part with the commission's recommendations). In his 1962 Oliver Wendel Holmes Lecture at Harvard, Judge Friendly had taken a position similar to that of Secretary Coleman. Compare H. Friendly, The Federal Administrative Agencies: The Need For Better Definition Of Standards 152–55 (1962) with Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 155, 157 (separate statement of William T. Coleman, Jr., dissenting in part from the commission's recommendations). In Roads to Reform Judge Friendly explained that those lectures had been devoted solely to the independent agencies. . . . If they made a mistake in the award of a particular broadcast license, or even in its policies with respect to such licenses, the nation would survive until Congress took remedial action . . . .

The federal bureaucracy has burgeoned to an extent not remotely contemplated seventeen years ago. . . . Moreover, whereas in the early 1960's the focus was on agency decisions taking the form of orders after trial-type hearings, today's emphasis . . . [is] with regulations avowedly of a legislative character.

Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 163 (separate statement of Judge Henry J. Friendly, concurring in part with the commission's recommendations).
the President might bring to bear.\textsuperscript{398} Similarly, \textit{Sierra Club v. Costle}\textsuperscript{399} accepted the possibility that the White House had been able to influence the agency’s choice among several alternatives, each supportable on the basis of the materials in the rulemaking, through private conversations it held could remain private.\textsuperscript{400} What had not happened was a direct transfer of decision; if Administrator Costle had decided not to accept any advice he received and promulgated the rule as he wished it to be, the White House’s sole recourse would have been to punish him in some way, paying whatever political cost was inherent in that action. Within the constraint of recognizing the domain of law, the proposition that there exists a single executive, responsible to the people through election and to the law through his oath faithfully to execute all laws, locates the coordination and dispute resolution function in the Presidency.

2. \textit{Congressional Regulation of Presidential Direction of the Exercise of Administrative Discretion}. — Given that the President’s political accountability was foreseen as both a principal check upon him and a source of his authority in political struggles with Congress, the risk that political considerations might enter into the President’s oversight of administrative discretion seems a limited rationale for congressional control of that oversight. At the least, for the reasons already indicated, one would think the rationale unavailable wherever Congress had not been equally careful of its own political involvement.

Just as with executive privilege, the key is to identify those congressional statutes that might unbalance the distribution of authority at the apex of government by crippling existing informal controls; there is no a priori need for statutory authorization of presidential direction. Although the recent proposals for presidential override of some important agency policy decisions\textsuperscript{401} appear to be a dramatic innovation, the President’s informal influence over the daily operation of government is already pervasive. In fact, these proposals would restrain rather than confer executive authority; the resolution of interagency dispute and coordination of agency activity in conformity with centrally determined executive policy are already daily activities. The activities are informal because informality makes for more efficient deployment of the President’s limited resources; formalities mean time, people, and added disputes to be resolved. Such activities are not highly visible, because of the danger that, if they were, Congress would encumber them in ways restricting the effectiveness of the President’s coordinative apparatus. The White House does not have to be explicit with an agency about results; it has enough power


\textsuperscript{399} 657 F.2d 298 (D.C. Cir. 1981).

\textsuperscript{400} Id. at 408.

\textsuperscript{401} See Roads to Reform, supra note 55, at 79–83; Cutler, The Case for Presidential Intervention in Regulatory Rulemaking by the Executive Branch, 56 Tul. L. Rev. 830 (1982).
to act much more indirectly using the points of contact already described: the opportunities to persuade and cajole; the loyalties that may arise from appointment; and the probable shared sense of respect and of national mission.\footnote{402}

In sum, Congress's ability to limit presidential directory power is limited not only by the general need to maintain a tension between the named branches, but by the need for the President to be able effectively to coordinate all agency decisionmaking. This need is reflected in the President's presently wide but informal directory power and Congress's acquiescence to it.

**Conclusion**

The basic conclusion was asserted at the outset: given the realities of contemporary government and the inescapable constraints of constitutional text and context, we can achieve the worthy ends of those who drafted our Constitution only if we give up the notion that it embodies a neat division of all government into three separate branches, each endowed with a unique portion of governmental power and employing no other. That apportionment was made, but it was made only as to those actors occupying the very apex of government—Congress, President, and Supreme Court. The remainder of government was left undefined, in the expectation that congressional judgments about appropriate structure would serve so long as they observed the two prescriptive judgments embodied in the Constitution: that the work of law-administration be under the supervision of a unitary, politically accountable chief executive; and that the structures chosen permit, even encourage, the continuation of rivalries and tensions among the three named heads of government, in order that no one body become irreversibly dominant and thus threaten to deprive the people themselves of their voice and control.

The first judgment leaves Congress free in particular cases to choose among a variety of relationships the President might have with those who actually do the work of law-administration; whatever relationship is chosen,

\footnote{402. This directory power is related to, but not derivative from or coincidental with, his removal power. Thus, the propositions established respecting congressional control of presidential oversight are limited ones about the President's removal authority. There are some overlaps, of course, between the powers. A court might agree, for example, that a commission's refusal to perform a requested economic analysis of the impact of a proposed rule, to publish an agenda of its intended rulemaking activities for the coming period, to await the results of OMB review of agency comments on a rule, or to attend a meeting called to discuss them gave rise to "cause" for removal of one or more commissioners from office. The President also possesses in most cases the further authority to rotate the chairmanship among the sitting commissioners as a means of enforcing his displeasure with an incumbent regardless of cause. But he does not often use it. Neither does he often discharge secretaries of executive departments, whose response to his directives is invariably less than perfect, who often in their own political necessities must resist a course the President would have them take, and who are the ones empowered to sign any adopted rule. The secretaries, too, possess a measure of practical and legal independence. Thus, his removal power, like the directory power, does not vary whether the President is dealing with executive or independent agencies.}
however, must be sufficient both to warrant characterization of the President's role as unitary and to justify holding him accountable for the results of administration. From such reflections of the first judgment as appear in the constitutional text, one can derive a few necessary dimensions of that relationship: the appointment power, a structure within which effective and confidential (absent special reasons) consultations may occur and, in the ordinary case, some degree of participation in the decisionmaking process.

The second judgment suggests constraints on the rationales Congress may employ for making law-administration remote from the President. In some circumstances, most commonly those in which we think fairness to litigants requires careful observance of separation of functions within an agency, a congressional decision to insulate agency judgment from the President will in fact connote a decision to exclude all politics, legislative as well as executive. This rationale seems generally persuasive, and while even such exclusions might be questioned in some circumstances, the very process of observing parity of political treatment will restrain Congress from precipitous removal of agencies from presidential control. What the second judgment strongly suggests, in any event, is that such parity must be observed. Congressional removal of an agency from political relationships with the President while such relations were maintained with the Congress would signal conditions in which the intended competition and tensions among the constitutionally named heads of government would tend to be defeated.

When the two judgments are taken together, it becomes clear that parity is only a minimum: the President has an independent claim to control the execution of government to balance Congress's independent claim to structure it. Communication, coordination, even direction are as much the characteristic modes by which an executive exercises oversight as are hearings and the other tools of statute and budget working for a legislature. Balance between President and Congress in the work of law-administration can only be maintained by assuring settings in which these characteristic relationships may be effective.

With so large a subject and so rich a history, I do not pretend to have done more than scratch the surface of possibilities. Nonetheless, the inquiry—and the reunderstanding it connotes—seems important. The formalistic view of the place of agencies creates assumptions and beliefs that would change if all agencies were viewed as essentially under the control of all three named bodies. For example, the political differences between the Federal Aviation Administration (in the Department of Transportation) and the Civil Aeronautics Board (an independent commission) seem to derive in part from the CAB's belief that Congress may consider the CAB entitled to be more independent of presidential direction than the FAA, which operates in a framework of expectation that it is bound by his directives. Even if the President believes he has directory authority over the CAB, exercising that authority nonetheless will require the playing of political chips in his dealings with Congress; the stakes in that game, which include the possibility of added congressional controls over the executive departments, may be too high to
justify the play. Reunderstanding the issues in checks-and-balances terms—eliminating the illusion that agency structure depended on placement rather than relationship—could alter the expectations which underlie this political by-play, and in that way work for continuation of the balance between President and Congress that lies at the heart of the constitutional scheme.

Yet one ought not to expect, or even wish, these issues soon to be resolved. The expectation would be misplaced, because even bringing such questions to court requires a combination of political will and circumstances. Whether and in what circumstances simple disobedience to a presidential directive in rulemaking constitutes "cause" for dismissal, for example, can be tested only following the dismissal from office of a commissioner who is then motivated to fight his dismissal through three layers of courts and the existence of circumstances persuading the Court to grant certiorari—a combination more easily frustrated than attained. The wish would be misplaced because, as must already be evident, the imprecision of the relationship between President and Congress is at the heart of the mechanism by which the balance of the constitutional structure is maintained. It is not hard to say that the central issues are the unitary direction of law-administration, political responsibility for the whole within the constraints of law, and a tension between Congress and President in which neither is able to become dominant. Determining when the presidential capacities necessary to maintain that tension have been threatened will rarely be other than a difficult act of judgment.